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OUTSTANDING NEW MUSIC AND BEST SELLERS
Title Composer
AIRY FAIRIES (Concert waltz in C)
Spaulding
BIG BASS SINGER (L.H. melody, Leger
lines) _.Rolfe
BY THE WATERS OF MINNETONKA
Lieurance
CARNIVAL DANCERS (Note clusters,
Short, Showy) Chauncey
DANCING PUPPETS (Phrasing,
Staccato, Pedal) Scher
GUITAR SERENADE (5 note groups,
Well under hand) Gaynor
*HUNGARY (Showy, Well under hand)
Koelling
IN SCHUBERT'S DAY (Recital, .
R.H. Technic) Krentzhn
MARCH OF THE WEE FOLK
(Small chords in both hands) .. Gaynor
Number Grade Price
110-06482 1 $.35
110-16338 1% .30
110-12927 5 040
110-26628 3% .30
110-40146 2% .30
120-30225 2 .30
110-07014 4% .50
110-22618 3 .35
120-30008 2 .35
Composer Number Grode Price
110-04010 3 $.50
110-07235 2 .30
110-17720 2% .40
110-23048 4 .50
110-05786 1 .30
110-08801 2\> .40
120-30111 4 .50
130-40100 2-3 .40
110--24405 1'" .30
--~"·".~"Ii"'J1·.·,,,,···_..r......""... .'--lII=::~;;
Title
MELODY OF LOVE (Singing melody,
Hands cross) Engelmann
ROSE PETALS (Singing L.H. melody,
Adult) Lawson
SALUTE TO THE COLORS (Excellent
march) Anthony
SEA GARDENS (Triplets, Pedal, Singing
melody) Cooke
SING ROBIN SING (Singable lyrics, .
Large notes) ". Spaulding
SPARKLING EYES (Light, Smooth waltz)
Anthony
STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER
(Famous march) _ .Bousa
STROLLING HARP PLAYER (Arpeggios)
Harding
TOMMY'S NEW DRUM (March, Chords)
Preston
• Send for oddilional /isIs of
Piana Pieces. Depl. EP-6-52
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
LeTTeRS
T 0 THE EDITOR
Strength without relaxation is use-
less; it produces only tightness,
as Mr. Schnabel says; but relaxa-
tion without strength results only
in feebleness. It is true that "a
great deal of tension and stiffness
is purely mental"; the cure of it
must also be mental. But that does
not mean just thinking of strength
and relaxation. There must be
musical strength and musical re-
laxation, and I want to set forth
briefly my system of obtaining
this musical strength and relaxa-
tion. A more accurate statement,
though, is: musically obtaining
strength and relaxation by Correct
Pitch-Control. There is something
mystic in the fact that Correct
Pitch-thought can give us complete
control of our strength and relaxa-
tion not only for musical but for
all other purposes. A pupil of mine
who has mastered this principle
of Correct Pitch-control was a
good tennis player, and one day
he decided to put himself into the
condition of full musical strength
(and relaxation) before playing
his contemplated game. He re-
ported that never in his life had
he played a game so well; the
musical set-up had given him a
buoyancy of action with his tennis
racquet he had never before ex-
perienced.
Being in possession of this mu-
sically produced strength does not
mean that we can only hit hard
all the time; we can draw upon
it to whatever degree we wish.
We can give a gentle pat, or,
speaking pianistically, a gentle
touch, a gentle "caress" of the
keys, and change instantly from
pianissimo to fortissimo, or to any
degree of power between these ex-
tremes. The subconscious opera-
tion is immediately responsive to
our imagination and desire with-
out the least effort. Of course a
technique of touch under this con-
dition has to be acquired, and I
know of no better material than
Wilson G. Smith's Thematic Oc-
tave Studies. I think I have used
them with everyone of my Piano
pupils since they were published
in 1902, and I could not get along
without them.
Ferdinand Dunkley
New Orleans, La.
(Continued on Page 6)
April Issue
Sir: I should be more than un-
grateIul to put off one more day,
writing to thank you for the April
edition of the ETUDE. Every issue
has been interesting, but the April
one-Excellent! Superb!
The outstanding article in the
issue, of course, was "The Swed-
ish Nightingale in America," writ-
ten by David A. Weiss.
But my sincere, most sincere,
congratulations go to your music
selections. I want to compliment
you on having such a variety. My
sister and I are learning the Sere-
nade from "Don Giovanni," by
Mozart and I plan to learn the
Third Movement from Symphony
No.3 by Johannes Brahms which
are both published in the April
issue.
Again my congratulations!
Tommie Ella Scrivener
Aberdeen, Mississippi
Sir: Each issue of your maga-
zine now seems to be a little better
than the previous one. The April
issue should certainly win friends
and influence teachers.
The Mursell article should be
distributed to all parents enrolling
their students for instruction. The
apprentice idea works and does
wonders in getting students to
learn (I've tried it) and Kirsh-
baum's ideas are good and well
expressed. In fact there isn't a
poor article in the whole issue-
including my own.
The newly appointed chairman
of our local Ohio Music Teachers
Association just phoned me and
said about what I said in my first
two paragraphs. You seem to be
giving teachers the kind of maga·
zine they want and I hope you
will be able to keep up the good
work.
June wedding coming up in your
family? May we join the family council
to make a suggestion?
Start the young couple off with a
brand-new Wurlitzer Piano. It's a gift
that will make them proud and
happy now-and one they can
enjoy through au t the years.
It's easy to give a Wurlitzer. For
Wurlitzer Pianos are made and priced
to give you the biggest piano value
anyone can buy. Wurlitzer puts
more into its pianos-yet sells them
for less- because Wurlitzer is the
leader in its field. More people buy
W urlitzer Pianos than those of
any other name.
and many of
their happiest
moments were
spent at their
Wurlitzer Piano
Frank Friedrich
Bay Vi/lage, Ohio
Musical Strength and Relaxation
Sir: The article, "The Hand
and the Keyboard," by Artur
Schnabel, in the February issue of
ETUDE, as told to James Francis
Cooke, contains a statement: "Re-
laxation is synonymous with good
pianoforte playing." Yes, provided
it is coexistent with Strength.
9W.t1k th, ~ weJIkg rlt"
-f.m~ ad C/dal?
J~\
\
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Wurlitzer Piano Model 2300
(Louis XV). Walnut. Like all
Wurlitzer Pianos, it may be
bough t on canvenien t terms.
WURLfIZER e"-WurlitzuisjanwusjOl'thej"'esl b. elettronic organs,too-amon, them are.mad.able "ew eledranicorgan Jar Ihe Iwme. Easyto '''stall. Eas", 10 play.World's largest Builder of Pianos and OrgansUnder One Great Nome
THE RUDOlPH WURLITZER COMPANY, DE KAlI, ILLINOIS; EXECUTIVE OFFICES, (KICAGO, ilLINOIS
__stl. _
NEW Crescendo SPINET
Take the word of experienced
tuners, technicians, teachers .
those who know pianos from A
to Z. They'll tell you Jesse French
pianos arc second to none in their
price class. Strong words? Yes.
But here, in the remarkable new
"Crescendo" Spinet, is proof to
back them up! Visit your Jesse
French dealer, today! See, inspect,
play the new "Crescendo." Then,
have your dealer explain the low
down payment and easy budget
terms which will put this out.
standing new value triumph in
your home, now!
EREE BOOKLET helps you be
Illre you buy right! Check the
coupon below for your copy of
"How to Choose the Right Piano"
to guide you.to the right flM!
decision. We will elise send,
free, a- copy of "Music in Your
Child's Development." MClil the:
coupon now.
...
TO
CHOOSEr"'En
1fUO
~
J~Frenchssons
~.R·anos
Famous for Musical Excellence Since 18TS~----------------------,
: JESSE FRENCH & SONS :
J Dept_ E.8S, Elkhgrt, Indign", J
: Wilhovl obJigglion,,"'nd m'" theose f'",e bookr"'ts: :
I 0 "How 10 Choose the Besl Piano" I
: 0 "M..,sic in Your Child's Developm ...nl" :
, I
I Nome t, ,
I Sir"'el I, ,
: City Zone_Slofe__ :
: 0 prease check here i~yo", are go leacher :!L ~.'
2
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Alexander :\IcCurdy
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Iicolas Sionimsky
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By GEORGE GASCOYNE
Berlioz: S;,.,nplwnie FUlItastique
Eugene Ormaudy and the Phila-
delphia Orchestra present this
highly descriptive work in a bril-
liant recording distinguished for
the variety of its tone colorings.
(Columbia, one lO-inch disc.)
Mahler: The Song QI Lament
Here is one of this composer's
extended song cycles in a record-
ing by a trio of singers who turn
in a quite satisfying job. Ilona
Steingruber, Sieglinde Wagner,
and Ernst Majkut are the vocalists
who are especially good in the
ensemble parts of the work. The
Vienna State Opera Orchestra is
the accompanying medium under
the direction of Zoltan Fekete.
(Mercury, one Iff-inch disc.)
'Wcinherger: Polka and Fugue [roni
" Se /twa IItla"
Strauss: Deuce of lite Seven Veils
jroni "Selome"
Another excellent recording by
the Philadelphia Orchestra di-
rected by Eugene Ormandy. The
jolly "Schwanda" music and the
sensual "Salome" dance are given
characteristic performances by
this virtuoso organization" (Co-
lumbia, one IO-inch disc.)
Puccini: La Bohem.e
A new recording of this ever-
popular work finds a well-balanced
cast doing justice to the fine score.
The Mimi of Renata Tebaldi espe-
cially deserves mention for the
delicacy and purity of the vocal
work, while Giacinto Prandelli in-
terprets Rodolfo in a highly artis-
tic manner. Others in the very
capable cast are Hilde Gueden,
Giovanni Inghilleri, Raphael Arie,
Fernado Corena and Melchiorre
Luise. The Santa Cecilia Chorus
and Orchestra are valuable ad-
juncts and the conducting is in the
capable hands of Alberto Erede.
(London, two 12·inch discs.)
(Continued on Page 7)
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YC RA YOUNG COMPOSERSRADIO AWARDS
An·
All
Opportunity For
Young Composers
THE radio industry through its state broadcasters As-
sociations and BMI, and the nation's music educators,
through established and reputable orgauizations, have
joined forces to provide an opportunity for the young
composer to gain recognition and be rewarded for ac-
complishment in musical composition.
THE PURPOSE OF YCRA
This is a music composition con-
test designed to encourage compos-
ers of concert music in secondary
schools and colleges, through a sys-
tematic series of annual awards.
WHAT KIND OF MUSIC?
"Concert music" as an all-embruc-
ing term to describe what sometimes
is called "serious," "Classical" or
"good" music,
WHO ARE THE COMPOSERS YCRA
IS TRYING TO REACH?
Specifically, students in secondary
schools, colleges and conservatories
-students who are likely to have the
soundest basic training.
CONTINUING this series inauguratedlast month Etude brings to its readers
in this issue a brief biography of Igor
Stravinsky, one of the leading figures in
the field of contemporary music.
Born near St. Petersburg, June 17, 1882,
raised in a musical atmosphere and at an
early age brought under the direct influ-
ence and teaching of Rimsky-Korsakov,
Stravinsky by the time he was 26, had his
First Symphony performed in St. Peters·
burg. His first major important work was
the ballet, "The Fire Bird," commissioned by Diaghilev and given
its premiere in Paris in 1910, This was followed in succession
by other ballets for Diaghilev-"Petrouchka," "Le Sacre du
Printemps," and "Pulcinella." His oratorio, "Oedipus-Rex" (1927),
showed a marked religious trend in his creative work, which
was further evident in the "Symphony of Psalms," written for the
50th anniversary of the Boston Symphony Orchestra (1930).
Stravinsky's work is characterized by a remarkable rhythmic in-
ventiveness and by a reaffirmation of the principles of tonality,
Since the beginning of World War II, he has been in America,
becoming an American citizen in 1945. A number of important
works, ballet and orchestral, have been written on commission
from various sources, Stravinsky's latest work, an opera, "The
Rake's Progress,''' which had an exciting premiere in Venice last
fall, with the composer conducting, is scheduled for performance
by the Metropolitan Opera Company next season.
On page 29 of this month's music section, will be found an
arrangement by Henry Levine of The Dance of the Princesses,
from "The Firebird Suite."
WHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR THE YCRA?
Any student in an accredited pub-
lic, private or parochial secondary
school, an accredited college, uni-
versity, graduate school or conserva·
tory of music can enter YCRA, Com·
petition is limited to students under
twenty.six years of age but time
spent in military service may be'
deducted.
WHAT ARE THE PRIZES?
The national awards are as fol·
lows: $500 in the secondary group;
$1600 each in the undergraduate and
graduate group, All awards are to be
used for further musical study in the
U, S. There will be other suitable
awards at the discretion of local
broadcasters associations or commit·
tees,
1952 CONTEST ENDS IN JUNE
Compositions may be entered now.
and until the end of the School year
in June 1952, Awards will be made
as soon as practical thereafter,
PERFORMANCE FACTOR
IMPORTANT
YCRA does not contemplate mere-
ly the awarding of prizes. It is in-
tended that the contest be determined
by practical factors which will make
the music selected available for per-
formance, broadcasting and record-
ing purposes, The cooperation of in-
fluential persons in all of these fields
has already been enlisted.
WHO STARTED YCRA?
YCRA is a joint activity of Broad-
cast Music, Inc. (8MI), a musical
performing rights licensing organiza-
tion which has always been closely
identified with radio and television
performances, and of radio broad-
casters. Aiding in the creation and
development of YCRA, however, are
those groups which traditionally have
been responsible for the creation of
concert music in the U.S.-music ed·
ucators, publishers, performers and
the organizations through which
these persons make themselves felt,
Officers and members of such organ-
izations as the National Federation
of Music Clubs, Music Educators
National Conference, Music Teach~
ers National Ass'n and National
Ass'n of Schools of Music have given
unstjntingly of their time, experience
and wisdom.
For complete information, including application blanks,
official rules and other particulars, write to:
BROADCAST MUSIC, Inc., 580 5th Ave., New York 36, N. Y.
Conducted under the auspices of all
STATE BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATIONS
and
BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
"My TONliahinet
is indispensable
"to me
says MARGUERITE PIAZZA
-loc"ly soprano 0/ jUetrQPolilan
Opera and s;nging star of NBC.
j'V's "Show 01 Shows"
These sped"lIy .!csigned
drawer_Ira)" almost h.",d
you the ",,,sjc "0" ,m",I.
I
"It keeps my music all sorted out and
neatly filed in those clever drawer-
trays," says Miss Piazza. "I never need
Iwaste time searching for the music I
want. It's always there at my finger
rips-c-eo handy! Protects all my music
against loss or damage."
Style 600 shown holds about 825 sheets of music.
\Vritc for dealer's numc and folder showing other
styles for homes, studios, schaab, archeSlml. Tonk
illig. Co., 19/2 N. Magnolia AUlI•• Chicago J.J, Ill.
TONK b· t FOR YOURa Ine S SHEET MUSIC
Famed for a((uraty tt
and dependability... ~.
The :6 .
METRONOME de Maelze I
by SETH THOMAS
.>
Here's the very finest metronome
you can buy-the Seth Thomas*
Metronome de Maelzel.
Made by a company whose name
has meant precision~in-time for 139
years, this dependable instrument is
easily adjustable for tempos from 40
to 208 beats per minute. Measure-
ment is both audible and visible-
by distinct tick and oscillating plin-
dulum.
Inside the handsome, hardwood
case is a sturdy, key-wound mecha-
nism built with all the skill and pride-
in-workmanship that has gone into
every Seth Thomas product since
]813. It is lightweight and portable
... is a wonderful aid to the develop-
ment of correct timing in music and
dancing.
See this fine Seth Thomas Metro-
nome at your music dealer, depart-
ment or jewelry store. It's priced at
only $12.90.'
..n,,~. u. S. Pat. Oil'.
tPrice subject to ch;mge
Seth 1homas Clocks Thomaston, CO.1n.Div. of General Time Corp,
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By NiCOLAS SLONIIUSKY
PUPILS OF ROSARIO SCALERO, theeminent Italian musician who
taught a generation of. Amer.ica~
composers at the Curtis Institute
of Music, may regard themselves
as musical descendants' of Pales-
trina and musical great-grandchil-
dren' of Paganini. This is how it
works out.
Scalero's teacher was Sivori, a
favorite pupil of Paganini, whose
teacher was Rolla, who studi d
with Fioroni, a pupil of Leo, one
of the founders of the Neapolitan
School, who was a disciple of Fago
called Il Tarantino, who was the
apprentice of a chorister in Pales-
trina's chapel in Rome. Altogether,
from Scalero to Palestrina, ten
musical generations.
Fritz Kreisler enjoys practical
jokes. I-lis most famous one "'8 ,
of course, the publ.ication of his
own violin pieces as arrangernent
of non-existent classical works.
•
CONDUCTORS RARELY SUFFERfrom an inferiority complex .
But there are-or were--conduc-
tors suffering from a form of pol-
itis, an incurable malady the prin-
cipal symptom of which is exces-
sive politeness towards orchestra
men. One such conductor, a
Frenchman, stepped up to the pod.
ium, smiled and did nothing.
"Commencez done," whispered the
concertmaster to him. HApres vous,
apres VOtiS," replied tJle conductor.
An Itnlian condll.ctor was 0
nervous before each performance
that it took him some time to sum-
mon enough strength to give the
downbeat. The orchestra men
looked at him sympathetically, and
then the first double-bass player
shouted: "Corraggio, Maestro, cor-
raggio !"
•
ONCE WHEN TCRAlKOVSKY was
riding in a droshky, he had a
sudden impulse to playa joke on
an important-looking individual
who was passing by. He jumped
off, and lipped his hat. The
stranger st pped in embarrass.
merit. 'Tchaikov sky looked at him
closely and exclaimed: I'A thou.
sand apologi ! Mr rror! Please
forgiv Ill!" jU1ll1 d beck into
his droshky and w a of!.
TC!UtiJ'QVSJ.·y, Iurgen on, and
ich 10 I u] inclein were return-
ing t Mosco- in (I suburban train,
in whi h there were lit iel com-
pa rt.m nts for ladles. uddenly
Tchaik- vsk jumped from his seat
and rushc I lo"ard, th {,bidden
z n , singinfl' the tune of the mao
zurka from linkn'l'l pera, "Life
For th anr." Thea he stopped
abruptl • bow d 10 the ledi ,and
r turn I to his seat, still inging
the mazurka.
•
THE: 0 \ L\OL., liE ,nd the18rlton Tamhurini I)O~ sed
en rl11ou~ly po'\ rful \oic:. Ros·
1111, ever a \\ it. ,\ rote from Paris
to a {ri n I in Italr: "Labl,cbe and
Tamburini sang the duet from Bel·
lini's 'The Puritan~.' I need not
lell you an} thing ,boul tbeir per·
formanou lllUEtha\'e heard it
yourself.u
Brahms wlfl .Hahler were
walking together Ilear Salzburg,
A the)' wer cross.ina the bridge
of the lsehi ill,.r. Bralnn, com·
ment d coimi:::tiall)' Ihat there
were no more great composers
left. and nO ~ucces.~ors to their
greatness wer to be expectedfrom
the future g{"neralion~. )fahler
stO} ped. pointed at the rirer. and
aid to Brahms: "Here goes the
last wave!
•
LL OF LI ZT'- Pt:PILS are nOlI
dead but Ulere is 5till ali\"e
the Genn.:n piani,t Lily Reiff.:.r·
torius who was as a younggut
kis...--ed' on the br~w by li5zt. 5ince
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Liszt was, as a young boy, kissed
on the brow by Beethoven, Lily
Heiff-Sertorius is a claimant to the
honor of being a sort of Beetho-
ven's gr anddaughter-by-kiss. She
recalls in her memoirs that when
she worshipfully spoke to Liszt
seventy years ago, he told her:
"My dear child, we are both so
far removed fro~ the true perfec-
tion of art, that it hardly matters.
whether one of us stands a step
higher or lower."
When Liszt's Concerts were
announced in Russia in 1842, the
cultural society in St. Petersburg
and Moscow was in a frenzy of
expectation. "There is not a single
list in the papers without Liszt,"
was a current Russian pun (list
is the Russian word {or page). In
the music stores of St. Petersburg,
one could purchase Liszt's piano
pieces, and his portraits. Also on
sale was a song "Homrnage a F.
Liszt," by the singer Pantaleone
who. traveled with Lisat and ap-
peared with him as a joint artist.
•
A r LISzr'S CONCERTSin Russia,
two grand pianos were placed
in the center of the stage, with
keyboards facing each other. Liszt
played alternately on one and the
other, so that his hands could be
seen from all parts of the audio
torium. The first concert took
place on April 20, 1842, in the
Nobility Hall in St. Petersburg.
Among those present were Glinka,
Serov, Lvov (the composer of the
Russian Tsarist anthem), and
other notables. The critic Stasov
recaJls his impressions of the oc-
casion: "Liszt walked briskly up
the stage, tore off the white gloves
from his hands and threw them
under the piano. He bowed low in
[1/1 directions, and sat at the piano.
Immediately, silence fell on the as-
sembly, and, without further cere.
monies, Liszt began the Overture
to 'William Tell.' The hall was
shaken by turr:tultuous applause,
after he finished playing,' and he
quickly went over to the other
piano, and kept changing pianos
for each p.iece."
After Liszt's concert, Serov
wrote to Stasov: "It is almost hvo
llOurs since I left the concert hall,
and I am still in ecstasy. Where
am I? Where are we? Was this
reality, or a dream? How lucky we
are to be living in the year 1842
and to hear such an artist!"
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The Director of the Paris
opera, whose name was Halanzer,
did not like the name Hilda in
Reyer's opera "Sjgurd." "Why
don't you change it to Bilda?"
Halanzer asked . the composer.
I<With pleasure, Monsieur Balan-
zer," replied Reyer. Halanzer got
the point; the nanle Hilda was
kept in the opera. THE END
Glinka was less impressed. -He
said that Liszt's playing was ex-
cellent in some pieces, but terrible
in others, that he dragged out the
tempi, and added some of his own
fiorituras to passages in Chopin,
Beethoven, Weber, and even in
Bach. Other musicians criticized
Liszt's mannerisms, particularly
his throwing up the hands before
attacking a brilliant passage.
In that spring of 1842, Liszt
gave in St. Petersburg five public
concerts, and numerous recitals in
the private salons of the Russian
aristocracy. His last concert fea-
tured free improvisations on
themes offered by the public. A
basket was passed in the audience,
and musicians present were asked
to drop into it Haydn's and Moz-
art's symphonies. There were also
a song from Glinka's opera "Life
for the Tsar," and a march from
his Husslan and Ludmilla." Liszt
announced in French (which was
the second language of Russian
cultured circles at the time) : "Mes-
sieurs et Mesdames! Avant tout
j'aurai I'honneur de vous faire en-
tendre les themes que je trouve
dans cetta corbeilleci, et ce sera it
vous d'exprimer par votre con.
sentement, lequel de ces themes
vous voudrez cho.isir." The great.
est applause greeted h.is playing of
Glinka's themes, and Liszt per-
formed a br'illiant improvisation
on the song from "Life for the
Tsar." Despite the great·success he
.obtained, Liszt himself was dis-
satisfied with his showing. On the
way to his hotel, he kept saying:
"I improvised like a pig!"
Even the stage coach in which
Liszt traveled, received its honors:
The "Journal of St. Petersburg
Clty Police" advertised in 1843:
'IThe new comfortable and ele-
gant equipage in which Franz
Liszt traveled in Russia, is leaving
for Kiev and Warsaw in ten days,
under the guidance of an experi-
enced coachman, It seats· twelve
people and is available for passen-
gers. "
the untrained ear is the
'root of all musical frustration
True understanding of the language
of music is impossible without basic
eor-training. Every day thousands of
"trained parrots" are being turned out
because of this missing link. Yet every music
teacher and musician of calibre knows that
basic ear training should slart with the first
lesson and continue throughout a musical career.
Teachers - Ask Yourselves These Questions
Can your students
1. REPRODUCE a little tune after hearing it once?
2. TRANSPOSE any little tune by ear on their instruments?
3, MEMORIZE easily?
In ether words, ore they developing their musical ears
... musical ears thot know the relationship of one tone
fa another before it is played or sung?
Rel-A.Tone Is The Answer!
REl-A-TONE, the world's first system of basic ear-training
on records will correct any weakness, within the student's
limitations, from the age of 7 to 70. This sensational new
syst~m, endorsed by musicians and teachers everywhere,
can be of invaluable assistance to you. as a teacher or student.
It enables you to learn and teach all intervals by eor and
sight, simply and quickly.
The REl-A-TONE Course will train the student's ear 10:
1. Remember indiVidual' tones; "
2. Remember melodic lines;
3. Classify by ear all saris of tunes;
4. Relain key-tones and their relations.
Order your REl-A·TONE course
now and see for yourself how it will
help your students. The REl-A-TONE
Course consists of 3 unbreakable
vinylite (78 rpm) records in a
handsome album with instructions.
Complete for $20.00
Send check or money order -to
REL-A-TONE INSTITUTE • Dept. E-l, Carnegie Hall
7th Ave. & 56th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Paul· Billotti, M. A., Directorj--------------------------------------------.REL-A·TONE INSTITUTE •
Dept. E·l, Carnegie Hall Dote.'
7th Ave. & 56th St., New York 19,·N. Y. I
Gentlemen: :
Please send me ..... Rel-A-Ton1e Albums @ $20 each_ I enclose $ I
Nome.. I
I
Address.. ."
I City.. State "... :'--------------------------------------------~
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IN THE FINEST HOMES
•.. ON THE
CONCERT STAGE
t'
IT$
Chosen ahove all other pianos hy the very fn'st rank
of concert artists in each sphere of musical c:\.'}JL'cssion,the
Baldwin is acknowledged as tbe pre-eminent piano
of the concert world-yet it is essen tially a pianb for
the home. That is why' in homes where qnality and
enduring beauty are the measure of
valne you will fmd, the Baldwin.
A Baldwin in yOllr, home,
exquisite in its superb
craftsmanship, will give you that
rare pride. that lasting
pleasure realized only through
owuership of the finest.
BAlDWIN ... the choice 01 AfrOI!, Bottista, Bernstein,
Bolet, Ciccolini, Copland, Doroll, fiedler, Flogstad,
Francescotti, Gieseking, Goldovsky, Roy Horris, Jo-
hono Harris, Henrio!, Amporo Iturbi, Jose Iturbi, Kube-
lik, luboshutz and Nemenofl, Moiseiwitsch, Monleux,
Munch, Pennorio, Piotigorsky, Pinzo, Pons,-Sonromo,
Spivokovsky, Stravinsky, Szigeti, Tourel, Troubel,
Whitte';lore and·Lowe, Wild, and monyothers. Jafbl.llin
• For informotion, nome of local dealer, write: THE BAlDWIN PIANO COMPANY, CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
Buildersof: BaldwinGrandPianos • AcrosonicSpinet Pianos· HamiltonVerticaland GrandPianos • BaldwinElectronicOrgans
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Letters to the Editor
(Continued from Page 1)
Adult Piano lessons
Sir: "re enjoy the magazine
very much.
An article in the Septelnber
(1951) issue, "A :\Tebraska Fan;,
Woman Takes Piano Lessons,
gave me courage to approach a
music teacher in our town to take
me as an adult beginner, which
she did. And I've never enjoyed
anything more than to sit and
practice at the piano. .
As for rest and relaxation, I
don't know of a better way.
Mrs. Edward Schmidt
Vinton, Louisiana
Articles
Sir: I have read with interest
the comments in the ET DE.
When one realizes the many de-
partments of music ivinstrumcnral
- vocal - teachers - comp sers
- students - and that one has to
interest the student, the layman
and more highly-trained 1 erson-
nel, I think we should tlumlc the
ETUDE for dol ng such a good
job.
I think the ETUDE has a wid
public and is doing a constru live
bit in both fields of ill[oTmaLion
and education.
I myself have enjoyed the maga-
zine very much. There have b en
some outstanding articles on voi c,
as well as ,.'ery interesting columns
in other music fields.
B. Bradford Alurphy
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Sir: The ET DE improves with
every issue. It is a constant source
of help to me with all of my stu-
dents, from pre-school to very ad-
vanced pupils.
Elioabeth Cobb
Americus, Georgia
Sir: I am enjoying my ET DE
magazine very much. I recently
started a subscription again after
a lapse of some time.'
The articles are excellent. Of
course being a singer and pianist
I lean lUore towards those.
I especially enjoy the articles
by, Guy Maier. His lesson wbkh
accompanied the Chopin Etude
(Fehruary) helped me to O\'er-
come this music and thanks to him
and his advice on how to approach
~nd study it, etc., I can now play
It-maybe not as Horowitz would
hut at least I play it quite weU £0:
my own pleasure, anyway.
My one and only complaint is
that the music in the ETUDE COn.
sists mostly 2·3·4 grade. Whycan.
not there be more advanced music
-half of it, anY\\Tay,instead of so
much 2-3-4 grade. Outside of this
I am perfectly satisfied. '
Mrs. Christine Larson
Groton, Conn.
Sir: Your ET DE has greally
added to the pupils' interest in
music and we 10 k forward to
each liti n a we find man)' good
p inLs in the many branches of
tudy c ntained in th m.
ister of I. Joseph
Quebec. ollado
ir: Th se ,Ia ..rer Lo-ons are
top with me. f Iellow them my.
self and love 'Orr part of them,
T Iiv in the country-my mother
and I-nl n n ur (arm a\\a1'
Ir m t \\'11 or \ Illage. and mr pi,
an i all th recreation I hare
I r there arc no mu..ic clubsclose
n ueh 1 attend. 0 you can
r adily realize that I sure wouldn't
miss an i u r £T 'DE reading,
III tim I wonder if Guy
Mai r an I Harold Berkl y .Iong
wilh Kurl hrk n' alld ~I.urice
] um nil can ho\'c any idea how
onc njoy an I ben 6' by their
writings a I do.
Lola Cridip
llommontl rille, Ohio
ir: I ha,' lak It ETC DE for
tlvo years and now I \\'ooderhow
I e"er got along" iiliout it. Ipia)'
piano. r am self·taught. and Ican
play up to grade, 3 ~.
I am l\Titinr.- to tell you how I
enjoyed lb ~Iarch i--ue. The or·
ticles, "~Jaslcr of ~1e1ody.~'"The
In piration of Defeat:' and "lIusic
from an nstrung Yiolin/' were
great.
I euj red" Great Americ<ln
Organist, irgil Fox:'
Compared to some of rour DIU'
sic se lions, tJl jIarcb is~uewas
okay, hut still far from perfect
Under The Hau:ai;an J{oon. wa5
pretty and easy. Orer Yill and
Dole, by Englemanu was ,-errgood;
Why not ba,'c more marches,
( ousa or others). .
Don't think I dont enJO)'
ET DE. It is the best musicwaga'
zinc I have c"er read. But, plea..:t
work ou the musie 5CCtioD.
Ru,sseIl E. Sprague
Lim.erick, JJoine
ETUD£-JCVE IW
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New Records
(Continued from Page 3)
Zandonai: Francesco till Rimini
To the ever-growing list 0.£ com-
plete opera recordings, this work
by Riccardo Zandonai, makes a
very valuable contribution. Thjs
tragedy, based on the play by
D'Annunzio, was given its pre-
miere in Turin, Italy in 1914, and
its first performance at the Metro-
politan Opera in 1916. This re-
cording made in Italy, employs a
large cast, which in the main is
entirely adequate. Included are
Maria Caniglia (Francesca ) , Or-
nella Rovero (Samaritans}, Mario
Tommasini (Oetasio}, Carlo Tag-
liabue (Gianciotto), Giacinto
Prandelli (Paolo iI Bello), Mario
Carlin (Malatestino dall o'cchio},
Amalia Oliva (Biancofiore), Licia
Rossini (Carsenda}, Grazia Co-
laresu (Donella), Anna Marie Can-
ali (Altichiara), AJdo Bertocci (A
Notary), and Enrico Campi (Jes-
ter). The orchestra and chorus of
Radio Italiana are under the able
direction of Antonio Guarnieri.
(Cetre-Soria, 3 LP discs.)
Beethoven: Ch,.isIllS am. Olberg
(Christ on the Moun·' 01 Olives)
Without doubt this oratorio
composed by Beethoven in the
period between 1799 and 1801, is
one of the master's finest works. It
utilizes 3 solo voices and a chorus
of angels" a chorus of warriors,
and a chorus of Disciples. It is
extremely dramatic and there are
moments of genuine inspiration.
Margit Opawsky, soprano, sings
hrilliantly the part of the Seraph;
Radko Delorco, tenor, does some
very effective singing in the role
of Jesus; and Walter Berry, bass,
in the role of P6ter is entirely
satisfactory. The Vienna Kammer-
char, anl the Orchestra of the
Vienna State Opera respond nobly
to the inspired directing of Henry
Swoboda. A complete libretto in
German adds to the value of the
reGording. (Concert Hall, one 12-
inch disc.)
Bach: Three Concertos for Harpsi~
chord and String Orchestra
These three concertos, No.4 in
A, No.5 in F Minor, No.7 in G
Minor are all given a capable per-
formance by Helma Elsner and the
Pro Musica Orchestra of Stutt·
gart, conducted hy Rolf Reinhardt.
This is joyful music, played with
apparent enjoyment by the artists.
There is a purity of style and a
balance of parts that are notable.
The recording is on the same high
plane. (One LP disc.)
Schumann: Srruph~II'·l\'o. 1, B-ftat
(Spring) .
A new recording of this Schu-
mann opus finds the Boston Sym-
phony under Charles Murlch turn-
ing in a splendid job, equalled in
every way by the technical excel-
lence .of the recording. There is
fine contrast and balance among
the voices of the orchestra and all
in all the listener has much to en-
joy in this fine recording. (Vic-
tor, one 12-inch disc.)
Dvorak: Sp"'[11wny No.4 ill G
Here is a superb recording of
this Dvorak work. George Szell
and the Amsterdam Concertge-
bouw join forces to do a splendid
piece of music making. Ssell's con-
ducting has clarity and drive, and
the result is probably the best per-
formance to date of this Sym-
phony, considered by many to be
the composer's finest. (London,
one LP disc.)
Leila!": Gypsy Love
One of the best of Franz Lehar's
operettas is presented in an excel·
lent recording which reany does
justice to the richly ~eautiful
score. The operetta is giyeh as
Lehar actually composed it in its
original German, with no attempt
to modernize it with so-called
Broadway or Hollywood touches.
The nostalgia for Hungary evident
throughout the score is one of its
chief charms. The principals in-
clude Herhert Ernst Groh and Rosl
Seegers in the two leading roles,
together with Carlheinz KareH,
Adi Appelt and nse Mentzel. The
chorus and Orchestra of Radio,
Berlin are conducted ably by Otto
Dobrindt. (Urania, two LP discs.)
Debussy: La Mer .
Here is a recording of La lWeI
which might be considered just
about perfect in its fine delineation
of the melodic line. There seems
to be nothing missed and the New
York Philharmonic-Symphony Or·
chestra with Dimitri Mitro-
poulos at the helm do a job of
which they may he justly proud.
Debussy's Iberia makes a splendid
companion piece for the reverse
side of the record. (Columbia, one
12-inch disc.)
Q
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SUMMER TERM
Dean Atlee L, Percy, Director
Intersession
May 26 to July 5
Summer Session
. July 7-August 16
Over Forty Courses in
all Branches of Music
Undergraduate ond Graduate
Credit in 'Music, Music Education.
(with major in music) and in Arts,
and Education
Non-daqree and Special Students
admitted
WORKSHOPS IN
Music Educotion-G.llup
Instrumental Music-Findlay
Pianists and Teachers-Wolffers
Closs Piano· Teaching-Wolffers
Private Instruction with Artist FaClllty in
Piano, Organ. Voice and all orchestral Instru-
ments. Full Dormitory Facilities-Full nee-
reabnnar Opportunities. Chorus-Orchestra-
Band_Concerts_Recitals.
FDr Further I'I{Ortlwllo" lileaBe lerile
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
College of Music
Eugene H. floyd, Ac:tinq Dean
BAIDWIN·WALLACE
CDNSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA. OHIO (suburb of Cleveland)
Amliated with II first class Liberal Art~
College. Four and five year courses leadiug
to degrees. Faculty I)~ :\rtist 'reachers. Send
for cltalogue or information to:
CECIL W. MUNK, Director, Berea, Ohio
World's largest Record Dealer
30% OFF
on all
LONG
PLAYING
RECORDS
{rem the largest and most complete
long playing 'record collection in the
world.
235 West 49th Street
New York 19, N. Y,
SAM' GOODY
235 W. 49 St .. N. Y. 19, N. Y.
Without obligation, send me your
.free long Playing Record Catalog.
Name' _
Street _
City State ___________________________ 1
be sure to see
DILLER.Cj)UAILE
.. School of Music
Normal Course leading to Teaching Cer·
tificate. Observation of children's classes.
66 East 80th Street, New York 21, N. Y.
JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
OJreu thoroul:b lralnlnJ[ In mudc. Courses leld_
In~ to del:rees of: Bachelor of Music, Blcllelor of
Music J::ducatlon. Muter or nuslc. and Muter
of Music Education,
MembuoftheNationslAnoeiationSchool80rMu~lc
BUlletin sent UDonreQueijt
W. ST, CLARE MINTURN •. Director
THE
LITTLE
TREASURY
SERIES
Just What You've Always
Wanted in Piano Teaching
Albums.
SHENANDOAH CONSERVATORYOF JlIIUSICL. E. Hill. Pre3.
Closely graded-yet contents are
varied ond interesting
A new book gives the stuient a feel-
ing o.f accomplishment .••
little Treasury Albums contajning
only 16 pages makes this possible, ••
Parents will not .feel music cosh are
too great-the Little Treasury Albums
cost only 50¢ each-scarcely more
than the cost of a single piece of
music!
SEE THE LITTlE TREASIfRY SERIES
AT YOUR DEALER'S NOW
••• or send for free descriptive folder so
you will be able to include this ~
.= in your fait teaching plans.
Courses leading to the B. Mus. and B. Mus.
Ed. degrees. Member NASM. In the heart
of the Shenandoah VaHey, Dayton. Virginia.
KNOX
COLLEGE
Department of Music
GaleSburg, Illinois
Member N, A. S. M.
Thomas W. Williams
Oata/oD sent upon ref/1I60! Chairman
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
47 West 63rd St. New York 23. N. Y.
CONVERSE COLLEGE S:8~,:L
Ed"'in GerachefskL Dean. Spartanhurg. S. C.
7,_J --:... _
~ (lL"'I:._- Drama-Opera-Dance
UW IVI~nlll" Musiut Comedy..< .n. Adult training-Stage and
Teleriaion. .Kew York appearances stressed.
ApDrored for Vets, Annex for Children. Write
E. Alrlene. 1780 H·way. N. Y. City 19.
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Attention! Piano Teachers!
Are Y.2!!- missing the many
benefits YOII and YOllr students
should be getting from
MODERN METRONOME
TECHNIQUES
Discover for yourself why
so many teachers (profes-
sionals, too) are getting
such wonderful results
with modern metronome
techniques! Send only
$1.00 (cash or check) to-
day for your copy of the
authoritative book "Metro-
nome Techniques" by
Frederick Franz. You'll
find it worth many times
its low price! Write to--.
..
FRANZ MANUFACTURING CO.
53 Wallace 51 ,New Hoven 11, Conn.
ACCORUIONISTSI-Teachers!
SICKLER NOTE SPELLER-51
MASTERWORKS MADE EASY
33 famous works of Bach, Beefhoven,
Chopin, Dvorak, Grieg, Motod etc.
Complete Book-Sl.50
ANYTIME
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
Both arranged in Grode 2 ... with words.
Eoch-.45
'rrl()'~ (""0 Im/feul of tile luore IIW/I 1.000
6(,6on/iOJ] 'P"blk(llioJl8 listed -in 01"- free cela/on
It"rile for :1/0(1)" eIflJU.
Oellt. ET-2
PIETRO DEIRO
ACCORDION HEADQUARTERS
46 Greellwich Avenue, New York J I, 'N. Y.
MonU·
mentll
,tud~ of Bach
and 11th-l8th
century music again
available. 1800 Ilages,
weighs· 7 Ibs. S volumes (un.
abridged) boulld as 2_ Formerly
cost UP to $40. Only 2000 copies in
prillt. Remit $10 to Dover Pub .. Dellt.
66, 1180 B'wa~, N. Y. l!l. (Postage free)
Unconditional 10-da~ cash-back gu.ra~
6000- NEWS-~:lti:~~~~~~.t:tX~;z~
Bargains-at 98¢ each:
Bach's 6; English &. 6 'French .Suitel (I vol.)
Beetho'fen's 10 Violin Sonatas (2 voll.) .
FREE catalolJ• At dealers, ordlrecl from
L P Dill!. '. 111131Eo\ _OCKET SCOR~S AI~lblR Sla ..IN. Y.32, N. Y,
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ltlusie Lover's
BOOKSHELF
By THOMAS FA ULKNER
Beethoven
Letters, Journals and Convcl'sations
Translated: llIfd Edited by
Michael Hamburger
During .his life span of fifty
years, Beethoven wrote volumi-
nous letters of varied significance.
Most of these have been collected
in this volume. The letters .are
interspersed with contemporary
comments from Beethoven's col-
leagues, his patrons, his associates,
his publishers, his ne'er-do-well
nephew Karl, and from his many
lady friends. Beethoven's appear-
ance, his boorish manners and his
plebeian background, were such
that he never married. The pro-
found beauty of his soul as l'e-
vealed in the classic grandeur of
his masterpieces, did not win him
the love for which he always
yearned. His ~iolent and erratic
temperament made marriage un-
thinkable, but his letter to "the
immortal beloved" found in his
papers after his death, is one of
the most rhapsodic of all love let-
ters. Beethoven was always in love,
but no one knows to whom this let-
ter was addressed.
The ea~liest letter presented in
the collection is that written to
Councillor von Schaden in 1787
when Beethoven was a lad of seven-
teen and already Court Organi·st
to the Elector of Cologne. It is a
courteous Dote, but shows little
intellectual maturity, such as did
the letters of Macaulay, Emer-
son, Wagner, Edgar Allan· Poe
and others. However, five years
later in 1792, we find him writing
in a friend's album, a statement
of the fundamental ideals which
determhled his career:
"To help wherever one can; love
liberty above all things; never
deny the truth, even at the foot
of the throne." In that statement
we find revealed a new kind of
musical genius incapable of snivel-
ing and cringing before the nobil-
ity and wealthy patrons.
Carl Czerny in 1798 gives a
graphic account of his lessons
with Beethoven: "His hands were
densely covered with hair and the
fingers especially at ~he tips, were
very broad. When he expressed
_his satisfaction fn my playing, I
sUJnmo'ned up enough. courage to
perform the Sonata Pathet.ique,
which had just been pubhshed
(1799) .... When I finished, Bee-
thoven turned to my father and
said: 'The boy has talent; I'll
teach him myself and accept him
as a pupil. Send hun to me o~ce
a week. But above all, get him
Emanuel Bach's textbook, 'On the
True Manner of Performing Upon
the Pianoforte'.' During the first
lessons, Beethoven oecu pied m
exclusively ·with scales in all the
keys, showed me the only right
position of the hand ~ still un-
known to most player at that time,
the position of the finger and
particu"larly the use of the thum
-rules-the usefu lucs of wh i h I
did not fully appreciate until a
much later tlme. Above all, he
drew my attention to the legato,
which he himself mastered in so
incomparable a manner and which
at that time all other piani ts
considered impractical, as it wa
still the fashion (dating from
Mozart) to play in clipped, abrupt
luanner. "
All in all this book indicate
Beethoven's growth to a thinker
of great breadth. It Cannot fail
to bring the reader nearer to the
immortal master-the greatest in-
strwuental composer of all musi-
cal history.
Pantheon Books 3.75
Folk Danee Music of the Slavic
Nalions
By H. A. Schimmerlillg
Mr, Schimmetling has provided
a scholarly reference book of
fascinating melodic material of
Croatia, Sloyenia, Czech, Slovak,
Bosnia, palmatia, Serbia, Polands
and other lands now for the most
part under the domain of the
U.S.S.R.
!Ie portrays the sp.Lnt, the
gaiety, the sorrow of simple peas-
ant folk who have del-eloped these
tunes during past O"eneralions.
~iving close to the soil, they are
snnple, naive and sincere. Here
and there in the 226 notation ex-
amples, he indicates how great
composers have utilized these
tunes and rhythms in thei.r master
works.
Associated Music Publishers $5.00
Donald Francis Tovey
By Mary Grierson
Great is the personage who
having lived a busy and produe,
tive life in follow ing high artistic
ideals goe on to his reward.
leaving large numbers of loring
friends and admirers, who still
stand bowed in homage. uch a
one wa D nald Fran is TO"e},
b rn July 17, 18i-. the son of
Lh R v. Dun an- T(lI j. a dis.
tinguish d • ngli ..h CC' .lesin-tical
sch lar, ne-tim 'hapl in of Trin-
ity 011 g. ambridge. TOle)
wu born nt Eton. \\ here hilt
father wo. 181.':,.,ic~ ma..ter for
tw Ive y ars. Hi fir-: teacher in
piano was ophie \\"ei ....e, a pupil
f D ppc. lIe next studied "ith
that notabl mu ..ical genius, Sir
Walt r Pa rrn It (counterpoint).
and finally with Jam lIiggs
(comp silion), winning the ~et·
tI hip h larship at Ballinl Col-
lege, ford. lIe lIa graduated
(B.A. , with In. ieal honors, in
189 . Th reaft r. he played in
Land n, .Berlin nnd ricnnal gil'"
ing concerts of hi piano piece5,
chamber mu ie, and orch lral
work. In 19U. h became tbe
Reid Profes r of ~lu5ie nt Edin·
burgh, e tablishing the Reid Sym-
phony onCerts. In 19"1;·1928.he
made a concert tour in the Lnited
States. lie became a Fellowof the
Royal College of Organists in
1924, and wa knighted in 1935.
ir Donald died in Edinburgb,
July 10, lWO.
His e..xceUenl work as a pianlEL
composer and condqctor Ifas sur·
passed by IUs career as a lecturer
011 music and bis exceptionally fine
analytical essays upon famousmu"
sical works.
Too mod t, and probably too
busy, to prepare an autobiography,
he did nevert.heless leaye a remark·
able coUection of letters to aoted
friends, including Joseph Joachil~l,
Pablo Casals and Albert b.-elt·
zer. From these, Dr. :\1ary Grier·
son, has put together a deligbtlul
and informative book giving a
most engaging pict.ure of musical
life in England for S8,-eDdecad",.
The book is illustrated by many
fine half·lone pictures.
Oxford Universil) Press $6.()(}
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A colorful uiord-picture of the 86-
year old dean of modern composers,
who is being honored this morpth with
a week.long festival m Helsinki.
To WORLD-FAMOUS Jean Sibelius the month of June bringsnew honors. However, when the week-long Sibelius Festival
opens June 7th in Helsinki with a sold-out house greeting guest
conductor Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra, the
great composer will not be present. Neither nation-wide acclaim
nor gifts heaped upon him by admiring countrymen will tempt
the 86-year-old master to leave Jarvenpaa.
The dean of modernists, Sibelius has long occupied a special
niche in the hearts of music lovers the world over. They know
his music, but of the man who produced that music th~y know
little.
"I, Sphinx," is his usual laconic retort on the few occasions
he has been pressed for more personal data. Surrounding himself
with a studied reserve as difficult to pierce as the iron curtain,
the Master of Jarvenpaa continues to dwell at "Villa Ainola,"
apart from mankind. What kind of life docs he lead? What of
his family ties?
In the summer of 1904 Sibelius built the log.based house at
Jiirvenpiiii (Lake's End) wbich the family has occupied for nearly
half a century. At that time he was actuated by the dual motives
which, to a lesser degree, dominate his life today: an intense
love of the pulsing world around him, but an even stronger desire
for the solitude out of which stem his creative ideas.
In his earlier years absences from Jarvenpaa were frequent,
necessitated by medical treatments for a threatened loss of hear-
ing, a serious throat ailment; later by a series of concerts in
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MASTER OF JARVENPAA
by Norma Ryland Graves
European capitals, and his American VISIt. Then came the nerve-
wracking days of the Red Terror in 1917-1918, when the family
was forced to take refuge in the lunatic asylum directed by his
brother, Dr. Christian Sibelius.
During the last few years with the exception of periodic visits,
to his dentist or more recent trips to the hospital where Madame
Sibelius was confined with a broken hip, Sibelius rarely leaves
home. To him life flows on evenly in a continuous pattern, the
days of the week, the weeks of the year as one.
Less than 30 miles distant lies Helsinki with its Conservatory
of Music, symphony orchestra, university, libraries, repertory
theatres, schools of art, extensive book stores - cultural stimuli
for the people of Finland. But in the woods behind his home,
those leading to the lake, the master finds a stimulating pleasure
no urban walls can satisfy, Within the four walls of pine-shrouded
"Villa Ainola", he finds his music and books, without which life
would be sterile.
_Constantly at his side is Aino Jarnefelt Sibelius, gently reared
daughter of a famous Finnish general and his patrician-born
wife, who for nearly sixty years has devoted her life to him. In
the early years when Sibelius was away she kept the home
together; encouraged him in all forms of creative expression. On
the small pension which the government allowed him (substan-
tially increased on his 60th birthday), she ran the household
smoothly and efficiently,
To her five little girls she was their first teacher, teller of
marvelous stories, instigator of lively pantomimes which kept
them quiet when Father Sibelius demanded silence. After the last
daughter entered the university she became her husband's secre-
tary.
Fame had by now brought a voluminous correspondence.
Gifts poured in - from poems and white shirts to boxes of cigars.
In between times Madame Sibelius worked in the garden, trans.
forming rock-infested forest slopes into a bower of fragrant
roses, carnations, daffodils.
"She talks to them. They understand," Sibelius said of her
when, on the occasion of my first visit to "Villa Ainola," he
filled my arms with her long. stemmed red roses.
In the last decade, the Master of Jarvenpaa has changed con-
siderably. Perhaps this change is not so (Continued on Page 10)
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much physically-s-he still is erect and un-
usually active for his years-c-as in the way
he spends his time. Still a night hawk,
he roams the house at odd hours and con-
sequently is not an early riser. But he
no longer spends interminable hours in his
upstairs workshop. Late morning and early
afternoon he now divides between his walks
and his work. He refuses to lie down dur-
ing the day, oat-napping at odd moments
in his chair.
Evening finds the Sibeliuses in their
favorite spor-e-the log-walled library, for-
merly the nursery. It is at the end of the
three downstairs rooms-past the formal
parlor with its closed Steinway-c-past the
dining room with its huge corner fireplace;
its windows a-bloom with a profusion of
potted plants.
"It is more comfortable here," says the
master of the book- lined rOOI11,cheerful in
modern furniture and rugs. And more than
any other room it reflects the cultural
tastes of the two.
Both are familiar with the age-old clas-
sics of world literature, Sibelius reading
them in the original. In fact, he can con-
verse about as readily in Latin or in Greek
as in English, German, French or Swedish.
An omnivorous reader, he absorbs quickly
and retains easily. He is tremendously in-
. terestcd in a variety of topics from astron-
omy to world politics. On "occasion he can
be a brilliant conversationalist, but the
one subject in which the world is most
interested-his Eighth Symphony............-elicits
from him only dignified silence.
As the two sit around the evening lamp
reading or listening to the radio, they offer
a study in contrast. Against the fragile
daintiness of his white· haired wife, Sibelius
appears Herculean. His frame is large, yet
his strong white hands with their sensitive
fingers are proportionately small. rFs great
bald head is as shiny as if it had been
oiled. His eyes are particularly expressive-
large and reflecting the color of the tie
he wears-now blue, again gray.
When meeting strangers he has a habit
of looking intently in their eyes for a few
moments. When he follows the scrutiny
with a hearty handclasp or with old time
grace bends to kiss a feminine hand, the
visitor feels as if somehow he has received
a mental accolade.
Increasing years have not materially
affected Sibelius' personal habits. He
dresses meticulously, choosing gray suits
and most frequently blue ties. In summer
he invariably wears white linen. He likes
to eat, oysters being a favorite dish. Oc·
casionally he has them shipped in from
Denmark. Like any true Finn, he is espe-
cially fond o~ coffee.
With two maids who have long served
the family and a secretary, the Sibeliuses
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. I f erly Madamehave more leisure t ran arm. .
Sibelius would like to spend more. tll~~
with their five daughters and then .
grandchildren; their 10 gr~.at gr~.~.dcllll~
dren. But Sibelius prefers Jarvenpaa ..
The five Sibelius daughters (the 51.xth
died in early childhood) are all attractlve,
well educated, happily married wOl1le~.
But here the likeness ceases. From be~utl-
ful platinum-ha ired Eva to dark-haIf~d
Heidi, eighteen years younger, they dIS-
play varied interests.
Since the recent death of her husband,
Mrs. Paloheimo has devoted her time m~I1'
aging extensive business holdings. Like
her sisters, she plays the piano. H:r next
sister, Ruth, is the wife of actor JUSSl Snell-
man. Popular in the theatrical world, the
pair are frequently caned Finland's Alfred
Lunt-Lynn Fontanne. Katarina lives, the
third daughter, bears a striking resem-
blance to her father and is an outstanding
pianist. It is her son who, among the grand-
children, is showing marked musical talent
in theory and composition. Margareta
Jalaksen, like her father, is a violinist. She
often appears professionally. The baby of
the family, Heidi Blomstedt, is interested
in ceramics and has exhibited in Paris.
The five daughters are passionately de-
voted to their mother. Of her Mrs. Palo-
heimo says: "Mother's every thought has
been for my father. To her his music is
the word of God. Since she cannot be with
us in the city, I have tried to be a second
mother to my sisters."
Sibelius, she says, has a keen sense of
humor and is not the stern man everyone
thinks he is. She told of an incident in
her girlhood.
Like most families they had occasional
quarrels. On this morning they were sit.
ting around the dining room table, glum-
faced and silent.
Suddenly their father jumped up and
ran out into the barnyard. Grabbing a noisy
hen he rushed hack to the house, dropping
it on the table. Its excited clucking made
them all laugh. H TOW I can get back to
work" remarked their sober-faced father.
As' a father, Sibelius demanded of his
daughters the same serious study, the same
goal of perfection that ~; ex.~cted f.or him-
self. "We learned that, smiled his elder
daughter, "when my sisters and I Were
studying music with one of our local teach.
ers in Helsinki."
Since they must not disturb their father,
they were compelled to practice in a bleak
basement room. Dressed in furs, their fin.
ger. blue with old, th y did. not always
progre s a. rapidly a they w, hed. Then
to Eva ibeliu came a happy day.
e nfid nt h had at la t mast red the
technical dim ulti I a piece, he told
her father that sh wa ready to play for
him. Wh n sh finish d what h thought
wa an esp cinlly go d performance he
said simply:" , )'OU nr ju t ready to
begin ser i ualy studying musi ."
The hardest bl w to h r lather has been
the los f his original manuscripts, TIley
wl!'re given 1 his ipzig publish r~, a
firm d trcyc I during ~ orld \ ar II.While
he till retain f w riginals, hi prized
copie Dre g nco "H ) k d atlhem as if
they were his hildr Ir. Paloheimo
added.
1n the twilight y ar ",hi h h"e tolea
upon him, i) liu finds pr lific composi·
tion no I nger possible. But the world needs
no ad H.tional pus t valu te hi genius.
I n the sc re of or h lrnl compositions,
tone poem , th v n gr at )rmphonies-
heady with an incense n t unlike that of
his own pine-fill d wo d th ~Iasler of
Jarvenpaa has air ady enriched the world
with a priccle gifl. TilE E~l)
THE FIRST VIRTUOSO
by Robert MacLaren
WHO WAS the first virtuoso? That is
who was the first performer \vho wa~
not a ma:;ter composer, but essentially an
executive artist, who indeed, might or might
not be an artistic interpreter of the works
of other composers? The virtuosity of Han-
del at the keyboard of the organ and the
clavier, was widely recognized, as was that
of Bach, in that he could play pedal pas-
sages with his feet with more celerity than
most of his rivals could play with their
hands.
In fact, time was when practically all
composers of consequence had to be vir.
tuosi. Beethoven, Mozart, Chopin, Liszt,
Mendelssohn, and Brahms are examples.
Wanda Landowska points out in her "Music
of the Past" that.in all probability the first
piano virtuoso was Daniel lei belt. He con'
sidered himself a mast r composer. but his
works were 0 trite and so empty that none
can be found today saxe in the stock·rooms
of some large libraries.
He was inten Iy jealou of Beethoren
whom he considered his inferior. teibelt
was born in Berlin in 1765, and died in
SI. Petersburg in 1832. His career wasthat
of a wandering charlatan. ~Iost o( his life
he was hounded by creditors and proce5d
servers. He was conlinuaLi - blackmailed in
France because of a theft he bad comm.itted
in Paris. He died in abject pm"erty in St.
Petersburg where he had been KapeU·
meister to the Emperor lexander. His
voluminous and forgotten compositions
were mostly bombastic show pieces.
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wonders what went wrong. Why does the smoothly-played scale
come out stumbling in the sonata? The answer does not lie in
his scale- work as such, but in the sudden introduction of that
scale into passages which give it a new setting. It is now pre·.
ceded and followed by other figures; it may begin on re or 1m
instead of on do; it may require altered fingering. When the
scale is played as music, details of its original form become
slightly altered, with the result that difficulties may unex-
pectedly arise. .
The solution lies not in praotrcmg more mechanical scales,
but in analyzing the differences between the scale as a finger-
drill, and the scale-form in building musical continuity. It is
exactly this analysis which improves piano study.
After the first months of unavoidable mechanics, the student
must learn to make technical problems depend on musical prob-
lems. It is impossible to separate them. When I was fifteen, I
played in the International Competition at Brussels where Emil
Sauer told me something I shall never forget:-"How one plays
is less important than what comes out. It is the musical result
that counts."
In other words, your study should not center on hands and
fingers, but on bringing out a musical conception. If you have
a clear mental picture of what you wish the music to say and
can bring out that meaning, you need not worry about mecha.nic:.
Mechanical details are, of course, important. The mUS1C IS
more important. Its expression must be an ensemble of mental
concept, emotional coloring, and responsive fingers, regarded
in that order. It is impossible to· make music by concentrating
first on details of finger work and then trying at some later time
to join the details together. Music is a whole.
In my own work, I approach a new composition as such a
whole. I first play it through to get an idea of its line, its struc-
ture, its possibilities of meaning. Even if I have heard the work,
I cannot be sure of its values until I feel them under my fingers.
And I never pause for technical difficulties during that first
reading. The purpose is to find the line, just as, when you look
for the first time at a great cathedral, you observe its design,
its style, its wholeness, before you study the windows or the
ornaments.
Familiarize yourself with the work as a whole before you sub-
divide it into the detail of its parts. This will give you a large
view of its continuity of meaning (balance, contrast, the rela-
tion of the figures, etc.). Such a "large view" never emerges
when you begin with the details. Further, this over·all impres.
sian of the work sets the goal of your .study, helping you to
adjust effects and balances. One practices in a small room-
one plays the work in a large hall; what seems of immense
importance in the one place often has no meaning at all in
the other. By seeing the work as a whole, you are more aware
of its needs.
It is only after I have a very clear idea of the work as a whole
that I begin cleaning up details, finger problems, etc. And I
find that an intense practice of details often tends to blur the
larger view! When that happens, I put the work aside-for a
few days, a week-until I can come to it with new eyes. Then the
details merge and the whole conception becomes clear again.
I believe this is a wholesome thing to do even after a work
has been thoroughly mastered. Continuous (or much repeated)
playing can cause a kind of saturation-one takes phrases and
sequences for granted, the freshness (Continued on Page 50)
Slim, blonde Nicole Henriot was born in Paris, began music study
at eight, entered the Paris Conservatoire at twelve, and won the First
J;>rizesix months later. She made her debut at fifteen and her many
tours have established her as one of the great pianists of our time.
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It is impossible to separate technical
problems from musical problems; which
is why one should realize that
Music is an
Indivisible Whole
from an interview with
Nicole Henriot
secured by Rose Heylbut
THE PIANIST begins to make progress when he adjusts hisstudy so as to link mechanical details to the continuity of
music. This is not always easy. The beginning of piano work
necessarily centers around mechanics-the young student must
learn how to hold his hands, how to put down his fingers, how
to make them follow each other smoothly. In time, he practices
scales and studies, and at last he is ready for compositions.
He begins his adjustment to music when he learns that finger.
problems trace their source to the linking, or continuity, of
musical' passages. For example:
Let us suppose that the student has practiced the C-ma j or
scale until it flows perfectly. Encouraged, he turns from the scale
to the Mozart C-major Sonata which contains scale passages.
But now he finds that his fingers fail to respond! Then he
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Choosing the Right Vocal·Teacher
It is highly important that one's teacher of votce
should be selected very carefully. There must be
perfect understanding between teacher and pupil.
SO.ME of the best teaching in the worldis offered in America today. OUf music
schools and private teachers have produced
fine voices. They ha ve developed artists
who are comparable to those coming from
European shores, and yet we have a prob-
lem that should not be brushed aside. Many
promising students want to know where
and how to find .this vocal training, and
after it is found, they are concerned
whether the teacher is the right one.
After a reasonable length of time, any
teacher who is honest with himself and his
pupils, will be willing to have his work
subjected to an impartial test outside of
his studio. Local concert managers, and
music critics in all the principal cities,
whose business it is to listen to the world's
great artists, are generally very gracious
about auditioning new talent. The famous
opera and concert stars, '~Til1 if their time
permits, agree to hear, and consult with
young people whose record justifies serious
consideration.
Why should today's young singer ta~e
an unintelligent approach? 'Why should he
Jet a teacher misguide him, or lead him
on with false promises of a future career,
if he is not making progress toward that
goal? With the many avenues available to
him, the serious young man or woman can
soon find out what his potentialities are
in the music field.
Let's be sure that the teacher whom you
select has been a singer. Only those who
have sung can guide you in producing your
voice. The better the teacher, the better
he has been able to sing. However, it often
happens that a famous singer does not have
the qualities of a pedagog. He cannot im·
part his knowledge to others, regardless of
his standing as a performing artist. It is
necessary that you have a teacher who is
able to reach you, whose personality is sym·
pathetic to you, and whose instruction can
be accepted with confidence. A teacher who
will instruct you how to breathe, and who
will give you definite exercises that will
build your breath control, wi II be a great
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from an inteview with CRYSTAL WATERS
secured by Annabel Comfort
inspiration in your dai Iy practice sessions.
Remember that a good voice demands
more than ordinary breathing. The follow-
ing elementary exercises will enable you
to start studying right now.
(1) Stand in good posture with bent el-
bows hanging at each side. While lifting
bent elbows, lift the lowest ribs as you
.. inhale a deep breath. You will become con-
scious of a side to side rib extension. Drop
the elbows and exhale the breath.
(2) Stretch arms out horizontally, palms
down. While turning palms up, lift ribs
at the back and under the arms for a deep
breath. Feel the side to side stretch of the
ribs. Exhale and turn palms down. Repeat
10 times.
(3) Place one foot forward, stretch arms
forward horizontally, palms down. While
turning palms up, stretch forward and in-
hale. Feel the expansion of the back, espe-
cially the small of the back. Exhale. turn
palms down and return from fo~ward
stretch. Repeat 10 times.
(4) Drop the trunk fon,-ard from the hips,
arms dangling to the floor. As you inhale
for a deep breath, stretch the trunk away
from one hip. Feel the breath expansion
above that hip. Exhale and return forKarcl.
Then inhale again and stretch a"-ay from
t~e other hip in the same way. ReJ~eat 10
tImes.
(5) Stand upright and clasp your hands
above your head. While trying to pull
clasped hands apart, inhale for a deep
breath and feel how much you can increase
the outward pressure of the ribs under the
arm. Exhale and repeat 10 times.
(6) Clasp hands in front of chest le\-el
While pushing clasped hands together, in~
hale for a deep br~atll and feel how much
you can increase the expansion of the back.
Repeat 10 times.
(7) Sigh vigorously_
(8) Expand the ribs for a deep breath d
. d =remam e~pan ed for 10 seconds, throat and
mouth ~vlde open. Then collapse completely
and qUIckly and expand for another breath
taking about 5 seconds for this. '
(9) Expand th rib {or. d ep breath and
press out on th low 'Ot rib firml~. Th n
pc I ng a oft whispered olt for t n ends.
Expand again And pr .., ut rib~, taking
about - onds { r thi .
A tea h r h uld .1 0 be ble 10 give
an exam! Ie {h '" 0 m I<>d) line should
sound. Thr c quart r of all \ ""alt.aching
j by imitation. ot that -our voice will
sound like your ten her\; bul if he an
show you h w 1 ur Inrily of tone.
Irecdom, and nfid 11 • it \\ ill be mu h
en ier for y u t d \ I p th same quell-
ties in y UT own ,. i '.
L ok to th b t po <ihle -ource for
finding a vii ather. In mo..t large
citie there er w II kIlO\\ n mu ..j ... hook
and univ r it music d partm nte. where
auditi n~ are gil' n. and \\h re a "tudent
may secure a frank opinion a to ",hether
he should conlinu stud) ing or not. Look
through th classific I t Icphon directorr.
or national mu ic lUa azin \\ hich 8re al·
ways in the local pulli libr.". for a
private teacher. Y ur local chur~h organ·
ist, or the srmphony ondu lor in rour
h?me town, i[ )'ou ha'-e 8 :::)lnphonr. wiD
glve ~-ou helpful information.
A teacher should not onh- teU ,·ou what
to do. but how to do it. tln-d "h,:. In.stead
of saying. Hopcn the mouth a litlle more:'
or ·'close the mouth a litu morc," he
should show you th "ho\\"~' and ",\hr" for
such instructions. The re3::-0n for th~ open
mouth. of coun,:c. L to I t th :sound ouL
and to aid resOnance in the ,·oice. The
minute you start opening the mouth losing.
you will also have to r dUC8te Ihe longue
and lips to pronounc the words. You s.hould
be told that the higher you ~ing. the more
open the mouth will be. witb a high palate.
~s at the beginning of a ) a" n. This aids
1Il beautifring tbe '-oice th same ,,'8" that
the shell or dome O'·er an orche5tr8' helps
to enlarge aud amplify ib toue. The
strange part of it is that the more yOU
open the mouth, the mOre the tongue will
want to go down in the throaL like a
cork in a bottle. (Continued on Po!e 58)
Contacts for
A rtist Students
The importance of making the proper
contacts cannot be overlooked by the young
artist seeking success in a professional career,
by BERNARD KIRSHBAUM
THE ABILITY to make contacts that willbring him to the attention of the music
loving. public is something the advanced
student needs to cultivate if a concert ca.
reer is his ultimate goal. Every important
musical center has organisations that af-
ford opportunities for public appearances.
In New York City tbe Walter W_ Naum-
burg award defrays all the expenses at-
tached to a debut recital in Town Hall. The
Associated Concert Bureau, Ino., of New
York City conducts nationwide auditions
for potential concert artists with the win-
ners of state contests appearing in semi-
final concert auditions in New York, and
finalists appearing in recital at Carnegie
Hall. The National Federation· of Music
Clubs brings talented students from all
over the country together~ and the winners
of the various contests receive ca'sh awards.
Every serious student should know what
organizations abound in his section of the
country for making new talent known to
th~ public. When he feels the time is ripe,
he should enter auditions for a public ap·
pearance under their sponsorship. The ulti-
mate contact of one heading for a concert
career, is., of course, a concert manager.
Finding the right concert manager is about
as hard as finding the right teacher, and
in due time we will consider why this is so.
The purpose· of contacts is publicity.
Many sens\tive souls are shocked at the
idea that the artist, like the industrial mag~
nate and the business baron, requires con-
siderable advertisement to make his serv-
ices known sufficiently to create a natural
demand for them. There is an impression
that there is something sordid and under·
handed 'in calling attention to what a per-
forming artist can do, yet those who hold
this view never seem to have' thought
through how else he is to become known
to the music public. Contacts are his meallS
of making his ability known to others;
publicity is the resultant factor that makes
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this ability known to· an ever widening
circle of people. The two dovetail into each
other.
Public appearances and publicity often
go hand in hand. Talented children are
often called upon to appear before social
clubs, to take part in entertainments and
benefits, to give full length recitals.
The local papers write these up and the
music reporter focuses attention on the
quality of the performances. Where there
seems to be unusual talent, local papers
take an interest in. following its achieve-
ments as far as it goes. When such a one
.receives a scholarship or an award, it is
featured in the news, often with a picture
of the lucky boy or girl. All such articles
and pictures shoul~ be clipped or preserved·
in a special album. Should the time ever
come when the student feels ready to en·
trust himself to a concert manager, that
album of clippings and pictures wjU be of
great assistance to the manager in calling
the public's attention to his new client.
For the sake of publicity, the aspiring
Bernard Kirshbaum
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pianist should not be above accepting free
playing engagements. Before he is ready
to approach a manager, he needs consider-
able experience in performing before all
kinds of audiences, noisy as well as quiet
ones, hostile as wen as cordial ones, un-
responsive as well as sympathetic ones. The
experience of playing before various sized
audiences, from very small with many
empty seats, to overflowing with standing
room only, is equally important. A further
enriching experience is the opportunity to
play concertos with orchestral aocompani-
ment.
From all this experience the student
gradually gets himself known to many
people, who, in turn, tell others about him.
By the time he is ready for his formal
debut, he has a following that will not
only purchase seats, but get others to do
likewise.
The time to stop playing for nothing is
an individual matter, depending on various
factors. ]f there is a growing demand for
his services, he can begin much earlier than
otherwise to require a fee for playing. If
he feels he needs the experience far more
than the money, he may wait longer before
asking a fee. Those with no financial back-
ing are apt to demand a fee before they
are known, and so lose two invaluable aids
to a concert career; ample experience and
publicity that develops a respectable fol-
lowing.
But it is wrong to go on year after year
performing gratis. The student then be-
comes a pawn of the music loving public
who will come to use him on every oc-
casion, no matter how trivial. When the
student comes to the point where he feels
he should charge a fee for playing, he
should have no fears in explaining his
stand to those who invite him to perform,
even jf they happen to be .people for whom
he gladly played formerly without a cent
of recompense. Honesty has nothing to be
ashamed of, and the student should be,
above all else, honest in this matter. He
should point out that very few people knew
him at first and he was glad to perform as
a means of demonstrating his ability as a
musician. But musicians, like other folks,
have bills to meet, rent to pay, food to
purchase, and relatives to support. For all
this they too need money. Havin.s; demon-
strated his ability over a period of time,
he, the young artist, no,\' must charge a
fee, in order to help deLray the above ex-
penses. This is an honest and straightfor-
ward statement of the case, and will receive
respectable consideration in the majority
of cases. The fact that return engagelu"ents
sometimes are not forthcoming because of
this stand is to be expected as some people
have been so conditioned to engaging
pianists who play for nothing, that they
cannot bring themselves to laying out good
hard cash for such services. They consider
that they are conferring an hOllor on any-
one they· invite to play and are deeply hurt
when a young (Continued on Page 64)
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Bust of Paderewski in the Polish Garden
Spring at International Friendship Gardeus
Entrance'to Little Symphony Garden
14
Dedication of Paderewaki Bust
Dr. BethucI Gross at the or-nan
Mirrored Pool in the Garden
•
Etude
feels privileged
to present this
inspiring story of an
unusual, idealistic
project in which music
takes a very
important part
by Jennie A. Russ
'1'
"
I
A rehearsal on the beautiful stage of the Gardens
MUSIC AT
~~W~
INTHE POLISH GARDEN at International Friendship Gardensis a heroic head of Paderewski. It was presented to the Gar-
dens by the local group of the Polish Arts Society, with suitable
ceremony consisting of Polish songs and dances, and speeches.
To add to the festivity of the occasion, the actors were garbed
in Polish costumes.
This head of the great Pole was done by Robert Wilcox of
Michigan City, Indiana. Cast in terra cotta, it is said to be the
only heroic head of Paderewski in the United States.
International Friendship Gardens were established by Joseph,
J. Virgil, and Clarence ·Stauffer as an ideal application of peace
and good-will toward all men, These three brothers had long
thought about the troubled world we are living in and wondered
what they could do about it, Their garden exhibit, called the
Old Mill Garden, at the Century of Progress held in Chicago in
1933, attracted so many foreign-born people, that it occurred
to the Stauffers that perhaps a garden dedicated to international
friendship might be the answer to their dream. They wrote to
over three hundred world renowned people asking for their
co-operation in the enterprise. The response was beyond their
most optimistic expectations. Jan Paderewski, the great pianist
and one-time premier of Poland, was among the first who replied
with enthusiasm, and he was duly listed as a charter member
of the movement. So it is most fitting that his bust is the first
of an actual person to grace the Gardens.
Then the idea gradually became. firmly established in the
minds of the brothers to have a permanent garden where people
of all nations could come in peace and enjoy nature's beauties.
They searched the Chicagoland area thoroughly and had about
given up hope of finding a suitable (Continued on Page 20)
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•The world's greatest cellist
reveals some of the ideas
which have characterized
his artistry and teaching
philosophy, and which
have marked him as an
extraordinary musical
personality.
Casals'
I
I I
, Approach.
to Teaching
the
Cello
by David Cherniavsky
16
Pablo Casals-in a serious moment
ITWILL HARDLY be expected thal
Casals' ideas about the cello. born as
they are of over fifty years of ~spiration
and analysis (and this SJIl the part of the
greatest cellist the world has known] -!... it
will hardly be expected that such ideas will
be particularly easy to put into practice.
Nor is it likely, considering Casals' own
playing, that they will aim at a dazzling
technique or a style inclined towards vir-
tuosity or display. But what they do seem
to point towards is a mode of expression
extraordinarily vital and intense, controLLed
and incisive and, above all, one that is
determined wholly by the essence of the
music to be. interpreted.
Of course, no one but Casals 'himself
could present us with anything like a com-
plete survey of these ideas; and even then
certain of his techniques .might prove diffi-
cult to 'explain on paper alone, so subtle are
t~ey in aim and m~~hod, besides being quite
different from ordinary procedure. (During
lessons, on the other hand. their raison
d'etre is made abundantly clear by the
practical illustrations Casal provides.) And
there is a further problem attendant upon
any written account; for when actually
teaching: Casale' approach never remains
the same. it being conditioned. on the one
hand, by what each pupil i able to absorb
and, on the other, by what Casals feels he
particularly needs to ab orb. Thus a pupil
whose fingers are unable to do ju lice to
his (or her) purely musical powers lUay
be told that it is a well-developed technique
that is the basis of progress: and lessons
will proceed accordingly. \Vhereas with
David Chcrnia,'sky, son of ~li8Chel Chee-
ntavskv, founder of the Cber-niavskv Trio. is
himself a cellist. lU-heahb foUo~-in~ war
service compelled his gh-in« UJ) a ,-irlu05O
career, .:uld he is now devoting bts rime 10
eompossng and writinK'o His eetieles have
appeared in the leadin« English musical
D18gaunes. lIe lh-es ill Yenee, France.
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the player who is technically accomplished,
and who may be lacking in artistic depth,
Casals may concentrate almost entirely
on problems of style and interpretation,
in this way revealing a quite different range
of ideas. And this principle of compensa-
tion finds its way into smaller matters, too.
One pupil: for instance, who came to Casals
with an attitude towards the cello much
too delicate and refined: before long suf-
fered a shock when Casals began a lesson
by slashing at the strings with his bow
with elemental abandon and force, at the
same time plucking the notes of each chord
with the free fingers of his left hand (so
as to reinforce their articulation and reso-
nance). This exercise seemed almost unin-
telligible at first; in fact, it was only in
retrospect, that is: after the pupil had
developed a more audacious command of
her instrument, that she realized where
its special purpose lay.
Casals' teaching, then: is exceedingly
adaptable. Yet underlying every varratron
in practice we can discover a, fund of basic
principles which have not changed radi-
cally, though they have never ceased to
evolve, since the very beginning of his
career.
In the first place: Casale emphasizes the
natural basis of his approach, Nature hav-
ing always been, as he himself, says, at the
root of both his life and art. This is mani-
fested in various ways. In the realm of
expression: for example, Casals (in this
The master relaxes' in an easy chair
respect like Toscanini) is forever demand-
ing a tone that sings, a lyrical impulse as
natural and spontaneous as that of the
yoke. There are: of course, countless pas·
sages for the cello (such as the second
subject of Dvorak's concerto) where this
obviously applies. But Casals goes further
than this; he points out how beneficial it
is to develop the habit of actually singing
(when one is in the mood and quite alone! ) ,
the lyrical passages in the works one is
practicing so that their expression may
take root within and become organically
part of oneself. This encourages the poten-
tial lyricism and fervour of the cellist in
a way that is entirely natural.
But even should this intensity of expres·
sion, this message within - founded on
an inward possession of the music - be
developed to its fullest extent, how is it
to be rendered completely musical and
reach the listener in the clearest and most
vital manner? The answer to this is, of
course, bound up with every aspect of
Casals' style, but we may first of all single
out two items of fundamental importance:
one psychological and aesthetic, the other
primaril y technical.
To take the psychological first, Caeals
speaks of la justesse expressive, or "expres-
sive intonation," by which he means a kind
of intonation far more natural and articu-
late than that which is usually employed.
As he points out, ordinary intonation has
ETUDE-JUNE 1952
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become much too influenced by the equal
temperament of keyboard instruments, and
in such a way that notes have come to
be regarded almost as independent entities
of fixed position rather than as variable
stages in an unfolding organic line. Now
these stages: instead of being determined
mechanically or by the artificial compro-
mise of equal temperament, should respond
sensitively to their melodic implications
and to the harmonic progressions on which
they are based - progressions that tend
to draw certain notes together and drive
others apart. The way this is put into prac-
tice will be investigated presently. But,
before going into detail: it must be empha-
sized that in the last resort all such subtle-
ties can only be achieved intuitively and
naturally, a theoretical and deliberate
approach being useful merely as a prelim i-
nary stage. Actually, most artists do (in
varying degrees) use expressive intonation
spontaneously; in fact: no players make
greater use of it than do such instinctive
musicians as Hungarian gipsy violinists-
a fact pointed out by Enesco to Casale.
But in so far as the influence of keyboard
instruments has blunted our natural sensi-
bilities in this respect, a certain amount
of conscious analysis is required; and this,
in addition to a wealth of practical exam-
ples: is exactly what Casals provides.
Perhaps the most obvious of these attrac-
tions is the attraction of a leading-note
towards its tonic and that of a minor
seventh towards the note on which it
resolves. As a result, the leading note, in
comparison with its position on instru-
ments of fixed intonation, will be slightly
sharpened: and the minor seventh played
slightly flat. But Casals has noticed further,
and more subtle examples of what may be
called tonality's "gravitational pull': than
these. He has found, in fact, that an attrac-
tion exists between all semi-tones, so that
not only is the leading-note drawn towards
its tonic: but the major third (when ascend-
ing) is raised towards the fourth; and
consequently - that is, owing to these two
basic deviations from the mathematical
norm - the sixth (again, when ascending)
is pulled slightly upwards towards the
major seventh and the second towards the
third.
In this way the scale has become more
dynamic, and has been made to possess a
finer sense of direction and progression
than when played in a merely mechanical
way. Indeed, [ustesse expressive fulfills
much the same function as regards intona-
tion as does ruboto in the sphere of rhythm
-for in both cases such deviations from
the mathematically "correct" are essential
to organic expression and have entered
the realm of music entirely spontaneously,
(Continued on Page 56)
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I'll Take
the
Low
'Road
by SIDNEY C. CLARK
I
i
FOR SOME TIME I have been serionslypondering the all too obvious truth that
most private teachers in the field of music
seem to have but one thing in mind for
their students-the concert stage. It is
probably a fact that more would-be musi-
cians are discouraged by that attitude than
by anything else. I wonder how many
teachers have really thought of the odds
against their producing a single artist, no
matter what good training they are capable
of giving? Let's look at the situation for
a moment.
Nature, herself, has quite a hand in this
problem and, actually in most cases, seems
dead-set against such a thing. The child
who has the talent for it will be in poor
health and believe me, it takes the con-
stitution of a healthy horse to keep up
the grind that accompanies concertizing.
Given the talent and the stamina, the child
will have no memory-another necessity.
It is true that there have been a few really
great artists who have had no gift for
memorizing, but the talent must be com-
pletely overwhelming to counteract the
poor effect of playing with music! Sup-
pose the child has talent, health, and a
memory, more times than not he or she
is too lazy to do anything about it or his
parents are too busy and impatient or
financially unable to give the child the
proper training. The conclusion seems
foregone-the average child has perhaps
one chance in a thousand to become a
concert artist.
However, with the exception of a very
few, all the teachers go after their pupils,
tooth and nail, so to speak-teaching
technique to one and all and stressing
18
.Many pl'ivate teachers concern
1 lees more with the impJ'essiont iemse
they can make on the world,
than with guiding their pupils through
the magic wonderland of music.
the schooling of the old masters until it
comes out their ears. Don"t misunderstand
me I don't think anything can take the
pla~e of these things in their proper pro-
portion and place, but as a consequence
of their misuse, the majority of students
fall by the wayside very quickly ~nd gro~v
into musically frustrated adults Iike then
parents before them-always wishing they
could play something.
The surprising thing is that so many
of those people could actually learn to
play-given the proper consideration as
to their abilities, likes and individual per-
sonalities. Perhaps I should elucidate-s-
let's take the average modern-day teacher.
Unless you have asked one of them about
lessons for a young son or daughter, you
may not be aware that one of the first
things some teachers will say is that she
(or he) does not take any pupil unless
the parents will promise that John or
Betty will practice no less than one hour
per day. Fine. But I disagree heartily. A
small child who is beginning, is unable
to concentrate longer than twenty minutes
at a time and besides, it is impossible to
give a beginner enough to keep him. busy
that long. You accomplish more in the
long run by teaching a child from the
beginning the rudiments of good practice,
and telling him to play his exercises
through three or four times each practice
session, than to start him out watching
the clock. If the child is older, say nine
or above, he has so much to do with the
three R's in school to say nothing of
Scouts, Church Organizations and the
like~ that it is pretty difficult to find a
full hour everyday. However, because of
this promise of an hour~s practice a day,
there is constant friction between parent
child and teacher and before long the pu pi i
looks upon the whole procedure as some-
thing definitely distasteful, and that's the
beginning of the end_ All teachers will
find their students becoming more and
J11 re int rest 1 in their le ens a they
advance and con IU ntly will pend more
time in pr-a 'li ·ing. The trouble has always
been that 1110 t pr-ivate teachers are more
concern d with the impr ion they can
make on the w rld in general than they
are with the guidance of their charges
through the wonderful adventure I music!
At thi point I feci sure that someone
will bring up th endle hours of study
and rehear al spent b)' tud nts in the old
country. Let' fa e facts. It is quite true
that many f ur great arti ls do come
from Europ and thai they do pend end.
les h urs in 1h ir I fa t i e. It is also true
that the th r H' lake a ba k at in tbeir
training. hild \, h show talent i put
into a conservator at 0. v ry early age and
spend most of hi time everyday, week in
and week out r r r are primarily on music
-reading and writing me in a verypoor
second. However, in our country all chil-
dren are able to gel 8 very good education
and, as yet, no one has thought of sehoels
in which music would be stressed and that
would be available 10 the genern! public
So it is necessary for our loung folksto get
in their music as a sideliu and. as is well
known, the onl hours available in rncst
communitie are til f w after school hours
and aturdays. This. in itsell, presentsa
problem because most of the )"ouog5lers.
like 10 use their out-of-s hool hours in play.
low, suppo usau. who is 8 bri~ht-
eyed girl of six, starts out on her musical
career wanting verv much to play the
piano. he i taken to a teacher who er-
plains the Iuudaru nlals to her and ~tarts
her out with a few xerci~. But u..;;an is
amazed and a Little overwhelmed at all !he
things she must remember-hands just so,
treble· notes bass not r ts, counting
aloud and b~ nre to keep our feel ;liJ\!
It can be pretty discouraging to a lilt!<!ill
beeause besides reID mbering all lhe;e
things, the mus.ic ~he msk 5Ound5~I~~
nothing she ever (Conlinued on Pa e J
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Here's a teacher with the proper
vision concerning her calling.
From actual studio experiences
she tells about
Children Who Could "Never
Learn Music,~~But Did
by FLORENCE O. ROBERTSON
! ITER NEARLY thirty years of teach-
1\. ing piano in the rural section of our
State, I am still wondering if we teachers
who hold so much of the musical future
and sweetness of life in our hands, have the
right to say to a child, "No, I can't teach
you, you'll never learn to play anything."
Indeed my time is just as valuable as that
of any other music teacher. Yet when I say
"valuable" it behooves me to do a little
searching for the true reasons for my pro-
fession. Truly there can be only one state-
ment: "Because I love music and because I
want to instill into the hearts of others that
same love, and help them to exalt their lives
by producing it." If the latter part of this
statement is true then I am nor teaching for
a brilliant spectacular musical performer
alone. but that the mediocre and even poor
stude~t may have an "added portion of
sweetness" in the form of music to elevate
his or her life.
Music is unlike other school work; it is
not an absolute necessity for mere exist-
ence, but is something to help us live life
more abundantly, so for this reason, in my
estimation, force and harsh methods are
taboo. They do not belong with music; its
contemporaries are love, patience, desire,
and happiness. So I have chosen from my
teaching experience, five proofs that those
"who will never play," did, and more often
than many like to admit. I humbly state
that these illustrations are not examples of
my superior teaching ability but they are
examples where love, patience, and perse-
verance conquered when it seemed almost
as if hope was gone.
The first of these proof cases, we shall
caU Mary. She was a lovely gifted girl of
around 14 years when she first came to me.
Mary had spent many of her previous les-
sons in tears because she had the exasperat-
ing habit of playing things as tbey shonld
sound (in her estimation), rather than as
they were written; until finally her former
teacher threw up her hands in disgust and
vowed never to give her another lesson.
Her mother appealed to me and I immedi-
ately encountered a little of Mary's obsti-
nacy when she made the provision that she
would take if I wouldn't make her use that
same old red book. Mainly because Mary's
mother was an old friend, I accepted her
and determined to do my best.
My first class period was spent convinc-
ing Mary that her ear for music was not a
terrible thing, but it was a great asset if she
became the master of it. Then I complied
with her wishes to change the hated stud y.
book to Ada Ritcher's "You Can Play,"
Bk. I, a book that had a number of beanti-
ful melodies that she knew, and which she
must play exactly as written. We spent
many hours in ear drills, too, and it was re-
markable how well and how hard she
worked. To induce her to work harder on
her scales, I promised her a little silver
music pin if she would learn them accord-
ing to my specifications. So we played
them parallel, contrarywise, in thirds and
arpeggios. The triads we played in tonic,
sub-dominant, and dominant chords
blocked and running and in the different
This article and the preceding one came
to our editorial office about the same
time, and being ·impressed by the sig-
nificance of their themes, though similar,
we decjded to us€ them simultaneously.
Each author approaches the subject
matter from a slightly different angle,
but the deductions are parallel-the
teacher's real calling is to instill a love
of music and music-making in the
hearts of her pupils.
inversions and cadences. How she loved
them. After two or three years she moved
away. The next spring I was invited to the
school recital and was thrilled to hear her
play Keats' Dance of the Rosebuds. The
victory was won .
Then there was Bonny, another lovely
child, the yonngest danghter of a wealthy
farmer and very spoiled. Her former
teacher refused to continue her lessons be-
cause "it was merely a waste of money;
she was too stubborn to ever learn any·
thing." Bonny had the habit of doing ex-
actly what she wanted to do exactly when
she wanted to do it. She had spent the
entire summer on one simple little piece of
two lines simply because she refused to
practice it and consequently her teacher
determined to break her stubborn will, gave
it to her over and over but evidently she
failed to register Bonny's will power, for
it didn't work. So again I spent my first
class with discussion. I was determined to
find some little place where I could drive
a wedge and pry into her "Inner self." At
Jast I found it, she wanted to play "some-
thing," hymns or anything that people
would know she was really playing (her
expression). She read music quite well and
her knowledge of time was fair, so I knew
she could play if she wanted to: and it was
my job to make her want to.
I bargained with her; if she would prac-
tice her technical lesson, I would help her
with hymns. Then she brought in some
popular sheet music. I did not approve, but
I helped her. It snddenly became evident
that what the child was longing for was
music with an outstanding melody, so I
began to hunt for simplified arrangements
of snch pieces as Melody of Love and
Might Lak' A Rose, etc., and her interest
began to soar. A little later I suggested
she play for a girl's chorus and that was
when she really began to work. The last
year she studied with me, she asked to
chose her own recital piece and it was
Edelweiss Glide by Vanderbeck. Sbe spent
many hours perfecting it and did it beauti-
fully; later she became glee club pianist
and is now a church pianist and a very
good one, too.
Johnny presented a very different prob-
lem. He was a big, over-grown 160-pound,
13-year-old boy, whom I had taught from
the beginning. His hands were big, clumsy,
and stiff; he could easily reach a span of
10 notes. But his zeal ,could not be matched
by tbe daintiest little Miss. The boys kidded
him--even his own Dad, but Johnny never
faltered; he was determined to learn to
play the piano, even though I dare say
there wasn't a spark of music in him. He
struggled and stumbled over his notes un-
til I felt I could scream, "ten little fingers
in a row, for goodness sake, make them
go jnst so." (Continued on Page 62)
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place when they discovered an ideal spot in
northern Indiana.
This tract contains one hundred I,acres
and is just east of Michigan City, Indiana,
near U. S. 12, and fifty-two miles from
Chicago. It is the valley of Trail Creek,
which runs through it, and the old banks
form a perfect amphitheatre. Trees sur-
round the whole area and form a ready-
made bird sanctuary.
After securing a hundred year lease on
the property, the hard work began. The
land had to be cleared and the gardens
landscaped. It was some time before they
were in shape to be shown to the public.
One of the main attractions of the Gar-
dens is the Parade of Flower Shows which
follow each other all summer and fall, be-
ginning with the magnificent display of
hundreds of thousands of tulips in May,
followed by the gorgeous display of all
colors and kinds of roses during the Rose
Festival in June, when between forty and
fifty thousand blossoms open for the enjoy-
ment of visitors who come from nearly
every country around the globe to see them,
All summer and until late fall the Gardens
present a display of color from myriads
of blossoms.
The east third of the entire tract has
been left natural for a bird sanctuary,
the center is devoted to the Gardens, and
the western end contains the Theatre of
Nations. The Theatre is to the right of
the main entrance and the long, trailing
branches of the weeping willows of the
Chinese Garden form a leafy foyer. The
willows also cover the bridge entrance to
the stage of the theatre which is on an
island in Lake Lucerne, the lake of Peace.
Artists who have performed on outdoor
stages in this and foreign countries all
declare the stage and its setting at Inter-
national Friendship Gardens are by far
the loveliest of them all.
The audience is forty feet across the
lagoon from the stage. The box seats are
at the water's edge and the gallery sits
on the side of a hill under the trees. There
is room for five thousand spectators,
Each year on Saturday evenings during
July and August, a series of concerts is
given, besides other gay and colorful events.
The list of' artists who have taken part,
and the various programs given, would be
a long one. Among them have been Mme.
Jarmilla Novotna, who sang in the "Bar-
tered Bride"; Eugene Conley, Bruce Foote,
Percy Granger, and Lucille Manners, in
concert. Others were Messrs. Chlapki, Leo
Podolski, and Brailowski, and Mme. Jas-
ephine Antoine.
An electric organ was brought to the
Gardens by Lyon & Healy of Chicago for
the concert of Dr. Bethul Gross, organist of
51. James Methodist Church of Chicago.
The concert made (Continued on Page 49)
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They came by. ,th,e'hundreds
to honor this small town
teacher whose life has been
lledicated to bringing the
joys 0f music making to the
young peo pie of ~ter community
~.
"N ASSIGNMENT in the English
ft class of a small town high school
in Oklahoma was the incentive for what
was probably the most unusual event
ever witnessed in that town. The young
lady who started it all was a piano pupil
of Mrs. Ida Dafoe Hardy, well past her
eightieth birthday, but still actively en-
gaged in Medford, Oklahoma, in the
profession she loves. Writing her essay
on the subject, ~~AWonderful Person J
Know," the young high school student
found she had painted a word picture
of her music teacher which immediately
had a reaction amazing to all.
A public gathering was soon arranged
Lo honor Mrs_ Hardy for 70 year of
service, 50 of which have been centered
in Medford. It resulted in an outpouring
of love, affection, and respect in which
religious and social barriers and per·
sonal differences were forgotten.
As many of her former pupils as could
be present, came from far and near to
11'5. Idu Dnfoe. Hl1rdy
honor their mu i l a h or. On the pro-
gram, was a fann r pupil, nOWa concert
singer in ew" ork ily, \\'h fie'" to
Medford to take part.
Mrs. Hardy mer d th fi Id of music
at the ag f nin at Bradford, Penn rl.
van ia. Wh n 14 y r old. he removed
lo Kansas wh 'r 11 taught at 1Ii"atha,
Kansas, au I '011 ily. j ehra ka. In
1891, alt r marriag to r. lIardr, he
move I to Kal1~ ity, Mi uri, where
sh eout inu I her lUdi , he "'I!\ l.ht
fIr la' .orn] nnist f r lh· Kan!'08 Cit~'
ymph n r h lro;n 1901; and ,he
a, pearcd 0 .oloi t "ith th Corl Bu h
or·h strn. rill a tive, he Iell h .. en
cloy, h r 10 filling ollalailable Ii"';.,
opilion 10one no
nd humbl. in the
couse of mU1'4i • E f I.. ,hal il i·
honorin~ 011 tho - -malt unm 1C'.Cht",who
labor <luirJly. hlat m ienth. Ind oftea
wilhoUl ttlu hm t ri.l r 'llilfcL in the ClU-t'
of music.)
(our I1lcmbcr_ of her d
fTtO£-
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Adventures of a Piano Teacher
THAT SECOND FINGER
THE thumb is, of course, the hardest
finger to train, But, do you know which
is the next hardest? Yes, seems incredible,
doesn't it? But it's that second finger.
Why? Because its strategic position, its
powerful natural strength, and its much-
the-highest lift combine to put it seriously
out of balance with the other fingers, Its
power and drive create serious unevenness
in scales and arpeggios. Those of us who
were taught to raise our fingers high and
to clump them down mightily have bat-
tled all our lives with that second finger.
'Teen-age boys with large hands go through
agonies trying to keep it in line .••
The pianist must watch it incessantly.
It should n.ever be raised above the key top
either in playing or sliding to a new posi-
tion. To keep it close to the key top T often
advise curving it excessively, so that it
curls under toward' the palm. Here's a help-
ful exercise . . . simply repeat the second
finger slow and fast in various impulses-c-,
twos, threes, fours, sixes, eights, with the
wrist descending slightly on the accents,
ascending on the other tones (the wrist
"give" is simply an oiling up process for
relaxation and endurance) ... shorter im-
pulses are played slowly, longer impulses
fast ... Repeat each impulse many times:
Ex,l
~
' ""=='~1VF~~6~.-- .-- >
Dv\\'n,,,p Down,up, ~l'
: .. (all other fingers are kept on key tops
III five-finger position.)
Special watchfulness is required when
the· tbun'lb passes under or the hand rolls
over the thumb ... then the curved second
finger must grope (never lift) along the
key tops. This requires a flexible wrist
which moves laterally and freely ... The
second finger feels its way along the key
tops, but never raises or flings out into the
air .. : Many simple exercises may be given
for thIS; for example, hold down the thumb
(lightly!) and play the key above, then
t~le key below with second finger. Do not
move the ann; shift the second swiftly back
and forth , .. Another excellent drill is to
play five notes of the C (or any' other)
scale up and down from each scale step
thus: '
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Questions on the Second Finger,
Recreating Masterpieces, Octave
Pieces, and Poker-Faced Pianists
By GUY MAIER
Ex.2
**)'f~~-_~'II'J_.- ;- -: GBlI
, 2 " ' - , "" •. , I " " • , "
.. " Feel thflJ the hand is rolling around
the thumb; keep that second finger well
curved; don't lift itl but grope along key
tops to its new position; . hold arm
quiet ...
ON RECREATING MASTERPIECES
Sometimes I think we are indeed coura·
geous mortals to try to recreate the great
musical masterpieces from those dead skele·
tons of squiggly lines, notes, rests_ direc·
tions .. , all so approximate, indir~ct and
inexact. When I consider how difficult it
is .to reconstruct these works, I often feel
that only geniuses should bring back to life
the creations of other geniuses. But heav-
ens! Where would we all be then? . , .
So, I am sustained by the thought that s~
many teachers, artists and ordinary players
the. world over spend their lives aspiringly
trymg to recreate the masterpieces, great
and small. , . If you are discouraged when
you can't playa Beethoven Sonata, Bach
Fugue or Chopin Ballads to satisfy your-
se~f, j ,ust b~lieve, if you approach your task
wIth llltelhgence, persistence and love, and
continue to work unceasingly for years,
that you must finally, sometime, approach
the ideal of the composer, It is indeed a
Herculean task; but console yourself with
the thought that if anyone were required
to recreate exactly the paintings or sculp-
ture of a Da Vinci, Michelangelo or El
Greco, he would spend his life making
copies of the 'originals, but in the end the
genius-spirit would elude him.
So, don't be too unhappy (especially if
you are young) if you can't play that Cho-
pin Scherzo or Etude to suit yourself, your
teacher or the critics. Just plug' along 'in-
telligently, listen intently, groW"steadily in
music, and one day you will play the com-
position as though the composer were look-
ing over your shoulder, whispering, "Bless
you! that was well done ... that is truly
my spirit . . . you have made me very
happy. , ."
But don't expect this to happen often.
Once or twice in a life-time you may ex-
perience such a thrill ... but only if you
will think hard, listen long, and work dili ..
gently.
<--
Seventy Continuous Year in Music
OCTAVE PIECES
"Please suggest a few octave pieces. or
studies which apply to the octave exercises
in 'Thinking Fingers'."
You will find several good, practical
s~ort studies in ~'Etudes for Every Pianist,"
WIth lessons for each in the book , , . See
Page 36 (lesson on P. 11); P. 46 (lesson
o.n P. 17) ... although this is a study in
SIxths on white keys it is equally applica-
ble to oclaves; P. 48 (lesson on P. 17) ..
a super duper!
Also, use Margaret Dee's recent octave
piece, "Puppet Pranks," which is "the oc·
tave piece of the year" (31~d of many
'years!). Short, easy, well balanced between
right and left hand, it gives students a
perfect octave workout. It is also a very
effective and amusing piece to play.
POKER·FACED PIANISTS
Why should it be considered a crlme for
? pianist'~ face to mirror the music's pass·
I~g emotIon as he plays? Do we require
smgers to enunciate texts with wooden. . 'mexpreSSlve countenances? Or actors to
speak lines with dour~ set faces?
. A good pianist requires a body which
IS at least as pliable as an actor's or
singer's·, The player's large muscle-masses
~ust .move smoothly to perform the
lllcredlbly accurate (Continued on Page 51)
~l
QUESTIONS
& ANSWERS
Conducted by KARL W. GEHRKENS,
Music Editor, Webster's New International
Dictionary, assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College
BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR MUSIC STUDENTS
• 1. I wOldd greatly appreciate yonr recom-
mendation of sonw of the best books on
the following subjects: (1) Cou,llterpoint,
(2) Harmony, (3) Theory, (4) Form a.nd
Analysis, (5) Orche.~tration, (6) Musical
History (u good I.horough book), (7)
Choi"at Conducting, (8) Training of a Bo')"s
Chorus, (9) Voice Training, (10) Thor·
ough Bass.
2. Can yon tell me what is generally reo
quired of one to study for a Alaster's de-
gree in Music?
-. T. S., Pennsylvan£a
1. Unless one knows the musical back-
ground and training of the person' who is
to study certain books and the purpose of
his study, it is difficult to make recom-
mendations. About the best one can do
is to list the books most widely used in
the various fields you have suggested, and
recommend that you browse through most·
or all of them and then select the ones you
think will best serve your needs. Such is the
following list.
1) Counterpoint
a. Species
Kitson: The A rt of Counterpoint
(Oxford University Press)
b. Sixteenth Century
Jeppesen: Counterpoint (Prentice
Hall)
Merritt: Sixteenth Century Polyph-
OIlY (Harvard Un. Press)
Soderlund: Direct Approach to
Counterpoint in Sixteeuth Century
Style (F. S. Crofts)
c. Eighteenth Century
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Piston: Counterpoint (Norton)
d. Canon and Fugue
Prout: Double Counterpoh1t and
Canon (Augener)
Prout: Fugue (Augener l
2) Harmony .
Heacox: Ha;mony for Earl Eye and
Keyboard (Ditson )
McHosc: The Contrapuntal Har-
monic Technique of the 18th Cen-
tury (Crofts) .
Murphy and Stringham: Creatlve
I-larmOJly and Musicianship (Pren-
tice Hall)
Wedge: Applied Harmony, Books
I and II (G. Schirol1er)
Piston: Harmony (Norton)
3) Theory
Boyd ancI Earhart: Elements of Mu-
sical Theory (G. Scllirmer) .
Diller: First Theory Book (G. Schir-
mer)
Gehrkens: Music Notation and 'Ter-
nnnology (Laidlaw)
Smith and Krone: Fundamentals of
Musicianship, Vols. I & II (\"ilit-
mark)
4) Form and Analysis
GoetschillS: Lessons in Music Form
(Ditson)
Goetschius: The Homophonic Forms
of Musical Composition (G. Schir-
mer)
Lelunan: The Analysis of Form ill
M.usk (Corn.ings, Oberlin, Ohio)
Murphy: Form in IVlusic for the
Listener (Radio Corporation of
America)
5) Orchestration
Forsyth: Orchestration (Macl\11l1an)
Heacox: Project Lessons in Orches-
tration (Ditson)
Rimsky·Korsakov: Principles of Or-
chestration (Kalmus) - -
6) Music History
Ferguson.:
Thought
Crofts)
Finney: History of IVlusic (Har-
court, Brace)
7) Choral Conducting
Cain: Choral Music .and its Practice
,(Witmark)
Coward: Choral Technique and Tn-
terpretation (Novello)
Davison: Choral Conducting (Har-
vard University Press)
Father Finn: The Art of the Choral
Conductor (Birchard)
Father Finn: The Conductor Raises
His Baton. (Birchard)
Kettring: Steps toward a Sin ....in ....
CJ " "lUrch (Westminster Press,
Phila. )-
Sl1iallniafl and Wilcox: The Art of
A Cappella Singing (Ditson)
3) Training of Boy's Chorus
Cehrkells: :Music in the Junior High
School-especially Chapters '-I.
VII, and XVI (Birchard)
History' of
(Appleton,
:Musical
Century,
Dykema and Gehrkens: High School
Music, especially Chapters VI
through IX (Birchard)
Howard: The Child Voice in Sing.
inz (Novello)
John~on: The Training of Boys'
Voices (Presser)
Rorke: Choral Teaching at the Iun.
ior High School Level (Hall &
McCrcary)
9) Voice Training
Brown: The Singing Voice ( 'lac-
Millan)
Father Fjnn: Epitome of ome Prin.
ciplcs of Choral Technique
(Birchard)
Fields: Training th inging Voice
(King's Crown Press, ,Y.)
Pierce: Class Lc ons in . inging
( llvcr Burd It)
Shaw: E [ueution al
in ong and 1
(Pre ss r)
10) Thorough 11",
a. History (If Thorough Ba And it
use in 1 r.th ccuturv musie
Arnold: The Art or J\ecump niment
[r III " Thorough B , (Oxfurd
. Pr ",)
b. Acad uuic f' ereise in Th rough
Bnss
H t\co~: Kc I norel Trninin~ in liar·
m",,)'. Part 1 nud 11 (\rthur P.
. thmiell
'1·11" nntl '\ hilc: I\c
I i lution \Iallun}
.-ellt ur) - ..roft ..}
2. Requ;rPlHcn'lf for {l \, "Icr' degree
in IllU i Yfir) frnm .. ·h(lo} to huol. and
within the s:om -huol {or lin r 'nt ,".jfJ~.
In g ncrol. I hel i "c th t II h",,1 requi",
some \\ ork in I1Plli d Inu ..ic f- metimee:
leading to R r ciral. SPI1ll"lim 1101\. me
advanced \\'ork in mu i th r nnd lnu"ic
history. ~om(' "ork in R ad mk: ..ultj~
LhaLi~rdalccllo tlUr fi ·Id of.. ializalion.
All school~ ho\(' (,("rlain nlrancc requ~
ments. which often inrlud pa ....in~ t ~
in thco~) und hblOr) o( m~i : m
school. re Juire the andid., I"r ,he \Ia:.-
ter's degree lo pu_ a omprehen ..i\ f rum·
ination On theory, mu ...ic hisof). and Ilk
own field o[ ~pccializalion. Til rc j .. "(lIDt-
limes a reading r quircmenl in allekl (lne
foreign InnguagC'. om .. hook nquire a
lh sis. some do noL I would rec()O\Dlt'Dd
that you w'Tile lo ~~\"('rnl hoob al "hicb
you think 'ou might like to ~Iud~-and a.:
fOf. theif atnlogue H"ling flU and IT"
qUire-menU: for gradual Iud in mu~--.
R. \1.
ocnl T hnique
.ch, ols, I & Il
bnnni and
r \ppltan.
HOW SHOULD A SMALL CHILD SIT AT
THE' PIANO?
• 1 have noticed "Wl .some INl'hdS M[f
Ihe;r very small pupils praCliaJh >U1n4' -
at the p;.al1O, I('''ile otlu!r ,il ICtli boci
Wrlft their feeL danE:/ing. Th." u" ,.
t Continue,l On Pa c 62l
t
Teacher's
Roundtable
MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc., explains Debussy m.arkings,
discusses fixed Do, and eulogizes Toscanini.
PUZZLING METER
• In Debussy's La Cathedrale Eugloutie we
find %.%. This creates a problem in inter-
pretation: which meter to use? Please
discuss. -G.F., North Carolina,
Debussy WlIS a great economizer in
terms of musical orthography. He disliked
anything overloaded and heavy: For this
reason he indicated % and % at the begin·
ning of the Cathedral, once fOl: all.
Obviously the meter-or beat-shifts
from one to the other several times. Nor-
mally this would have required a new
marking each time. But not so with the
" above notation which leaves the change to
the discrimination and the "feel" of the
interpreter.
When you play it, just count "one, two
three" as you counted "one, two three,
four, five six." True, there is nothing ab-
solutely mathematical about this, and you
should not look for strict equivalence.
Don't forget that Debussy's music calls for
great £lexibHity excluding any stiffness.
Thus you will pass fro111 one meter to the
other with the greatest of ease.
LA PLUS QUE LENTE
• What is the meaning oj the title La Plus
que Lente oj Debussy's waltz? I asked my
piano teacher, but he didn't know and when
he asked the French teacher at the college
he conldn't seem to figure it out either. is
my guess right, that it mea,ns "a very slow
waltz"? Thank you jor the injormation.
-K.G.M., Ohio
Your guess is a close one, for the exact
translation is "The more than slow." For
a more complete understandiilg of the back-
ground of this charming number, may I
quote the following from my book "Claude
Debussy, Master of Dreams":
"As a diversion during his hard work
on 'The Martyr of Saint Sebastien,' Claude
sometimes accompanied his wife to the Blue
Room of'the Carlton Hqtel, where a quintet
of musicians played. He loved to listen to
their leader, a violinist called Leoni.
"Those whose memory goes back to 1910
remember the enormous popularity of the
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"valse lente." the slow waltz. AlIwnreuse,
Sourire d'ivril and the Valse Bleue were
on all the pianos, and Rodolphe Berger,
Maurice [Iepret, and Alfred Margis were
the kings of the hour. Claude felt intensely
the appeal of those melodies lulled by the
languorous rhythm of the accompaniment.
So he soon completed an exquisite pastiche
of the valse lente, to which he gave the
appropriate title, La plns que !cnte (more
than slow).
"Claude presented his Jl;)anuscript to
Leoni. On the front page was his auto·
graph. Did the violinist know the cele·
bra ted name? Perhaps not, since he looked
at it casually, said "thanks," and tossed
the manuscript on top of a pile of music
that lay behind the grand piano. Of course,
he never played it. Once more pearls had
been' cast before swine.:'
THE FIXED "00"
• In reading your reply regarding the
"fixed Do" inquiry by Miss S.E.L., Colo-
rado (lannary 1952 issue), I was very
surprised at your statel1tent that there is
no such thing as a "fixed Do" system.. Ij
you would refer to the book "How to Read
Music" by Maxwell Kanzell, you' will find
a comprehensive stndy of this very snbject.
A lthough this book was pnblished as re-
cently as 1944, it has already been accepted
as a text book by many private and public
schools. I trust this injormation will-prove
beneficial ta yalL. -C.F.R., New York
Thanks for the information, which I
am sure will be beneficial to Miss S.E.L._
to myself, and to ... the author. Howeve;
I must say that my viewpoint remains un·
altered: the book you mention does deal
with the "fixed Do" but this is not the
issue, since the question concerned the
very existence of a "fixed Do" system.
Let's look at the record, as Al Smith
used to say. Since time immemorial the
Do was just a Do, as an A was an A 'and a
G was a G (Oh G!). Nobody thonght of it
in any other way until it occurred to some-
one that for some special purpose this Do
could be made to flutter around from key
to key like a chameleon shifts from color
to color. Is this a reason why the tradi-
tional Do should be called "fixed," and
a "system" attached to it? I do not be-
lieve. so, and such was the reason for my
statement.
As to the book you mention, it is valu- .
able because it de~ls with solfeggio and
theory in a"manner 'similar to Dannhaiiser,
though with a somewhat more complicated
approach, Its difficulti~s remain moderate.
They do not surpass those found in
Lemoine's first books, and certainly never
reach the grades of Lavignac's "Lecons de
Solfeges Manuscrits" or the more recent
lessons by Koechlin and Niverd.
May I repeat: I have no objection to
the mobility of the Do. It is useful within
a limited scope, and has a place in musical
education as long as no exaggerated claims
are formulated in its behalf .
TOSCANINI ON TELEVISION
I do' hope most of our fellow Round-
tablers could hear the Wagner Festival
conducted by this great gentleman just be-
fore the turn of the year, for it was an
unforgettable experience coupled with an
invaluable lesson.
This concert might have been called the
Triumph of Simplicity. No showman-
ship here, no dramatics, no pomposity,
no gesticulations, no antics of the kind
displayed so profusely by the egotistical
fakers of the matinee idol variety. Still,
what an extraordinary control the Maestro
exercises over his orchestra. A Rick of his
baton unleashes huge waves of luscious
tone; a glance, or a quiver of the finger
tips suffice to mold the dynamics into per-
fect balance; slight-almost imperceptible
-waving of the arm brings to each phrase
its proper outline. All is done effortlessly,
almost subconsciously, but so intensely
that it brings instantaneous response from
the hundred men. They pia)' as if they
were under a spell, and it was fascinating
to watch the expression of their faces when
occasionally the camera shifted away from
the conductor's podium and moved from
player to player.
Dinner time had come; but although
enti.cing fumes from the kitchen stove made
their way through the open door and in-
sinuated themselves into my nostrHs, I
could not tear myself away from this mani-
festation of Art supreme until the closing
bar had been performed.
"What has that got to do with a piano
Roundtable?" you might ask.
Well, my friends, let's come back to
Earth: the point is, that the above prin·
ciples can and should apply in equal meas-
ure to pianists and piano playing.
WANNA BARGAIN?
Gleaned from dynamic Motor City's
newspaper advertisements:
"You bet I've got 'em. Cheapest doggone
pianos in town." .
Who can top this one?
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ORGANIST'S PAGE
Church music com",ittees often are
l;uzzled as to why they get such.
Poor Results from a
Good Specification
What looks well on paller does not always
prodnce the organ that was promised.
A jrnnle discussion of a real problem-
By ALEXANDER McCURDY
"ESSE Quam Videri" means "To he
rather than to appear." This quota-
tion came' to mind recently while going
over a new organ which a certain church
had just installed at considerable expense.
The specification for the instrument was
excellent. Reading the list of stops I felt
sure that the organ, if well placed, would
be altogether satisfactory.
Here is the specification:
SWELL
16' Quintaton 4' Flute
8' Principal 4,' Principal
0' Gedeckt Mixtureu
ar Viole 3' Trumpeto
no Celeste 8' Vox Humane0
. GREAT PEDAL
8' Diapason 32' Resultant
8' Flute 16' Diapason
8' Gamba 16' Quintaton
4' Flute ", Diapason0
4! Octave 8' Quintaton
COUPLERS
16'·4' to Swell
16'-8'·4' from Swell to Great
16'-4' to Great
8' from Swell to Pedal
3' from Great to Pedal
4 pistons to swell
4 pistons to great
4 pistons to pedal
4 general pistons "
Great to Pedal reversable
Sforzando Pedal
Crescendo Pedal
U~lisons off for swell and great
d
. .,
It looks impressive on paper, oes 1t not.
And as I sat down to play I was much
pleased to find an apparently excellent ex-
ample of a d~'al\T-knob console. It seemec;l
comfortable aild was more or Jess in con·
formity with standards set up by the Amer-
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ican Cuild of Organists.
As I examined it more closely 1 found
its construction was nearly as flimsy as a
cracker-box. I felt that with one inadver-
tent kick the whole structure would col-
lapse. Since sturdy construction is the fi rst
requirement of any good console, it may
be imagined how astonished I was to find
this jerry-built structure as part of the in-
stallation.
The next step was to test the pistone. J
set the swell pistons, then the great and
pedal. I then tried the general pistons, only
to find that 1 could not get any inter-manual
couplers. To my amazement I discovered
that the general pistons functioned merely
as a switch, connecting, for example, swell
piston No, 1; great No. I and pedal No. l.
General piston No.2 would connect swell,
great and pedal pistons No.2, general No.
3 would link all the No. 3'5, and so 011.
Such an arr-angement leaves a great deal
to be desired, to say the least, in the way
of flexibility.
Trying the sound of individual stops, I
found the quintaton of the swell to be of
pleasant quality. After the first 12 notes,
however, it changed to a gedeckt which
turned- out to be the 8' gedeckt of the swell.
The 4' Aute was from that set also_
The strings and celeste were passable.
The principal turned out to be a nonde-
script, old-fashioned -fat diapason, with
the 4' princip~l and the 2' octavin also
coming from the same set of pipes.
The mixture was a combination of pipes
from the so-callt1d quintaton.
T-he trumpet had a fairly briUiant tone
hut was sluggish in speaking. The tone of
the vox humana was pleasant.
One o~ the best stops was the great diapa-
SOil, whlCh was unenclosed. The octa"e
came front the .8' and the other stops from
the swell.
The rcsuhnnt \\ 88 R s ries r fifth.s, the
fundamental b rrowed from the diapason
and the fifth fr m tb [uintatcn. The diapa-
son in this en '0 port r the great
diapa Oil, only th I w r 12 not being
independent.
Th organ hu I nly 3' UII to pedal
1n thes nl ieht ned tim it is hard to
imaaine wh an r an-builder would do
"such a th in r. I c nil t imagin II duller
sound thnn the full I 1.\ ran .• ith the
big fi Iths, and eul mnnual Slops coming
down to the I lal at 8'.
As 1 t r i d th r on I f It more and
more unha] Pl" 1 wondered how on earth
the chu rch had hu] pcned 10 , lecI this in
strurnent. m on muet have seen the
specifications ... om on mu ...t have had an
idea of what should 0 into an or an. \fa:
the installation the T ult of bad adrice?
Or perhaps m mbe rs ol th church feltthey
were getting a bar ain. .
pon inquiring I learned Llllil a ronunIl'
tee was cho_ n I rom tll coogregation to
inve ligate or ....ans and to in\ it proposal5
from sev ral build "". Th firm ..hicbgot
the contract \\"8:, the one "'hich 5uPIllied the
best sales talk.
. pcci f, alian w re anh-ed at in • ba~
hazard manner. OIU n lold the conunrt•
lee they ou hl to lun 3 dra,,·knob ((lll'
'ole. So ther did. -omeone eL told them
they ought to ha,e a 32' stOll. and tiIIl
was included, 0 wa .. the '0"\ human •. \n-
at her ('~pf'rl ad,-i5ed them to ha\~eboth
manual and general pi~on!'-. hul did not
mention that th gen ral coup1cr5~b"uldbe
independent and that the' should pi<\;up
Ihe manuals.
. In due lime tile organ arrhed ann ~
mstalled. What happened then"' .hi
usually happen~ ill such ca.5 11ae btJ~
ful nen' organ nhich c~l the con~~
a large ~um of Continued on p'!' JI
Practicing
Means THINI(ING
by HAROLD BERKLEY
INTHE APRIL issue of ETUDE thereappeared an article by the editor of this
department on the general principles of
practicing. However: an understanding of
general principles, though certainly neces-
sary, does not give quite the whole story-
one must know how to apply them in spe-
cific instances. It is with .the application of
these principles that we are now concerned.
First to be considered are scales and ar-
peggios. How should they be practiced in
order to get the best results in the shortest
space of time? Obviously the student must
concentrate on accuracy of pitch and beauty
of tone. In all practicing these qualities
must be as inseparable as Siamese twins .
But what is essential for obtaining true in-
tonation and a good tone. First and fore-
most, a keenly critical ear. But even a keen
ear is not enough if the student allows him·
self to play with a weak, uneven finger
pressure and an unsteady bow stroke. From
the early days of violin study, the teacher
must demand from the student, and later
the student must demand from himself, a
constantly strong finger grip and a firm,
clinging bow stroke in all playing of scales
and arpeggios. If this habit is acquired
early it will lay the foundation for a truly
solid technique. The more advanced a stu-
dent is, however, the more it becomes neces·
sary for him to watch his finger grip in
scales, for the faster they are played the
greater is the tendency for the grip to be-
come light and "skittery."
After a player has become fairly ad-
vanced and can play three-octave scales at
a moderately rapid tempo, he should not be
content to practice them only in triplets
or quadruplets; he should also practice
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them in varied rhythms, for this increases
both the security of the finger pressure and
of the finger pattern itsell. Such rhythms
as the following should certainly be prac-
ticed, both legato and detache:
A
~ J
VIOLINIST'S FORflltl
left-hand lingers. At first no thought need
be in the student's mind other than that of
playing the notes in tune. And he should
bear in mind that there is no such thing as
a correct tempo for these exercises. No
matter whether they are written in eighth-
notes, in sixteenths, or in thirty-seconds,
the tempo at which they should be ptac-
ticed is the tempo which, for him, reduces
the possibility of error to an absolute mini-
mum. He should try to play each exercise
accurately, even if very slowly, from the
start. Anything else is a waste of time. If
the student does not gain strength and ac-
curacy from these exercises he gains
nothing.
Unless some special problem has to be
solved, some particular weakness eradi-
cated, the student should not spend over-
much time on this sort of work. Pattern-
exercises of any kind are dulling to the
musical sense and should be used with dis-
cretion. Four or five of them are quite
enough for the daily practice.
Bowing exercises are another matter. The
student should spend on them as much time
as he can afford, for, thoughtfully prac-
ticed, they will give him a control of the
bow that will greatly enhance his left-hand
technique. Many quite intelligent students
still think that technique is the concern
solely of the left hand, and that the right
hand can safely be left to itself. Not a few
teachers seem to agree with this idea. But
it is a very dangerous fallacy. II the stu-
dent wants to play his best he will be as
much concerned with bowing as he is with
left-hand technique. And the acquirement
of a good bow technique requires plenty of
thought-it cannot be left to instinct.
Studies cannot be practiced quite like
scales and exercises. There is an element of
musical value in studies, sometimes more,
sometimes less, that must not be lost sight
of. Granted that the student's first aim must
be to play the notes in tune, he should,
however, try almost from the start to make
the study musically interesting. In other
words, Imagination must come and take its
place with Thought and Care. Even in a
study that seems to be musically dry there
are harmonic progressions that can be
made interesting by suitable dynamic
changes.
It was said in the article in April that
many students think they have practiced a
study if they play it through three or four
times. This may be pleasant, but it is not
practicing. A study should be played
through once to find out where the difficult
passages lie; then these should be prac-
ticeq separately, ten or twenty times each,
until an improvement is noted. But it will
not do just to repeat them over and over
again without thought. The student should
pause after each repetition, assess its short-
comings and decide what to do in order
to avoid them, (Continued on Page 52)
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Until they can be played with ease and
accuracy, scales and arpeggios should take
up about one-quarter of the student's prac-
tice time. Now and then, however, it is a
good idea to give half the practice time to
them for a couple of weeks or so.
Many students, and some more experi-
enced prayers, use scales merely as a means
of "warming up," running their fingers up
and down the strings thoughtlessly for a
few minutes until the fingers feel limber. It
is a pity to waste time in this way, and it
is a greater pity if the player thinks he has
accomplished anything valuable. Scales and
arpeggios are the bases of violin technique
and deserve to be always practiced with
thoughtful attention. Merely to play them
as a matter of routine can accomplish little.
In fact, such practice can easily have an
effect quite opposite from that intended,
for routine practice is a fertile soil for
the growth of bad habits-the mind is us·
ually wandering and the ear inattentive, so
that inaccuracies develop and thrive, the
player being unaware of what is happening.
For the practice of scales and arpeggios,
the watchwords must be Thought and Care.
These words can be the twin guiding
stars for the student in all his practicing,
though when he is studying etudes and
solos some other qualities are also im-
portant. But when he is working on exer-
cises that are purely technical, they are
still the essential factors of good practice.
Exercises such as those of Schradieck,
Sevcik, and Dounis have no musical value,
they are pure technique and are designed,
in almost all cases, to increase the strength,
the accuracy, and the independence of the
Cesare Sicpi as Don Carlo
Forget About
Your Throat, I
Cesare Siepi
26
"0M litan Opera states, nee you areSure
A leading basso of the etrf.o:l~ tension or forcing, forget about it!"
of a relaxed throat free 0
from a conferencewith Cesare Siepi
securedby Myles Fellowes
THE PERSON who loves to sing willfind v~cal study a stimulating pleasure.
If he has secret dreams of a singing caree:,
h he should make certain that he 1Sow-ever, f . .
endowed with more than a love a smgrng.
It's helpful to face the fact that outstan~-
ing careers grow out of a numb~r of quah-
ties which are inborn. Certalllly, these
qualities can-indeed, must-be developed.
But if they aren't there, in the person, t~
start with, the most devoted study can t
push him into the rank he dreams of occu-
pying. . .
The qualities I have III l~lll1dar~ n atu-
ral voice an instinctive feehng for its cor-
rect use' and the kind of interpretative
powers ~vhich reach acr~ss the footlights
and move people. The WIsest step the ca-
reer-aspirant can take is to make sure he
possesses them, in some degree .,The t~acher
of integrity can aid him in finding tl~ISouL.
The actual singing lessons are less Impor-
tant than establishing what the ambitious
student can and cannot do.
When it comes to actual singing, it is
my view that vocal tone goes through three
stages. It is born in the vocal cords, helped
by the diaphragm, and produced (as to
color and quality) in the resonance cham-
bers of the face-in the masqu,e. Let us
examine what can be done towa-rds this
three-fold development.
The kind of tone produced depends on
the inborn structure of throat and vocal
cords. This can never be changed. Thus,
as far as the throat is concerned, develop-
ment takes the form of assuring correct
use. This, I believe, involves as little activ-
ity as possible. lVlake certain that your
throat is always relaxed, easy. The larynx,
or "voice box" nlust never move. Whether
one sings high or low, the position of the
larynx must be the same, and one can
easily check on this by holding one's hand
on the throat. Once you are Sil re of are.
laxed throat, free of all tension or. forcing,
forget about it!
It is in the region of the diaphragm that
the singer's chief development takes place.
It is here that tonal support originates,
through correct use of the breath. I have
come to believe that good breath control is
also a part of natural endowment (many
of the greatest singers are quite unable to
explain how they use their breath-they
simply breathe and sing!); but the n\e-
chanics can certainly be learned and im-
proved.
The ideal singing breath is deep, wide
and natural. Here is an exercise which I
find helpful. On one deep breath, sing aU
five long vowels (AH, AY, EE, OH, aU),
budgeting the breath so that all are of
equal duration and. intensity, but holding
the last (aU) a bit Ionger and finishing
it on a marked diminuendo. Repeatthis
through one Qctave-not through one'sfull
range.
This single exercise has three greatad-
vantages. It develops breathing and breath
control; it h Ips in acquiring the pure
vowel sounds whi h are the basis of good
singing; and it perfects intonationand
correct pit h.
Once c rreet br athing ha been ac.
qui red, the breath mu 1 be sent up into the
rcei n f r on on se. H r again, a intheo
en e of th vo 81 cords. natural structure
is the d t fmining (actor. olor andquality
of tone vary (for go d r bad!) according
to the width (th nus I passages,the
porousn 55 f th ben , the achingof
the hollow pa in which tone resonates.
Vo al tcchni IU an improve tone by seeur-
ing maximum vibrari n in the proper
1)laccs-it nil n v r change it natural
quality.
1n VI rking ( r good r nance, keep the
tone in the lila qu th ir ntal nasalcham-
bers). Try to f I it vibrat there. iog
towards th ey ! R 5 n nee i also .idol
by mu h legato pra ti ing. Try to jng like
a cello. Among I ubli hed works, the
olfoge of on on i exc lIenl. Thereis
also a mall b k f x r i (out ofprint
and dilli ult to find called tudiesof
Lablach • tll great ' p litan ingerwhom
many people r gard 0 0 Frenchmanbe-
cause he chang d hi name. These I.tt~
drills are especiall' f r the male ,"oice-
which brings up an inter ting poinl of
difference.
Do men and \\,om n s.ingersworkin the
same way? Th an weT i yes, but because
of differing physiological _tructure, the
registers are very dille.rent The woman's
nalural breath i instintli'-ely higher.1bii
means that b ha to I am to breathe more
deeply, alwar maintaining re:la..ution.'Ibc
problem of the "top breath" exisls for all
singers, of COur • 811d must be carefully
guarded again t. II you find the leastten~
ency to In ve th _houlders up and do'"
in inhaling a deep br ath, your breatbio!
is fault . The origin of the brealh is 00
the chest but th diaphragm wberesupport
Comes from til strong muscl of theabdo-
men. But Wom n siuge.rs. as 8 rule. hate
to learn this mOre on.sciouslythan~
The analysis of good siuging. a I",t
is to keep th throat relued easy and m
healthy condjtion and then forget about
Develop proper breathing, and sendtI<
breath bjgh and forward into the facil1
chambers of resonance. , I
But learning (Continued on P'K' :iJ
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.Prelude XXII
This Prelude is a remarkable example of Bach's power to create m.usic of d~ep, poig~an~ beauty. It~harm~ny, resulting from the subtle, ev~r-
moving contrapuntal voices, is rich in texture, almost o rchest ra l in sonor-ity. Play It WIthout senhmentahty and make the s low ly unfol d lng-
voices sing. Grade 5. J. S. BACH (1685-1750)
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This composition contrasts a vigorous style with a tranquil style. The first section, Allegro' ri50{,<lo, requires strong fingers
and a flexible wr i.s t ; the section marked Calma should be played in a limpid, fluid manner. Grade 6., EFREM ZlMDALISr
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Dance of the Princesses
. . from "The Firebird"
. Stravinsky IS one of the great musicians of the 2Uth Century. This 'level
In 1910, reveals the profound influence Ri ms ky-Ko rs akov had onStravil;.:x~erpttom his music from (he ballet, "The Fi rebird ." composed
graphical sketch) l\loderato (J: 72)' s ys ear y style of composition. Gr.:lde.5,',(See Page 3 for a b io-
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Dreams to Remember
. Last month's issue carried. I and II of this set of four' pieces. This month we present HI and IV. Play III in a singing atyle.bring.
mg- out the full sonority of the piano. IV should be played lightly, with the 6/S b a ra divided into two large beats. Grade 3-4.. . .
FRANCIS HENDRIKSIIIAndante moderato (J-60) a tempo-
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Mazurka
bThisearly w~rk of Chopin has all the elegance and melodic charm that h· v .. .ass accompanIment overpower the joyous melody. Grade 3. a e come to be associated wIth hiS music. Do not let the
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No 110·40/04 Purple 'Rhododendron
Mr.Moore is a prolific wri tcr of 1i ght pia.no pieces. This waltz,' composed in the tradition of the viennese op cre t ta , sh?ul,d be played with
a rich tone. Grade 3. ,: .. i I . ,r,~
DONALD LE;E MOORE
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Gavotte
GOT.TFRIED KIRCHHOF
(1685·1746)
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From "Classic· Masters -Duet Book", compiled and arranged by Leopold J. Beer [410- 40033J
Copyright 1941by Theodore Presser Co. Br-iti h Copyright Secured
Andantino con moto (J:69)
Q ·tl deli II
Rain at Night
SECONDO SARAH LOUISE DITTENHAVER
II ute y, ,ea e y 2 2
~ Pit·ter- pat-ter, pit-ter- pat-ter, lis. ten to the rain, Pit-t er- pat-ter, p it-t er- pat-ter, On mywin-do.
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From "Let's Play Duets" by Sarah Louise Dittenhaver [430~40121J
Copyright 1947 by Oliver Ditson Company
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Gavotte
PRIMO
GOTTFRIED KIRCHHOF
(1685·1746)
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Rain at Night
Andantino con moto (J:69)
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a tempo
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No. 114-40015 Devotion
HERBERT RALPH WARD
A.S.C.A.P.
~.
PIAJ'lO
Andante con amore -. ...---...... ..' .. ~ _ ....1\ ~ .. .• .
-.. r 3 mf -- r ==- f ===- ~I '- 111p -==::::: 3
•
1'- --j 1 1 --.i -.i - -.i '1 .,l '.,l ~ l"~'·:: -.i11 -ii 'j ~ :1 ~\.111p -ii .. ,..., f ==- =-=== mf
.. . .
?}. ;? • li
VIOLIN
a tempo
1\ ~ ~ :;;:--.. - - ---:----- . -~ "'"..
'- ~ rati. e dim. mf ~ =-- -= mf ==-- ~
a tempo
,
~ '~ "::.•:: ~.q~~'.j·S '-i j .. 1 -~ ill ill .. Will w·.,.·... fi'''f
=-- 1Y~·dim. mf -= : --= "!f' =-
.
V ~. -e' • ?f -e'
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No. 131-40251 Deep River
Negro Spiritual
Arranged by WILLIAM ARMS FISHER
Op. 19, No.1L t" " en 0 P :.
E
If. --..:::.-: -- ~ ?J • • • -, -':::::"'"!" ~ -- ~.
Deep riv-er, my home is o - ver Jor-dan, Deep
" u I. :
~
~
Ii ~!r; r !l ?J" f. ·f !r - r f~~f. .,rpp •• =>-.
lill ~i11!1I !1 III ~11 ~.. ~.. !1I :~ ~. :~ , !1I .' :I~~ :<i
PIAI'lO
1 t
I~ rit. =- np a empo>-
I@ ~ -.' .. • •.- ....,,'~'.", • Q. ...:::::-- ~ V ...
riv- er, Lord, I want to croSS "O-ver in-to camp-ground. Deep riv- er, my
- J .J~' ,_J\ ~ ~ a tempo:... ---..:.... ~ F-I "'I ~J::.--.- r- -.... ~
~
!! ~~. -q" Il~~ir :V'I :i <@/rit. - ,- I: mp ,II .. ~
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Deep
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r-iv . er-, Lord,
..... --.~. ....,~,.,. "'.
I wa~t to crOSS- a-ver in- to· camp.gr{un~.
~ ; ! .. :: ; ~ ~4 z> .. i
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~" ~
" 11
a tempo
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ised land_ where all_
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1
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~
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feast,_ That prom
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11 >- >- dim, e 1'if .. ,,;; p -:=.- -===.
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~ ~j"-' • "-' • #Vdini,e 1'if • V-==~ I~"c;. --- I.. I'" •
q --------
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Jor-dan!_ Deep __ ~ ~r1- er'1d, I want tocrosso_ver in-to camp-ground.
. i\ 11 ,~ ~J '.•k>. ~.-.. ---"'1 ~:-
~ J '" r Fl~r'~
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Oarillon
CHARLES L ,TALMADGESlow and with much expression
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Waltz J. BRAHMS
Arr. by Ruth Ba1ltptr;n
31 213~ 3
Grade 21/2.
Moderato (J,120)
1 3 ~ 5
~ 1 /;5
, .
PIANO. f
.
2 1 5 ~ ~
312123 5
1 2 1 3
===-
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5 1
3
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5 2 5 2 5 1
r:11'. -----,112.
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1 1 51 1 1 5 2
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5
51 5
1
3
1
2
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5 3 2 1 3 2 1 2 '5 1 5
From HThe Child Brahms." by L.E.Coit and R. Bampton [410- 41014J
Copyright 1950 by Theodore Presser Co.
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Grade 2.
Scampering Whole Steps
J RH MARGARET WlGHMIAllegro con umore ( . ,58)
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Grade 2.
NightWind:
MARTHA BECK
L t f i t C cta-$-Allegro (J,'63). ... " .. ~-,·t-·· .- ._. . ~ ~ ~ as r: 0-,., - 1 ._~ '-"'- ~3 5 2
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Grade 1. Little Cowboy Rides Again
MILDRED HOFSTADBriskly ( ,168)
~ ------3
1____________
1 -- 1 ---.. 1 ~ 2
It 7lff'1 .- .. -9 • .. \ ( .- ..
Clop. p'ty, clop- p'ty, clop- p'ty, clop, In the sun Or in the r ain ; Clop. p'ty, clop. p'ty,
··
P!Al'lO
2 2 2a temp!:..~o:....... _
~
33
" ~~ ~ 2 1 5 ~ 5 ...---~ 3 2 ~ 3 2 1
It ~ n;t. • . ... tr!f • • ..
clop - p'ty, clop, Lit - tIe cow- boy rides a - gain. Mount - ed on a buck - ing bran - co,~. ~··
2 2 1
5 ~ Fzne 213
~ 3 -- 2 5 3/' 2 1 2 ---.. 1
t 0 mf • • .. poco rz~ motte, q.. f'0
Yip - ee - i . o' R~e 'em, cow- boy, Cook is call- ing, ((Come and get it!" Whoa!..-:.
••
2
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3 ~ 5
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I Wish I Were A Duck!No. 110.·40176
Grade 1. 'MAE· AILEEN ERRAllegretto (J : 10S)
~ /
2 5
lit· tle ye l- low duck! I'd nev- er rub- bershow I wish that I were just aPIANO
8
1 I First time
33
I were just a lit . tie
.0
Oh how I wish thatstay out of the rain.
.0
have to wear J or
II Las~t~ti~m~e______ ~
1 3 5 ~1
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2
3
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Raindrop Tag
R.H. 8 j?j{ ••••••••••.•• : DOROTHY G. KNOWLTONpp'
feetduck! I'd iu- tie yel- low duck! splash in all the pud . dies, And gct my all
.0 •
··
Fine 2 1 {j, 2 PIANO
... 2 - 1 1 2 -------- 2 ____ 1 ---.... ~
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Moderately fast (J:13S)
Forward, March!
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Warum?
Why?
No,110·00923
Gr.4
R. SCHUMANN, Op.12, No.3
Langsam und zart 'GSlowlyand tenderly)cJ =63)
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MUSIC AT INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP GARDENS
(Continued from Page 20)
h a favorable impression on the_ne
., diencethat a fund was started to
au , b kbuy an electriC organ to e ept
manentlyat the Gardens.
per id fDr. Rudolph Ganz, presi ent 0
the Chicago Musical College, gave
. piano recital one evenmg.
a A fewof the operas given include
"Faust." "The' Mikado," -n Trova-
t e" '''Tales of Hoffman" (whenor !
Ciulettaarrived and departed in a
Teal gondola), and "Hansel and
Gretel"(when the two children slept
on a real, grassy mound) .
Thegrowing evergreens and pop-
lars and the grass on the stage pro-
"idec.a perfect setting for a scene
fromthe "Magic Flute."
One special occasion was when
therewasa Folk Dance Festival with
three hundred partici pants. 'There
weresevengroups of nationals from
Sweden,Japan, Poland, Lithuania
and Russia who performed native
dances,besides American Square
dancesand a group of colored danc-
ers, Another time the Klompen
Dancersof Holland, Michigan, ap-
peared.
Antoinette Rich of Chicago pre-
sentedher Piano Symphony which
is composed of ten "white spinet
pianosplaced on tiers.
Therehas also been an accordion
handfrom Hammond, Indiana. and
the Harp Ensemble from Indiana
University at Bloominston
The night a group fro~ the Chi-
cago Symphony Orchestra played at
the Gardens, the aurora borealis put
on a wonderful display. All electric
lights in the theatre were put out,
except those on the musicians stands
and the audience was completely
thrilled by the combination of har-
mony and nature.
The renowned Carnegie Steel Band
and Chorus have appeared several
times.
Mr. J. Virgil Stauffer, the execu-
tive director of the Gardens, is a
graduate pianist. of the Chicago Mu-
sical College. Miss Florence Smith
is the musical director at the Gar-
dens and is also president of the
International Friendship Gardens
Music Festival. She is a doctor of
music and also "the organist of the
Christian Church in Michigan City.
The finals for the contestants of
the Ehicagolund Music Festival in
August each year from northern In-
diana and southern Michigan are
held at Friendship Gardens, and
take all day. They are for vocalists,
men's. women's, and mixed choruses,
for pianists, and violinists. for trom-
bonists, piano accordionists, fretted
instruments, both individually and
in groups. adult and juvenile bands,
baton twirlers, and flag swingers.
The baton twirling and flag swing-
1
ing contest with between three and
four hundred participants is the
largest in the United States.
The Gardens dedicated to Eng-
lan-d, France, Scotland, Poland,
Switzerland, Australia, Holland, Nor-
way, Sweden and others are replicas
of formal gardens in those countries;
that is, as near as they can possibly
he in such a small area.
The Greek garden depicts an an-
cient legend of a father and h is four
sons who ruled the world. They are
represented by five slender ever-
greens with square tops, placed close
together. One, taller than the others,
is the "father."
There is a cradle hedge on both
sides of the entrance to the Scotch
garden which attracts considerable
attention. The English. garden is
perhaps the 1110st pretentious with
.its evergreens, large boulders, and
three entrances and exits, while the
Polish garden is probably the most
colorful.
There is also a Little Symphony
Theatre sheltered from the other gar-
dens, where small concerts, meetings
of various groups. and weddings are
held. At one end there is a raised,
grassy platform that is large enough
for a full symphony orchestra, .and
at the other end there is a mirror
pool, all making a most delightful
place. Tall Irees form the "walls"
and shut it off from the rest of the
gardens.
To add to the attractiveness, there
are mazes, mirror pools, long vistas,
two pure white swans (from the Cen-
tury of 'Progress), a couple of fla-
mingos, two church bells, and sev-
eral summer or tea houses. The large
~'eplica of the Freedom Bell, which
toured America recently, will be
shown to visitors this summer.
There is a lilac lane and a tulip
lane. The largest garden is the Rose
or P~rsian Garden, where thousands
of roses bloom from June until late
[all. There are conventional paths
across it for the convenience of vis-
it.ors who all wish a close view of
the growing gems. Beds of flowers
and meandering borders are scat-
tered all over.
Two of the Stauffer brothers live
in the Alaska building from the
Century of Progress. This was the
contribution of our Federal Govern-
ment to the enterprise.
By constant care and attention,
rhese Gardens have been developed
until now they have taken their place
with the most famous in America.
They are' also situated the farthest
north of such gardens and are unique
ill the purpose to which they are
dedicated.
Each year more people from other
lands, and also our own, visit. them,
for here they feel they are on hal-
lowed ground, far away from the
cares of the world. They are prone
to linger and meditate in this out-
door cat.hedral and take its spell with
them when they leave. THE END
CONSERVATORY-TRAINED MUSICIANS COMMAND BETTER INCOMES
T,hehighes:type of Musical Training by Extension Methads, as devel:,ped and perfected ~y the Univer·
llty Edens~onConservatory, is not an experiment, not a make-shift, but h~s proven Its. value and
loundnessIn the careers of thousands of musicians and teachers .....ho owe their success enhrely to the
personalizedand painstaking coaching of.this great Conservatory. Partial listing of caurses below:
HARMONY:-Written by two of the finest
theorists in the country. Simple, yet thorough
in every way. From basic fundamentals r~ght
thraugh to Counterpoint and Orchestration •
~HORALCONDUCTlNG:-Brand new course
b
,ncludesall the modern techniques-even radio
roodcosting.
~ORMAL PIANO:-Especiolly designed for
eochers or future teachers. Treats and solves
everyproblem of the progressive teacher.
~RRANG1NG:_AII the trids of modern arrang-
~~9drown from the experiences of the biggest
nome"arrangers in the country.
~~.~TRA.lNING:-Designed to give you the
t Iity. to read at sight, to transpose and toronscrlbe ,. 'bl .. fl·t • va ua e trainIng or voco or In-
1 rumentalwork.
HISTORY:-A madern course including. all types
of music from ancient origins ta 20th Century.
Interesting-with emphasis on the analysis of
music-nat a dull collection of facts.
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC:-Fits you for actual
work in the school room. Our model lessons de-
velop originality and give yo_u on e~cellent guide
for teaching others.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
28 EAST JACKSON' BLVD. (DEPT. A.750) CHICAGO 4. ILL.
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: UNIVERSITY EXT~NSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A·750
I 28 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Illinois! Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full informa·
r tion regarding course I have marked with an X below.
: 0 Piano. Teacher's Normal Course DVoice
I D Piano, Student's Course D Choral Conducting
: 0 Public School Mus.-Beginner·s 0 Clarinet
~ 0 Public School Mus.-Supervisor'. 0 Dance Band Arranging
I 0 Advanced Composition 0 Violino Ear Training & Sight Singing 0 Guitaro History and Analysis of Music 0Mandolin
o Harmony 0 Saxophoneo Cornet-Trumpet 0 Double Counterpoint
o Professionpl Cornet-Trumpet 0 Banjo
Name ..•.......................•......... Age .
Street No .
City _ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Slate .
Are you teaching now? •..•..• If so, h~w mcmy pupils have
you? ......•.. 00 you hold a Teacher's Certificate? .
Have you studied Harmony? Would you like to earn
',he Degree of Bachelor of Music? .
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gets lost. At such times, it is good to
stop playing the work for a while.
When I began public engagements,
I was asked to perform the Schu-
mann Concerto, so frequently that I
feared such saturation. Accordingly,
I "rested" it for two years and came
back to it with a new freshness and
added vigor.
The great point is never to' forget
that music is an indivisible whole
... ·not "technique" in one place
and "feeling" in another, but
one single expression., One needs
disciplined fingers to bring out
musical meaning, but mechanics
should never be practiced as a thing
apart; always as music. Thus, I pre-
fer to practice difficulties in their
musical context. After the first years
of study, scale passages in Mozart
and Beethoven are more helpful than
plain scales. For several reasons!
First, it is hard to put thought and
feeling into isolated scales, with the
result that fingers develop while
mind and heart lie still! Also, by
separating "technique" from "music"
in practice, and then suddenly bring-
ing them together in a work, you
may find yourself so startled by the
rush of the music that your fingers
slip. The solution is never to prac·
tice mechanics as something apart
,I
I
to sing involves more than vocal
mechanics. The tones one produces
must convey music! Which brings us
to problems of interpretation. Here
lor the third time, I must call atten·
tion to the difference heween inborn
abilities and studied development.
The truly great interpreter, like the
great dramatic actor, draws on a
natural gift. Call it "personality,"
or vitality, or whatever you like-it
is there, within him. Less gifted in-
dividuals have to learn what to do.
The first step, I think, is building
up a fund of confidence in oneself.
The student who is sure of himself,
his work, the value of what he has to
say, makes a stronger impact on his
hearers than the one who is constant·
ly afraid. Thus, one should early
learn to depend on oneself. Test
your exercises by how they feel to
you-remember that the best teacher
in the world can't get inside your
diaphragm; he can explain and
direct, but you must be the final
judge in terms of your own sensa-
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from music. Work at difficulties
where they occur in the text-always
beginning a few measures ahead and
continuing through a few measures
after. By linking the difficulties to
the passages where they lie, you
gain smoother continuity. .
After the early years, it is good
to practice etudes as music. I find
entertainment in playing through
Czerny as if the various drills were
pieces-c-with "pedal, shading, phras-
ing, color, meaning. My fingers bene-
fit from the drill values, while my
mind and my emotions are also busy
making them sound like music. In
the same way, the simpler sonatas of
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven afford
excellent drill material which is
also music.
I am fortunate in never becoming
fatigued at the piano. When I played
for the Jeunesse Musicale, in Brus-
sels, I gave two performances (major
works) each day for. seven days, and
left the engagement as fresh as when
I began it. People asked my
"method" of avoiding fatigue and so
I began to think about it. The an-
swer, I believe, is never to use a
position or a gesture which is not
entirely free,· comfortable, and
natural. I find that a less·than·per-
fect gesture (or position) which feels
natural' is more useful to me than the
one built according to the rules -.We
must begin with the rules, to be su~e;
but sooner or Iater each p laying
hand must adjust itself to the needs
of its inborn structure. One has only
to observe the hand-uses of our
major pianists-no two use their
hands the same way, yet they all
make great music!
Music-making presupposes a study
of style. Technique (which means
not finger mechanics, but the com-
plete means of getting musical reo
sults ) varies with each composer.
You cannot play Liszt, Couperin,
and Ravel in exactly the same way!
Thus, technique roots in a knowledge
of styles.
Further, pedal use is important.
It should never be used as a blur to
conceal deficiencies! A good sense
of style helps to guide you in the
use of the pedal (using none :in the
works of the old masters like Coup-
erin and Rameau). And at each stage
of .work, one should refresh one's
knowledge of the printed indications.
They were put there by the corn-
poser! Thus, they represent the first
step of serious study, and should
never be taken for granted. During
my tours, when I often perform the
same work several times a week, I
FORGET ABOUT YOUR THROAT
(Continued from Page 26)
tions. In interpreting, you must as-
sume the responsibility of studying
the words and music and discover-
ing what they mean to you.
The next step is to enter into
interpretative values by mastering
the languages in which you sing.
Here the American student, I think,
faces a special pro.blem-and I am
constantly amazed by the excellent
way he solves it. In Italy, French
and German operas are sung in
Italian; the singer has no problems
in penetrating to the deepest mean-
ing of his texts. And, while. the
Italjan recitalist sings in sevenl
languages, the entire field of recital
activity is less than it is here. The
American student must learn to sing
both operas and recital songs in
several foreign languages.
Now, the point in learning lan~
guages is to penetrate more deeply
than the mere dictionary·translation
of the individual words. One needs
a. certain amount of feeling for" the
language itself-its color, its spirit,
its idiomatic expressions, and in.
flections. Thus, the best way to pro.
ceed is to combine rigorous study
of grammar, reading, etc., with much
practice in hearing and speaking the
foreign tongue. I cannot sufficiently
stress the point that perfection of
pronunciation, while desirable of
course, is secondal'y to the fluent
feeling for the language. I must say
here that I have been amazed and de-
~ighted by several of my young Amer-
ICan coll~agues at the Metropolitan,
.who (wIthout ever having lived.
abroad) are able not I1lerely to sing
but ?lso to converse-to live, actual.
ly-m French, German and Italian.
For them, interpretative problems
are immediately cut in half.
Another way of deepening inter-
pretative values is to study the emo-
tion of the music. In all great works
you will find that the composer ha~
~ed?ed musical line and textual
SIgnIficance so closely that one helps
the other. If the words speak of
love-or patriotism, or anger, or reo
find it most helpful to study the
printed text every day.
Sonority of tone is aided by at.
tention to the interior of the music.
Too often students content them.
selves with studying the melody line
and the bass. This is a mistake.
Sonorities improve with a study of
the inner voices (where harmonic
resolutions often occur), and these
interior parts should be carefully
explored-separately. in combim,
tion, in contrast. I find it a help to
sing the Jines of the various voices
as I practice a passage. both for
em pha i and for phrasing according
to the natural breath.
The student hould, of course,
read much mu lc, Also, he should
play chamb r music, both as an aid
to reading and as a means of enlarg-
ing his knowledg of musical forms
and structure. or should he work
so exclusively at his music that he
shuts out opportunities to read fine
books, to stu iy great pictures, 10
enlarge himself in nature. The de-
velopment of heart and mind is of
equal imp nence with the develop-
ment of fingers. for, while piano
playing proceeds through the fingers.
it should never he parnted from
the making of music.
THE END
bemon-the music reflects an iden·
tical emotion. Thus. one serns the
meaning of the music in addition
to mastering the text.
In the last analysis, it is just this
ability to forget sell and sene the
meaning of the music. with complete
Jove and faith, which' is the essence
of the artist. It is delightful 10
sing around the house, but art 'is
something different! Whicb brings
us back to the point at which we
began. Learn to sing well, certainly
-hut even before you concentrate on
singing, make certain that you are
endowed with the qualities which
alone can make your studies success·
ful. Don't confuse a love of art wilb
the ability to serve it!
THE END
ILLUSTRATION CREDITS
I4-Eugene Ericson
26--Villani Bologna
Bruno, N.Y.
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I'LL TAKE THE LOW ROAD
(Continued from Page 18)
heardjefore. So she drags along at
a snail's pace for. almost a year-
Ibe teacher scolding, her mother
scoldingand the awful old scales
«oingon forever with a dull piece
" twothrown in for good measure.
• I l' ,But one day W len mot ier rsn t
listening,Susan picks out a favorite
melodywithone finger. That is more
likeit! She can hardly wait to play
it for teacher. And teacher, if she
is a right thinking person will be
just as delighted because she has
foundthe right opening to make
musicreally live for Susan.
Susan'steacher spends the whole
Jessonperiod showing Susan how to
putchords to the melody Susan has
pickedout so laboriously and the
child goes home triumphant-she
can,at last, playa familiar tune
andwhat's more she did a part of
it all by herself. And. by following
upthisexperience with a fair-ly thor-
oughdiscussion of the fact that all
musicis put together in just the
samefashion, and b)' letting Susan
takethe lead for a little while in
playingthe things that mean some-
thingto her, t.he problems of that
musicteacher are in a large part
oyer.Susan takes a keen interest in
hermusic. is constantly st riving to
IlIa)'other tunes, has obtained a
littleof the mechal~ics of composi.
tionand has learned the most valu-
ablelessonof her musical education
-to experiment. I would personally
guaranteedlat Susan will never lose
her interest in music. She wilJ have
to be told to practice occasionally,
asall children have to be told, but
shewon·tever consider giving it up!
Perhaps the most discouraging
thinga teacher does to today's stu·
dentsis 10 refuse 10 allow them to
playthe so·called "popular" music.
Inmy opinion (which I find is also
the opinion of many of the truly
greatpianists of our day), popular
musicis extremel), important-it ,is
asAmericanas the FOUJth of JuJy!
Whatbelter way could one find of
teaching a good, solid rhythm foun
dati:'ll? And, most important of all
don't forget for the majority of stu-
dents-adult and children alike-
popular music is where the interest
lies. Now, doesn't it seem reasonable
to assume a person will put more
effort and time on somethinz in
which he is truly interested? After
all, ,,:e don't all like spinach, either!
Tlunk of the dozens of busy adults
who want to learn to play for their
own and their friends' entertainment,
but who can find no time nor heart
for endless hours of scales and tech
nique. Wouldn't you think it would
be evident to any teacher that grown
people, some with children, some
working, but all above the age of
20, could hardly be expected to be-
come great artists? And yet, most
teachers give them the same training
they give the children, worry over
all the minor details and finally dis-
courage the person to the extent that
he gives it up as hopeless. It is too
bad those teachers cannot be shown
how ver-y much they are missing-
there is so much pleasure to be had
from working with adults and trying
10 help them develop a style of their
own. So what if it is Boogie?
In short. if teachers would but
realize that each pupil is an individ-
lIal with entirely different needs and
attitudes, likes and dislikes, and
would treat them accordingly, there
wuuld be fewer people wanting to
play and more actually playing.
There would be also the sat.isfaction
of losing no pupils for lack of in-
terest, and the teachers, t.hemselves,
profit in that they keep abreast of
all the latest hit-tunes as well as
their beloved classics. The students
of such a teacher will always love
ll1u~ic and will always play-be it
,'ery ,,-ell or just mediocre. One must
bear in mind that music is an outlet
and a yery good one and the satisfac·
tion one gets from playing is some·
thing all his 0\\111.
THE END
ADVENTURES OF A PIANO TEACHER
(Conlinued /roln Page 21).
keyboardaims and to control tbe
infinitelysubtle dynamics which the
~nusicexpects from him. One sure
lUdicatiollof a free body is the al·
most imperceptible forward and
~ackwardmo\'ement of the torso as
Jl .• d·. coormates with the phrasal aeov.
Jty of the music. Nobody objects
to this if it is not excessive. What
thencan be anything but beneficial
abo~ta relaxed face portraying the
mu.sIC'semotion? Like the torso
sWJnlr the f . I h'"be ~ aela rno 1 Hy must never
accentuatedor extreme, but slight
andfleeting.
Try the following yourself or
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(e,-en better) on your students: Play
(up to tempo) a passage or portion
£rom one of your light. rapid pieces,
or a lllillliet or dance. As you play
it wit h an immobile body, frown
and glue your eyes to the keyboard
... Then pause, take a deep, reo
laxed breath and -play the passage
again. This time smile slightly as
you play, and glance up an~ away
from the keyboard once or tWlce ...
Which way was more accurate?
\Vhich sounded better·? "\'\Thich felt
better? . . . If the answer to these
questions is No. 1, you are a poker-
face .•. Better not try to change!
1
8 little piano books
NOTEBOOK for ANNA MAGDALENA BACH
LITTLE PIANO BOOK for W. F. BACH
LITTLE BACH BOOK (J. S. BACH)
G. F. HANDEL-LITTLE PIANO BOOK
J. K. F. FISCHER NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK FOR WOLFGANG (Mo,oct)
THE YOUNG MOZAin
each 60 cents SIMPLE SHORT PIECES (1150)
Send for descriptive brochure!
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
25 W. 45th St. N. Y. 19, N. Y.
(Of your local dealer)
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i CHORAL DIR.ECTORS!I ORGANISTS!
i The works of MARC ANTOINE CHARPENTIER ond MICHAEL
i DE LALANDE ore now being restored under the sponsorship of
! the French Government. Edited by Guy Lambert and G. Roussel,
I the following are some of the American Premieres available ex- I
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i De Lalonde, M.R.-Loefamini in Domino SATBB 1.25 voice .30 i
I De Lalande, M.R.-Quom Dilecfo SATBB ~ 2.00 voice.45 i
i Charpentier, M.A.-Meue Du Somedy de Posque SATB .. '... 1.25 voice.35 -
I
' Charpentier, M.A.-Almo Rerfempfor SATB· , 1.85 voice .35 I
Request ii 0 Organ Cotalog,ue 0 Motet Cotologue 0 Moss Catalogue i
i World Library of Saered Musie i
I 184& Westwood Ave. Cincinnati 14. Ohio I
L,,_,,_.,~,._,._,._,,_.,_,,_,,_.,_.,_,_,. .. ,._,. ,._"_ .._,._.,_,._,,..i
MUSICOLOGISTS!
MUSIC LIBRARIANS!
Affenfion! Teachers, Schools, Students, Parenfs
A Book YOIf Ceu,·t Afford to Miss-Just Off the Press
THE MODERN TEACHER'S GUIDE
To the First Seven Yeors of Piano and Piano-Class Study
(Including the "Pre-Piano" Closs)
By MISS VIRGINIA CHURCHILL
An "Up-to-the.Minute" Guide, conjoining "Gift-Edged" Lists of all Material for Piano and
Piano-Closs Study, Soaks, Records, etc. plus IT articles describing the use of this material:
and "Outtinu-of-Procedure".
Price $5 per Copy. (Because af the Personal nature of this "Guide", and its l'oluoble Listings,
All Sales are Final.) Order Your Copy now from your local Dealer, or Direct from: .
MISS CHURCHILL'S MUSIC WORK SHOP
9 Chestnut St" Solem, Moss.
HOW A.BOUT AN ETUDE SUBSCRIPTION
FOR THAT GRADUATION DR RECITAL GIFT?
A subscription to ETUDE conveys your best wishes over and over for
a whole year. Each month your musical friend is reminded of your
thoughtfulness •.. and each month receives over five dollars worth
of music plus a wide selection of entertaining and informative
articles.
So much for so little. Just $3.50 for subscriptions in the U.S.A. Send -
us your instructions and we'll send a gift card in your name.
--------------------------------------------------
ETUDE the music: magazine,
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
Please send Q one yeor gift subscription In my name to:
Name: _
Address: '- _
So we may acknowledge receipt of your money', be sure to put your
name and address on the envelope.
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.Ko mu~ic~l Imowle<Js::-e nee<lcd. Plano tuners in. great
(J<'mand. Low cost tra!ni0ll' by ,.,[puts. Rc\,o]utlOl1&TY
}':,:;;i~hn~~rc;,?~~~ib;:t~';;~'isg{;:cot:dCl?l'.,~~~n?ir:;~~dC~~
instruction manuals. includ\ol! ~l"n"t tumnl(. Full
tr"inin~ ,\1 Dlano cepair~,nd how to line up wack
for BIG earnin"". Send tod,,~· foc free llterat"'" ...
CAPITOL CITY ~UNING SCHOOL
Dept. 640. 129 E. Michigan Ave., Lansing 16, Mich.
marffarel ':Dee
presenting for piaflo teachers
SPECTACULAR PLANS AND IDEAS
befitting the over_crowded schedules
of TO_DAY'S STUDENTS .~
SUMMER REFRESHER JULY 7 through 12
781 N. Marshall St., MilWClukee 2. Wis.
SINGERS-MUSICIANS
Heed Stage Presence. Dramotic
Interpretation, Confidence
lLO ELIZABETH LOTH
Presents creative Individual techniques to
develop poise and dynamic self _expression
essential for successful performance.
Spec/crl Summer Session: June 23-Aug. 2
Free Consultation-Circle 7_5866
Studios: 8537tb Ave. (55th). NewYnrk 19. N. Y.
The OUNNING COURSE
of Improved MUSIC Study
MILDRED BRI9GS, Dean of Education
Faculty
For information and other closs dotes ad·
dre~s
EXECUTIVE HEADQUARTERS
21421 Sloln. Oetrnit. Michigan
PIANO 'BREAKS
Our Mouthly Break BUll~tin enables ron
to builol up,anol glalllourize the 1l01lA'S011
the Hit f'nra-ole with de\'er breaks, novel
figure;,; 111\dtrick~' hoogie e!'l:ettll.
Send 20 tents fur latest eopy or $2 tor a
year. lIIcntion if teacher.
THE AXEl CHRiSTENSEN METHOD
Studio E, P.O. Box 427, Oiai. Calif.
Il ......i.ii ... lll-.:.1iil:;I,"11~1~~iIiI!!III!., ...,; ••• -I ~~i
HARMONY and COUNTERPOINT
A lasclnating study. Send {oc pamplllet describ·
In!! these dear and complete. lessons, orl!anlzed
especially lor self_InstructIon.
JOHN M. LEIPOLD
218 S. Highland Ave.. Lo. Anaeles 3G. Calif.
~
.,"..,..~,I..J~,,~.~"~,~n~.~"7'~"~N~T~'~'~O..A~!:, ... j'i STHENGTHEN "0."" voice this test·''''1 cd. ""lentilk way. Y<,s_you may now
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II speal<ing and sln",in::! voice ..• In Ihe
prlv~c;, of youc OWn. room! . Self-training l,,"".ons.
~~S~~e 'j,!~~'i:ttl~ge::'l~~e~n"o'6~?';t \::Ii~~w:,~'eig~
a t,:,ccessful Voice." U'S abSOlutely FREE! You mu~t
slale ""ue a:l"e. Booklet maile<l postpaid In pla,n
wrapper. No s,lesman will call. Send yo!'r name and
n!!"e RIGHT i:~tliECT VOICE INSTITUTE
210 S. Clinton st .. Depl. F_l00, Ctlieago 6. Ill.
Speciali.ts in Violins, Bows, Repairs, etc.
ESTA.BLlSHED IN 1874. WRIT!> FOil. CATALOG
Publishers of "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"
$2.50 per year-Specimen Copy 35c,
30 E. Adams St.-Chicago 3. Ill.
JOHN Ml1RICERT & CO.
141 WEST 15TH ST .. NEW YORK II. N. Y.
VIOLINS OLD &; NEW
Expert RePairing. Send fur Catalog
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PRACTICING MEANS
THINKING
(Continued from Page 25)
then play the' passage again with
these thoughts in mind. This sort of
practice will bring results in a very
short time.
Even a Iter the more difficult pas-
sages are fairly well mastered, it is
a mistake always to begin practicing
a study from the beginning. Most
studies can be divided into three
sections. and. sometimes the practice
should begin with the third section,
sometimes with the second, and
sometimes with the first. In th is way
an equal amount of time and fresh-
ness of mind will be spent on •all
three sections and the study thor-
oughly learned. This principle' .of
practice can be applied from qurte
early grades.
When working on studies. the
player must keep in mind the ueces-
sity of maintaining a round, vibrant
tone. This can be done if the tempo
is slow enough to begin with. But
if a faster tempo 'is taken before the
notes are well learned, the intona-
tion may possibly be good but the
tone quality will certainly suffer. A
slow tempo enables the student to
think what he is doing.
Solos should be prepared in very
much .the sam.e way as studies; that
is, alter a preliminary l·un·through.
the difficult passages should be iso-
lated and practiced separately. Un-
less there is some particular reason
for learning the solo in a hurry, it
·will not matter if the easier portions
are left untouched for several days
after work on the solo has begun.
For the student with limited prac·
tice time, this is the only method to
follow: he must concentrate at first
on what is hardest. W'hen the dif-
ficult passages are brought under
control. less time need be spent on
them, ~nd the time thus saved can
be given to the easy passages.
In the preparation of a solo it is
highly important that from the be·
ginning the student pa~ close atten·
tion to all marks of expression. How-
ever difficult the passage may be,
however slowly he may be playing,
he should endeavor to give expres·
sian to every marked crescendo, to
all accents and to all staccato dots-
in short, t.o all markings which incH-
cate how the composer wished the
piece to be performed. In this way
an integrated rendition will be de-
veloped, for the technique necessary
for expression will have been built
up together with the technique of
accuracy. When, because of the slow
tempo of practice, a long bow stroke
must be broken, it should be divided
into three, so that the next marked
bowing may start with the correct
stroke ..
Another point that needs thought
in the practicing of a solo is TOOK
A solo is intended, sooner or later,
. for performance in front of an audio
~ Jolin trlluestions
By HAROLD BERKLEY
AN APPRAISAL SUGGESTED
Mrs. J. W., British Columbia..
There are many hundreds of thou-
sands of violins, varying in quality
from terrible to' very good, that bear
a correctly worded Stradivarius la.bel.
This being the case, it is imposSJble
for anyone to give an opinion on
any such violin without first exam-
inins it carefully. If you have any
reason to believe your violin is a
good one you should c?mmunic~te
with one of the firms that advertise
on this page and find out what the
fee would be for an appraisal. It
would not be large, and if you con-
sidered the- expense worth. while you
could then send the violin to that
firm. I should warn you. though.
that the chances are small of your
violin being worth more than 100.
Most violins bearing a "Su-ed" label
are worth less than that.
A.N UNCERTAIN QUERY
Miss E. S., Sout.h DakOla. I clon't
(Iuite understand your query regard·
iOlT "the Harne of the firm that
ha~ldles used instruments." Every
violin dealel' handles used instru-
ments, for the vast majority of vio-
lins on the market today are second-,
fifth-, and even fiftieth·hand. If you
want to have a violin appraised. send
it, carefully packed. to one of the
finns that advertise in ETUDE. and
you will be sure of having an author-
itative opinion on the value and
origin of the instrument.
A POSSIBLE STAINER
F. W. J., Pennsylvania. The
chances are that your violin is a
copy and not original. There are
hundreds, probably thousands of
copies in existence for every genuine
Stainer that still survives. But by all
means have your instrument ap.
praised by an expert.
DON'T RUIN YOUR VIOLIN
G. M .• Pennsylvan£a. Now.
. heaven's sake. don't begin to
your violin by using plastic wood
to build up the depressions under
the feet of the bridge. These depres-
sions can be eradicated, but if the
tone of the violin is not to he im.
paired, the work must be done hy
a skilled repairman. It is a ticklish
job. There are a number of repair.
men in Philadelphia and New York
who could do it for you. You ap-
parently have a good violin-s-don't
I fool with it.
ADVICE ABOUT A CELLO
K. S. 111., Manitoba. I can oblain
no inf rmation r garding the cello
maker you mention. As he is a con-
temporary. T do not giv his name.
If you are contemplating the pur-
chase of u cello. why do you not
buy it through a reputable dealer?
Then you would alway be sure 01
getting the purchase price alle.....ed
to you all u trade-In for a better
instrument. On tl mod rn instrument
one u lways takes a chance on
wh 1her il will improve or deterio-
Tate as the years pa . It always
pays to play ofe.
CONCERNING NEW MATERIAL
for
rum
L. O. IL Michigan. A, regard;
I aching mOl rial from the begin·
ning to Kr utzer. T would ad"i--eyou
to look through your file' of ETUDE
to find the h:·-sues for Feb. 19~7,
Aug. 1948. Feb. 1949. and D«.1919.
If you do not ha"e scc~.":' to these
COI)ies. wTite to me again. enclo~ing
a stamped. addressed en'"elope. (21
"New'- approaches to violin teaching
8re not necessarily better than the
older approaches. NO"elly is nol nec·
essarily virtue. There are man~'
"new" method~ that hs,·e notlling to
recommend them but no,-elty. As for
the teacher you mention. I admire
his busine~s abilit)" but am nol sure
about the soundn :=5 or his S~·5tem.
(3) As for books "exllOunding" new
ideas. you msy find something ,·a~.
uable in the various BornoH pubh·
cations. and 'ou ma)' be intere~led
in IllY book. "TIl ~Iodern Technique
or ioHn Bowing'"
ence; the quality of the sound. there.
fOJ'e, must be pleasing. If it ~an be
made eloquent, so much the better.
But, merely pleasing or expressively
eloquent. TONE must be In the
stude?t's mind always when he is
workmg on a solo, whether he ." h ••
practlcmg.t e melodic passages or
the most dIfficult technical passages.
Instinct and a capacit)" for imita·
tion can carry a slUdent for quite.a
while. but what reaHy mak~ or.h~m
an interesting and respected ,-iohnl-t
is instinct plus thought plu". ~~.
tience. Given these three quallue"
a student of even a,"erage talenl can
go a long way.
THE nD
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~r9an I(lluestfons
Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
Pleasegive your opwwn of t.he
~ollowingorgan specifications, the
. ice alld the space required ; also
~~ycorrectionsor a~ditiolls. GREAT
-Open Diapason 8, Concert Flute
8' Melodia8', Dulciana 8'. Clarubel-
10' 8' Octave 4', Flute 4', Chimes,
Tre~olo. SWELL-Bourdon 16',
Fluted'Amollr 4', Fifteenth 2', Pic-
colo2',Oboe8', Vox Celeste 8', ali-
dOMl8', Violin Diapason 8', Violin a
4',TrumpetB', Stopped Dionuson 8',
VoxHumana 8', Erztialer 8', Tremolo.
PEDAL-Bourdoll.16', Diapason 16',
Cello16',Flute 8', Melodia 8', Flute
4'.Usual couplers, etc.
-F. L. F., Petillo.
Gellert/II,. &1}C(IJ.. i"g. the specifica-
tionsgivenwould be quite satisfac-
tory,with one or two qualifications.
Wedo not quite see the need for
bothConcert Flute and Melodia on
theGreaL as they are very similar
intonalquality. The Trumpet might
be better Oil the Great than the
Swell,and in its place On the Swell
use a Cornopean. In the Pedal the
Flute8' and Melodia 8' are quite
similariwhy not lise either one but
notboth? We can not tllink of any
additionsthat would mean much in
theway of improvement. The mat-
terof price is very uncertain under
presentcondilions, and we should
hesitateto give more than a very,
reryelastic "estimate"-possibly in
the neighborbood of 25.000. The
spacealso is a rather difficult matter
to estimate at all accurately_ but
roughlyspeaking a chamber about
20 hy 30 feet should take care of
things,allowing from IS to 20 feet
inheightto provide for pedal pipes.
Wedefinitely suggest that you con-
tactsome reliable organ builder for
mClreauthentic information on these
suhjecls.
• J would like t.o know the laLest
on the pipe organ versus the dec.
tronicorgan. How do the two com-
pare in tone, and 1.0 what extent will
rheelectronic displace the pipe or·
gan? I have been told that some
pipe organmanufacturers are substi-
t~tingelectrically operat.ed speakers
for.the 16 loot pi.pes with very little
notrceabledifference in qualit.y.
-E. S., Nebraska
~e are &ending you a copy of an
~rlJcle by Dr. McCurdy in the
TUDE of January, 1949, which
coversthis question quite tllorough-
~' .and we believe, quite fairly.
unng recent years the electronic
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instrument has undergone definite
improvements, and is therefore bet-
ter suited to church use than some
of the earlier models, but if the
money is available for an adequate
pipe organ many authorities recom-
mend such an organ. Actually, the
best plan probably is to very thor-
oughly tryout each of the electronics
in which you might be interested,
and also contact a few reputable
pipe organ builders and have them
demonstrate some of t1leil-' organs
already installed in other churches
of about the size and pi-ice you
would require for your own church.
The electronic organ is undoubtedly
here to stay and will meet a definite
need under certain circumstances,
but to what extent it will replace the
pipe organ would be very hard to
predict. The writer has been in-
formed that the substitution of the
16 foot stops to which you refer has
proved satisfactory, but he has no
personal knowledge of such a case.
• JrI e use piano and single keyboard
organ together at our church. and
wonder if any music is arranged for
these two inst.ruments. We use old
favorite hymns and want to play for
the offertory. The organist has to
keep pretty well to the tune but the
pianist is able t.o fill in with running
accompanim.ents. Please let us know
what m.usic is available. (2) Also
please advise why the right hand
keys on the organ sound squeaky.
The organ is new to our church, so
we are all afraid of it.
-Mrs. H. G., Penns,'lvania
We suggest th(lt you purchase a
copy of the "Lorenz Folio of Organ
and Piano Duets," which contains
numbers for piano and one manual
organ together. It will be necessary
to obtain two copies, one for the Ol··
""alllst and another for the pianist.
Your local music store will probably
have it, or it may be obtained from
the Pl'esser Co. You might also be
able to use "Concert Transcri ptions
of Favorite Hymns," "More Concert
Transcriptions of Favorite Hymns"
and "Eighteen Hymn Transcrip·
tions," all by Clarence Kohlmann.
These are variations of hymn tunes
written for piano, but they could be
used in this way: the pianist playas
written and the organist simply play
the hymns in the original form as
found in the hymn books. We b.e-
lieve in most cases the keys wIll
correspond and the arrangements go
together.
Hammond Orgon lllustrcjed above is the Home Model-price on request.
You play and From the Hammond Organ now the
myriad voices of music. Here is sunlight, peace,
memory-music that sweeps away each care 3S casu-
ally as a cobweb. This is truly music's most glorious
voice-a voice so versatile that it can become your
guide to new musical fulfillment. And even a be·
ginner can play the first month.
'1 .. .~" •
Your family life's more fun
with a Hamlllond Organ.
You enjoy a closer compan-
ionship with your children.
They, too, can play even
with little previous musical
training. And this can be
the beginning of an en-
grossing hobby or career.
With music like this, their
friends <Indyours come to
listen-co play, to take pal"t
in the fun.
The HamIllond Organ offers you a
choice of models that fit easily into
,"our home, meet eyery musical need.
Generous terms bring payments com·
fortably\dthin your means. Hammond
Organ prices start at $1285 includ-
ing tone equipment and bench, Eo.b.
Chic;1g0 (for the Spinet Model, not
shown).
For a lifetime of musical pleasure
for you and your enlire family, see
your Hammond Organ dealer now.
IiAMMOND OJlGAN
MUSICS MOST GtORIOUS VOICE
r---- MAIL COUPON fOR FULL INFORMATION ----I, ,
I Hammond Instrumcnt Company I
I 4210 W. Dil'erscy Avc., Chicago 39, Illinois t
I Without obligation, pleasc scnd me information on the I
I following Hammond Organ models:
I
I
I
I
I
I Name ...,
I Street...
I City P. O. Zone State ..
: ©1952, H~M~IOND INSTRUMENT COMP~NY I~ J
CHURCH MODEL_
Hammond Organs arc used
in some 27,000 churches.
o Spinct Model
o Home Model
o Church Model
o Concert Jl.lodel
Concert ]l,fodel has 32-note
AGO pedal keylJoard and an
lldditional Pedal Solo Unit,
tunalJle to prefercnce by
the organist.
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The Three Kings
By ,Gertrude Greenhalgh Walker
BARBE MAY came home from
school loaded down with books.
"Look, Mother all these books to
study for exams. I know I'll never
have time to practice."
"Now, listen Barbemay, you'll
have plenty of time to practice and
make the honor roll in school, too,
if you just let the Three Kings
help you!"
"Who in the world are they?"
. "They are very important
KINGS, Barby. One is named
THINKING. Wben you practice
let THINKING belp you before
you even touch a key. That will
save you lots of time and trouble
and prevent you from making even
one mistake. Thinking means to
look at the title, composer, and
Opus number of the composition;
looking at the key and time signa-
tures, finding the best fingering to
use, the correct use of the pedals;
the meaning of the expression
marks, what touches you should
use and the plan of pattern of the
piece."
"Well, Ma, I think you have
something there! What's the name
of the next King?"
"His name is WORKING. When
he joins forces with THINKING,
success is sure to follow."
"That's wonderful!"
"But, just a minute, Girlie.
There is a bad King called SHIRK·
lNG, and if you give him a chance,
he will spoil everything. In fact,
he was the one who was trying to
make you give up your practicing
during exams."
"Never fear, Mother. SHIRK-
ING will never enter my life. I'll
see to that right now. And I'll call
on THINKING and WORKING to
help me be an honor student in
music as well as in school."
Who Knows the Answers?
(Keep score. O"e hundred is perfect)
1. The combination of two violins,
one viola, 'cello and piano is
called a ? (10 points)
2. In Wagner's Opera "Lohen-
grin," the Knight Lohengrin
comes in a .boat drawn by a
swan, to rescue his heroine.
What was her name? (20 points)
3. A great many pianists play the
Black Key Etude, composed by
a famous composer. What was
his name? (15 points)
4. How many thirty-second notes
are required to fill one meas-
ure in three-eighth meter? (10
points)
5. If a major scale has five flats
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in its signature, what is the let·
ter name of its sixth degree?
(5 points)
6. Which of the following words
relate to music: canon, cala-
mus, calando, cannon, carillon,
cariole, chant, chanticleer?· (5
points)
7. Is Tosca the name of a com-
poser, a musical term meaning
staccato, an orchestral conduc-
tor, or an opera? (5 points)
8. What is the surname of a com-
poser whose given name .was
Edward Alexander? (10 points)
9. On what degree of the scale
is the supertonic triad formed?
(10 poiuts)
10. From what is the theme given
with this quiz taken? (10 points)
Answers on next page
¥
The Waltz That Was Lost
(Playlet)
by Leonora Sill Ashton
CHARACTERS: Jobann Strauss,
composer; Madam Strauss, his
mother; Hilda and Rosa; Gretchen,
a maid; Hans, an errand boy ".
SCENE: Interior with p i ano,
chairs, and table. Books, sheets of
music, and music paper scattered
around. A man's shirt hangs on back
of chair. Enter Gretchen with broom
and duster; looks around room.
GRETCHEN: Again! Everything
upset! And guests coming in a few
moments! If only Mr. Johann would
keep--. (Begins to clean roorn,
straighten music, pick up papers,
etc. Singles out one sheet of music-s
Well, here's another waltz he has
written: No wonder they call him
the Waltz King. But he should be
called the King of Carelessness.
(Dusts room as she Iuuns, As Madam,
Strauss enters, Gretchen picks up
broom and duster, also the shirt, and
runs out. In response to knock on
door, she admits two ladies and
ushers them into room.)
MADAM STRAUSS: Oh, Hilda!
I'm so glad to see you; and Rosa!
Sit down. It is so nice to see you.
You have been away so long .
HILDA: Ten me, has your son
written any new music lately?
A Cliff on the River Danube
MADAM STRAUSS: Oh, yes!
Every day, at all times, Johann com-
poses. That is why I keep these pads
of p~per around the room, so, when
mUSIc comes to him, he can write it
down before he forgets it.
R?SA: I wish we might hear one
of IllS waltzes. They are all so 10 I
MADAM STRAUSS: You ;~aji
hear one he_wrote yesterday I I dh· l' . . lear
1m p aymg It. It was soft I·k .
li ' I e np·p ng water in sunlight. (She searches
among the sheets of music.) I will
play it for you if I can find it. Where
is that waltz? (looking around),
Gretchen! Gretchen, come here! I
wonder if Gretchen could have de.
strayed that sheet. (Enter Gretchen).
Db, Gretchen, that waltz-the new
one-Did you see it? I can not find
it. It is lost. (Man's voice is heard
outside, calling, "What is lost?")
(Bruer ] ohann) .
JOHANN (greeting 'he ladies,
then his mother): What are you
worried about, Mother? What can
you not find?
MADAM TRAUSS: YOOI new
waltz. It is not on the piano, nor
on any of the music pads!
JOI-lA : Of course not, mother.
That mu ic came 10 me when I was
walking on the river hank. I had no
paper with me and no place to write
it down 0 I wrote it on my shirt!
(Looking around the roorn). I left
that shirt on the chair so I could
copy the waltz. It's not lost-not
un less it has gone to the laundry!
G R ET HE (horrified): That
shirt! The one that was on the
chair? Why, 1 put that in the Iaun-
dry and the bo)' i at the door now.
( he rushes Dill and is heard calling
Hans! Hans! Come back!)
MADAM TRAU : Ah! It is
lost-that beautiful waltz. (The tu:o
ladies shake their heads and Johann
hunts for it).
G R ETC HE (entering br.eat!.
lessly): Here it i ! The shirt and
the music!
JOHA t t (laking the shirt eager·
ly) : Good! ow I will play this mel·
ody for you. (Places shirt on mU5ic
rack). I shall now call it the Waltz
That Was Lost, but it's real name
is going to be THE BEA TIFUL
BLUE DA UBE. (A, h. plaY',
Gretchen and Hans join hands and
dance, followed by the tlCO ladies
who do I.he same. Madam Strauss
slniles happily as she rocks in her
chair to 'he rhythm 0/ the Walt,).
Curtain
RIVER Al"D M SIC
by letha M. Bonner
A melody in music,
Of Europe's mighty stream-
By Johann Strauss, composer,
Is this Blue Danube tbeme.
From Germany's Black Fores~
This river, deep and strong.
Is joined by tributaries
As South it swings along.
For many miles it travels
To reach its final sea-
The Black Sea where it empties
In steady, rhythmic glee.
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NO CONTEST THIS MONTH
Answersto Chain Puzzle
Results of February Puzzle Contest
OperA. AdagiO - ?rgaN . NoteS - StafF-
flaT. TubA· ACCIdentaL - LegatO - Or -
atoriO. It was also possible to use the
word alldante.for adagio, followed by
Enali:h hom Instead of organ. Also,
the;e was a slight misprint in No.8,
where the word note should have been
the word not, but the contestants all
seemedto take this for granted.
PrizeWinners for Chain Puzzle
Class A,
Martin Berkowitz (Age 15),
New York
Class B,
ShirleyH, Campbell (Age 13),
Canal Zone
ClassC,
Carol Jane Carlson (Age II),
Montana
Letter Box
Send replies to leiters in care of
Junior Elude, Bryn :Mawr, Pa.,
and they will be Ioewarded 10 the
writers.Remember foreign mail re-
quires five-cent postngc ; foreign air
mail, 15 cents. Do pol ask lor ad-
dresses.
Dear[uuier Etu.de:
I can not speak English very well so I
goto our Civil and Information center
tostudyit. There T find the ETUDE
andenjoyreading the Junior Elude. I
playviolinand am in the second "iolilt
sectionof our symphony orchestra. The
members of our orchestra all work in
theday rime so consequently we can
nothaveenough time for rehearsal. We
give a regular concert every year. r
like J.S. Bach's music and I like or-
chestramusicof all composers. I would
be my glad if otbers who are inter-
estedin music would write to me.
Shim'.shi. Osugi (Age 20), Japan
Ihavesludied piano for several years
andhope also to take voice lessons. I
wouldlike to hear hom otber music
lovers.
Marthena Hamblin (Age 14), Mississippi
Honorable Mention for Chain Puzzle
(in alphabetical order).
Naomi Anderson, Winifred Andrew
Gretchen Archer, Theodore Beardsley:
Stephan Baranowski, Charmaine Ben-
der, Mary Ann Braden, Jay Chambers,
Margaret Ann Davis Remo Fioroni
David B. Green, Jr.: Sandra Green'
Martha Hitcn, Bryan Hurst, Joan Jack:
SOil, Sharon Maureen Lougheed, Liz
Maury, Linda Mercante, Linda Kay
Moon, Carol Mae Mott, Ida Mae Me
Cut chan, Jackie McDonald, Tecla Mac
Fore, Edith Mcfntyre, Jimmy McSween
Karen Peterson, Carol Purdy, Juditl~
Ross. Roger W. Roszell, Linda Russell
.\nn Scholtz, Miriam Sherman, Jessi~
Hac Stanc, Esther Sweiaert Beth
Weatherly. (Many other g~od' papers
were received, also some which did not
follow aU the rules. Don't forget to
give both age and addreesl)
As soon as our ETUDE comes I look
at the Junior Etude because it is so
interesting. I would like to hear from
some American and foreign Music stu-
dents. I study piano.
Doris Larson (Age 13), Iouia
J have studied music nearly ten years
and hope to make it my career. I am
assistant organist in our church and
enjoy it very much. Iwould like to hear
[rom others.
Frances McElwee (Age 17), Arkansas
r aill taking piano lessons and had my
6rst recital and received a high mark.
Even though I do not play Chopin yet
r look forward to doing so. We have
Illany of his records at home.
Barbara Gardyne (Age 11), New Jersey
Answer to Who Knows
1. Quintet for piano and strings.
sOl11ctinles shortened to piano quin-
tet; 2. Elsa; 3. Chopin; 4. twelve;
5. B-flat; 6. canon, calundo, caril-
lon, chant; 7. opera; 8. MacDow~ll;
9. second; 10. Song to the Evemng
Star, f.·OIU "Tannhauser," by Wag-
nCI·.
Junior
Accordion
Band,
Seward,
Alaska
~elenKekoni,Bary Davis, Mary Heady,
~;n.dYKekoni,Lanny Reed, Mickey Bill
U1s,NordellCarroll, Tony :Murkowski,
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Jr. Forrest Tressler, Dickie Ericks?I1,
Bruce Lewis, Kathryn M. Baker (Mike
Warriner and Darlene Svoboda absent).
AMERICAN BAPTIST ASSEMBLY, GREEN LAKE. WISCONSIN
Religious Music Conference
AUGUST 23 TO SEPTEMBERI
Program:
Daily choral rehearsals during which choral tcclmiquee
will be practiced and discussed; choral choir repertory;
fundamentals of choir directing; organ; choir organiza-
tion and administration; hyurn singing and interpreta-
tion; choric speech; organization and administration of
children's choirs ; religious drama.
Study in Wisconsin's vacation wonderland wiih:
Robert B. Lee jUn;. Tbomas J. Ingram, Jr.
Dorothy Kline Lee Amy Goodhue Loomis
John T. Clough Hureld Sliker
Ernest L. Cox Marion Sliker
Send fQ" descriptive folder:
SUMMER NORMAL COURSE 19521952
LOUISE ROBYN SYSTEM OF MUSICAL TRAINING
FROM THE PRE.SCHOOL TO THE ADULT AGE.
JULY 7th. 1952 to JULY 17th. 1952
MORNING AND AFTERNOON SESSIONS
Direction-ETHEL LYON and associates
Modern Methods of plc no instruction 0$ opplied to children of 011 oges including pre-sc;hocil
will be presented.
The course is open to teachers cs well os to odvanced students who wish to prepare them-
selves to tecch the Robyn System.
For informotion reg(l.rdlng class schedules. rctes, etc.. Yirlte to
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
578 KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
.- _----_._ .._ ..--_ .._._-_ ..- -._._ ..-~~,
••••••••••••••••••
• For the serious student who wishes in~ :
tensive professional study of music, bal- :
anced with participation in College liberal:
arts program and general calDpus activity. :
Dormitories, co-educational dining. exten- :
sive concert series by guest and local:
artists, excellent practice facilities. :
••••••••
Conservatory catalog describing de~ :
grees awarded I•
Bulletin on admission and audition:
procedures :
Calendar of music events for the cur· :
rent year :
•
Programs of concerts and recitals:
given during past season I••••••
~•
.......... __ ._ •.•.•••••• _ •••• - .•• _------- •••••• -------- ... #'
OF MUSIC
Member National Associatian af Schaols of Music
Write for:
Director of Admissions. Oberlin College
Box 562. Oberlin. Ohio
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CASALS' APPROACH
TO TEACHING THE CELLO
(Continued from Page 17)
however much they may have been
analyzed later all. (Incidentally they
provide yet another example of how
all things artistic, like all living
things, are based upon organic,
rather than upon merely symmetrical
or stereotyped principles).
We may say, therefore, since this
is but a theoretical account in which
it is simpler to speak in terms of
scales than of living music-we may
say that in a rising scale, although
the primary pivots (the tonic, the
sub dominant and the dominant) will
be more or less fixed, every other
degree will be drawn slightly up-
wards. Whereas in descent, where
Casals, by the way, generally uses
a different fingering, such deviations
'will occur in different positions,
though based on the same natural
principles; this being also true of
minor scales. Now since scales are
the foundation of practice-it is well
known what a large proportion of
his practicing hours Casale has al-
ways devoted to these-expressive
intonation should soon become habit-
ual. This is not to say, however,
that it should ever lose its flexibility,
its essential organic quality. In some
contexts for instance, it will be more
marked than in others, according to
the special harmonic and melodic
exigencies of the moment and ac-
cording to every other demand of
expression. And it is for this rea-
son (among others) that it can never
he employed in a merely imitative
way, an intuitive grasp of its in-
stinctive basis being absolutely es-
sential, just as is the case with
rubato, vibrato and glissando. With
this end in view, the student is ad·
vised to develop his ear by ever more
acute listening and experimentation,
beginning, for example, by analyzing
a recording made by Casals (e.g.
the slow movement of Elgar's cello
Concerto or a Bach suite). Eventu-
ally the natural, indeed inevitable,
raison d'etre behind expressive in·
tonation should gradually make it·
self felt.
Now if just esse expressive en·
hances music's sense of progression
-in other words, the feeling it im-
parts of an inevitable expressive
flow-just as rubato achieves this
with regard to rhythm, transforming
mechanical metre into a living
pulse*, so Casals' second main prin-
ciple, his percussive technique, en·
hances the resonance and clarity of
the actual sounds. Again this is a
principle that is basic to his whole
style and technique, and brings
about an extraordinary sense of vi·
tality and precision. The fingers of
the left hand, which should be
* Neither of these refinements, that
is to say, is determined by the eel·
list's merely personal feelings.
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curved naturally, are to be developed
so as to fall like hammers-but ham-
mers that are furnished with springs.
In Casale' words, they should be
"thrown" and allowed to relax im-
mediately upon striking the string.
And in order to achieve this spring-
ing vitality Casals advises frequent
practicing without the bow, especial-
ly in the practice of scales. For if
used properly, this technique should
enable scales to be played with such
marked percussion (though entirely
without strain) that each note
sounds clearly by means of the fin-
gel'S of the left hand alone. Open
strings, in ascending scales, are set
vibrating by a slight plucking by
the first finger, which, by the way,
should not have left its place on the
preceding string. And in descent,
this plucking by the fingers of the
left hand is made the constant prin-
ciple, it being effected by each fin-
ger as it leaves the string. Once
again the scale should sound clearly
without any use of the bow, and
again there should be no sign of
stiffness or strain. When eventually
the bow is used this technique
should still be em played so that
notes are' now activated by the left
hand percussively as well as by the'
right. The enhancement of the qual-
ities of clarity and resonance, and
the general intensification of the
cellist's style have perhaps to be
witnessed to be fully appreciated.
An extension of Casale' percus-
sive technique is what is called the
'lizard movement'. This concerns cer-
tain changes of position, and should
also be practiced in the first place
without the bow. Its main aim is to
produce a movement that is quick
and clean-in fact as darting as" a
lizard-combined, how~ver with corn·
plete relaxation and ease. In the fol-
lowing passage for instance, the third
finger must be allowed to hover in
anticipation before darting forward
onto the first, and the change should
sound inevitable:
E 1'.1
~a=;
Moreover, strength should derive
from the weight of the whole arm
rather than from a continued pres-
sure of the fingers.
Similarly, when descending by
steps of a semi·tone Casals often
"jerks" down, using the same finger
for both notes. This movement which
must also be clean and relaxed, is
especially advantageous when em-
ployed in the highest positions, for
there it is often otherwise impossible
to play semi-tones in tune, the space
between two fingers being too small.
And similarly with highly-placed
trills: in order to play these in tune
(when a semi-tone apart), it is often
necessary for the higher finger-the
finger that trills-to strike the finger-
,board in such a way that only one
corner of its tip actually touches
the string; for only thus is it possi.
hle to produce sufficiently close semi-
tones and make the trill sound truly
expressive rather than only approxi-
mately in tune.
It is largely by these means then,
and especially by his "expressive in-
tonation" and "percussive tech-
nique," that Casale achieves a style
so compelling and clear. At the same
time he attains a basis over which
he has complete control so that he is
free to add any necessary embellish-
ments (such as those induced by
glissando, portamento and vibrato)
precisely where the music demands,
independently of sluggish fingers.
Casals, in fact, believes that it is
the music's content, and the music's
content alone, that should determine
every detail of style; and for this
reason he will be inclined, before
taking up a new work, to read it
through several times from the
printed page, then play it on the
piano (sometimes the cello part
alone), so as gradually to assimilate
its essence apart from any considera-
tions of the cello. Then when in full
possession of its content, by which
time the music may be almost known
by heart, he will take up his instru-
ment-and find that many of the
most subtle problems (including
questions of fingering and bowing)
have begun to solve themselves.
Fingerings that are strained or
risky Casals is nowadays inclined to
dispense with, believing as he does
that strain in the hand induces strain
in the head-and nothing is more to
be avoided than this. Many stretches
and extensions are therefore abjured,
but there is no abandonment of
Casals' revolutionary basic fingering:
the use of the first, second and
third fingers in place of the first,
third and fourth, in playing, for in-
stance, scale passages on the two
upper strings. The scale of D major,
for example, is fingered in this way:
th.2
~r
o• 1 ~ 6r - I
so that yet another means is added
for making passages sound more
fluent and expressive, and of keeping
the hand "open," and therefore pre-
pared for such swinging-movements
as the following:
Ex.3 ,.....-r--;'
¥H r i t
~part however from exercises, Casals
l~ forever ch.anging his fingering,
SImply because his interpretations
themselves never become rigid and
fixed. As already mentioned 't .I ., ,lIS
t Ie artIsts complete absorption in
the movement as a whole that serves
as nucl~us.from which all else grows;
and thIS mward vision purified by
years of study of the work from every
angle, should never cease to matur .
the executant like the com e.hI. poser,
s ?~d be contmually evolving in
o:lgmal expression, style and tech-
mque. Casals therefore makes no
more than temporary decisions ahout
details, though he may be quite en.
rhusiastic about these at the time.
Fingerings, indeed, are changed so
frequently that in order to aid his
memory, Casale will occasionally
watch his left hand, thus becomins
at the same time, more conscious!;
aware of its functioning.
Now this conscious awareness is
both characteristic and paradoxical.
Throughout this essay it may have
been noticed how Casals believes in
"splitting every note to the infinite"
and in becoming fully analytical
about everything he does. How there-
fore can this be reconciled with an
artist so markedly spontaneous,
whose whole approach is above all
inspired? The answer is surely that
such analysis is possible. in fact
necessary precisely because of
Casale' volcanic temperament and
the depths of his feelings within.
During performances it is of course
forgotten or, at any rate, swept aside
by the overwhelming conviction of
what he has to say. asals' mind then
becomes completely integrated and
knows no dl tinction between his
inspiration and the process by which
it has been refilled. Though his de-
tached Iistening continues unabated
and his powers or concentration are
exerted to their full, this is only to
give birth to an inner vision and
to fuse deep abandonment with the
utmost control.
To a cellist 'without inner forces
many of the ideas in this essay-
which represent, be it remembered,
no more than a selection and ep-
proximation ( asals' ideas-may
seem too abstract and dessicaled to
be of much practical help. Indeed
they are l' commended only to such
students a are able to imbue them
with support and understanding from
within. Some principles il is true.
can be applied by almost e\'ef)' cellist
-for instance, "percussive tech·
nique" (though even this. with its
guitar·like precision. might be rooled
in a specifically Spanish soul). me
again require the development of a
purely artistic sense-uexpressi\'e in·
tonation," for example. or rubato,
concerning which Casals insists only
upon tempo being strictly respected:
"time lost on expressive accents
being placed on the first nole of a
grou p or on the highest note is to be
regained by the mten'ening notes:'
And some principles are dependent
upon purely individual taste-lor in·
stance. those having to do wilh
certain bowings and fingerings
(whkh may further be conditioned
by the cellists' hand). But one ideal
stands out above all others. provid.
ing as it does the very foundation of
Casals' greatness. This is the ideal
of the artist forever seeking impro\'e-
ments (in the outer world as well as
within), caring intensely for human
qualities, for those that are natural
and simple, and devoting his wbole
being to art. THE END
POOR RESULTS FROM
A GOOD SPECIFICATION
(Continued from Pa.ge 24)
ooey is a dud. Its performance is
: disappointm~ntboth to organist
and congregation. In desperation
they call in some of us 10 tell them
"whatcan he done about it."
'I wishI could give them a more
hopeful answerthan that they should
junk the whole thing and start over
again. '
Thatis why I thought of the Latin
mottoalreadyquoted. It is marc iru-
portanlfor an organ to be good
ratherthan to appear good. A con-
grelJationis not interested in how
; giveninstrument looks on paper,
but in how it performs during the
errice.
Iam not arguing against unit or-
gans. In fact I am not arguing about
anything,except that wit n hurches
spend i great deal of money for an
organ they are entitl d to expect a
rellhuilt instrument that is suited
to theirneeds.
There would be fewer
paintedcongregation"! and
frustrated organists if church music
committeeswould follow these
simple rules:
Fi~tt choose a r putable builder.
TIle builder mu-t hale fin uncial
slability and must b \\ Wing to
sand hack of hit>product. He must
be onein whom the church has full
confidence.
Thedesign of the oruun it~e)f re-
quires forethought and careful plan·
ning. Consideration mu~t be gi\en
disa p-
fewer
to what the church wants in the way
of an organ and how much it has
to spend. Often an expert, if con-
sulted, can tell the congregation
valll~ble ways of getting the most
for ItS money.
. After the organ is built, have it
installed in a proper location where
it has an opportunity to speak. Do
not expect it to .be effective if the
pipes are hidden behind a brick wall
This rule may seem too obvious for
mention, but I have seen it violated
so often that I feel it is worth em-
phasizing again.
Finally, remember that cost is not
the only cr.iter.ion of worth in organ-
building. The best instrument is not
necessarily the one that sells for
the highest price.
Not long ago I played an organ,
huilt by one of America's best
builders, which cost less than ten
thousand dollars. The church had
hoped to raise four times this
amount, but was finally forced to
do its best with the smaller SUIl).
The builder provided a modest
Iwe-manual organ in a perfect loca-
tion. There are no frills or extras,
but the church has a fine instrument
upon which music can be played.
In the near future I hope to have
pictures and specifications of this
organ, which wHI demonstrate to
ETUDE readers that an organ, in
order to be good, need not be pro-
hibitively expensive. THE END
R
. "Mo.st modest band leader 1 ever worked jor."- . . . - . . .
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GUY MAIER WORKSHOP
AND MASTER CLASSES
NEW YORK CITY-STEINWAY HALL
PIANO TEACHER'S WORKSHOP AND YOUNG PIANIST'S
REPERTOIRE CLASSES, JULY 21·25
ADVANCED PIANIST'S REPERTOIRE CLASSES, JULY 21.AUG. 8
PRIVATE ~ESSONS, JULY 26-AUG. 8
Address: Secretary Guy Maier Classes. Steinway Hall
109 West 57th Street. New York 19. N. Y.
MINNEAPOLIS: MACPHAIL COLLEGE Of MUSIC
TEACHER'S WORKSHOP, YOUNG PIANIST'S AND ADVANCED PIANIST'S
REPERTOIRE CLASSES. JUNE 3D-JULY 4
PRIVATE LESSONS, JULY 5·11
Address: MacPhail College af Music, LaSdlle at Twelfth St .• Minneopolis, Minn.
BERNICE FROST
PIANO EOUCATION COURSES and PIANO INSTRUCTION
Jllilliard Summer School
June 30th to August 8th New York City
College of Saint Mary-of·the-Wasatch
Augu'St 11th to 23rd Salt Loke City. Utah
ASPEN INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
June 30 - August 31, 1952
Address: Genevieve Lyngby. Rm. 505. 38 S. Dearborn. Chic090 3. Illinois
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Preparatory, Co!lege, Special, and. Graduat~ Departments. Courses leading to
Bachelor of MUSIC, Bachelor of MUSIC Education, Moster of Music. alld Teacher's
Certificates in Music end Theatre ·Arts.
Clarence Eidam • William Phillips'
President Member NASM Dean
Edwin L. Stephen-Mgr .• 306 South Wabash, Chicaga 4. Illinois
PHILADELPHIA CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
MARIA EZEIUUAN DRAKE, Director ALLISON R. DRAKE, Dealt
75th ANNIVERSARY YEAR
O,~r lifly Sludcnl redial,. "pecial .n-enls, Faculty concer15, opera, cmemLlc and ,-I",,'''" """"all>.
EDWARD STEUERI\TANN, Piano' .
BORIS KOUTZEN, Violin {lnd Orchestra
I're,mrutor}" Deportment-COllrses leading to degree.
216 Sou~h 20~h Street, PhiJarlelphia and Branche:;
THE SCHOOL OF PIANOFORTE TECHNOLOGY
Dr: William Braid White
(Follrteenth yearJ
E~darsed and approved by Steinway & Sons, W. W. Kimball Company and other famous
plano manufacturers. .
Offers a 6-n:J0n!hs course in piano tuning and technology, training men and women for this
undermanned fIeld, where demand exceeds supply.
Write for free information to
THE SCHOOL OF PIANOFORTE TECHNOLOGY
5149 West Agatite Avenue. Chicago 30. Illinois
PIANO TEACHERS
This is your invitation to attend the INTERNATIONAL PIANO TEACH_
ERS ASSOCIATION 1952 National Convention at the Hotel Statler.
Washington. D. C., July 7. 8. 9, 10. Convention will feature lour day
Teaeher Training Course. National Student Plano Playirlg Examinations.
and many other events. for complete information and tatalog of over lla
I.P.T.A. Teacher Aids write
ROBERT WHITFORD, Founder-President
204 N.E. 31st St .• Miami 37. Fla.
COMPLETE COURSE·IN HARMONY
A "SELF-INSTRUCTOR" BY JOSEPH A. HAGEN
formerly Editor oj Mruical Theory Jor "The /tdcrtla/ioutfI MIUid<Ju"
To eomply with many relluests fo'.II. Self-Instructor II KEY has been added to tI,iS'tourse to eliminate
thc n~ed 01 a teacher. By eheck.nu the work dOA.e on. u~rei!,e:, of t.he lcssons ....ith the completed
wor~ In. the key, the ~me beneflts.as t~ose obtaIned IA IAdlvldual Instruction will be derived. A
~o':i;~~b~~~Ogdtl':rt:~lee~rrce of $7.00 IS being made lor a limitlld time only. Write for details and
JOSEPH A. HAGEN • - - 70 WEBSTER AVENUE. PATERSON, N. J.
PIANO TEACHERS MUTUAL BUREAU
P. O. Box 76 Greot Bend, Kansas
~rlte us re~ard.in.g a pion. to oss~s! private teacheT5 i.n. raising tuition rates 'til they are
m accor,d With lIVing cost~ .In localitIes w~ere such cond,tions do not exist.
....LSO-Ercltanges in leaching localities arranged. Locations secvred for teachers. If you plan'0 dlli:.ontinue 0 closs, 1111location "fith us. .
r rrrrrrrr..",.~ ...... .ss-~:'>..........-"'''''''''~,
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT
VOCAL TEACHER
(Continued from Page 12)
This should not be permitted:
A young student often asks what
he or she will be, a soprano, con-
t.ralto, a tenor. or bass. How can any-
one possibly classify a voice until its
full range has been developed? An
untrained voice may have a sweet,
thin. small quality which has been
used since childhood. The full pos-
sibilities of this voice cannot be
determined until the lower tones
arc brought out. Another student
may use the full robust quality of
the lower range. and will need the
high-voice developed. Only time and
study, will determine where a voice
will live the best.
One ol the outstanding questions
in your mind will be, "What hope
. have I for becoming a professional?"
No teacher can truthfully answer
this. even if you have a beautiful
voi~e. It depends· all your abiliry to
be a "self starter.H The teacher can
guide and tell you how; .but: you
must do the work. You must be
willing to drill yourself with inteJlj-
gence, and retllrn to the studio willl
each lesson learned to the best of
your ability. You may ask, "'How
long will it take?" Nobody can tell
how diligently yOIl will work. You.
may get a job very soon. Suppose
you obtain work on television, ai\d
the diI·ector wants you to sing. He
may,not expect perfect singjng;~ but
you w.ill want to sing well, so you
keep on studying. Most of the pro-
fessionals who are really ambitious,
continue to stndy, because they want
to improve theh' performance. With
the existing competition, they can't
afford to stand still. If yOLl are
ambitious and want to .become a
radio, television, musical comedy,
or concert star, you must learn the
fundamentals of music. Learn how
to sight read, study theory and hal"
many, and elementary piano.·
Don't expect a good teacher to
give you a chea p price for his
services. Unless yOll study with a
good one yOll will 'waste your time
and money. Even if the price seems
too high, an adjustment can usually
be made. A shorter lesson (at a re-
duced fee) ·'will -give you ideas to
work with at home, and more prog-
ress will be made, than if you pay
less and study \vitll an inferior
teacher.
Talk with several teachers· and
see ·what each one is going to do
for you. Will he teach' you deep
breathing? It is so necessary to
have a column of air serve your tone
from the beginning to the end_ Who
is going to widen your range? Yon
-must have confidence in singing
high fun tones-tones that you can
diminish and swell at will. Your low
tones should be vibrant, rich and
mellow, and your voice should can·
fidently swing back and forth with·
out a "break." \V.ill he teach you
phonetics? The pronunciation of the
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words must not onl v be clear, hut
also enhance the bea~lty of yourtone.
Will you be taught expression in
your singing ? What yon sing must
come from your mind and heart and
not from the printed page.
I don't think that a teacher should
ever offer a scholarship. It is con-
sidered unethical to advertise schol-
arships. unless the teacher is on
the faculty of a conservatory. or a
music school supported by private.
ot' endowed funds.
Beware of false advertising. such
as "Singers needed for radio. t ele-
vision, choruses, or stage." No one
has to advertise for singers. There
is always a long line of them apply-
ing for legitimate jobs. and plenty
of supply for the demand. Usually
such an ad will lead von to a
teacher's studio. He needs pupils,
and uses this as a "come on" or
"1'I1se" t.o get them. He may ask you
to make a· recording. and hl your
eagerness for work, you will do j I.
He w.i1l then point out faults that
may not even exist, Hnd start to give
yon a "sales" talk.
Anyone who wishes to call him·
self a voice teacher can set himself
up· in business. We have not yet
reached the point where a teacher
must have a license .. E\'cn this would
not assure the talented aspirant that
he or she was going 10 l·eceive the
best instruction.
Florid arias, operatic material,
and difficult songs should not be
auempted until you have secure
breathing habits, sing on pitch, and
unt.il you have Hccustomed YOllrsel[
to the many coordinations 11ecessary.
These may remind you of a three·
ring chclls-keeping the throat open,
thinking \\'OI'c\S,and expressions, all
at the same lime. Light songs, and
hallads from the light operas should
be chosen until the voice rolls out
with ease; only then should the
classics gradually be taken up. The
study of classical songs will ~lways
help the popular singer, while the
study of populaT songs wil.l benefit
the classical singer.
Pupils often ask H it is neces:ary
to study hooks of vocal exercises-
I am not against these- books; but
many of the modern teaching.
methods have a more direct ap-
proach. In modern vocal studios, tone
is worked out step by step on phrases
o l 2. 3. 5. hnd 7 notes. and on scales
and· arp~ggios: 1-3-5-3-1, '1-2-3-2-1,
and 1-8·1. Singing; octave jumps
helps t.o free the voice from fear
of djstances. The student should
learn to do tberri without u "break."
These exercises arc most important;
but songs afford concrete opportunity
for all immediate pructical applica-
tion of each vocal process. We lose
time studying hooks and exercises.
They do not give enough melodic
training at the hegi nning, and one
should familiarize himself with
melody from t he staT!.
Should a siudent sign 'either a
short or 10110' term contnlct with a
teacher·? I always say "No." There
is no teacher who can make yOUL"
. contacts for YOLl. To do so. he or she
wOllld have to be an agent instead of
n teacher. Obv·iously, if the teacher
is wining to sign a contract and
take sllch a chance. "it is bad judg-
ment on the part of the novice to
bind himself to such an agreement.
As the years go on. the pupil may
become a great sllccessin spite of
the teacher. The teacher wil1 {rom
a legal standpoint be able to collect
much more than he normally would
have been entitled to. and the young
artist will feel honor bound to pay
'the teacher, if for no other reason
than the unpleasant publicity it
could cause, and which the young
artist cannot afford.
Frequently opportunh.ies do come
into teacher's studios, and they glad-
ly tllrn these jobs over to their
.~
I ~J
'(But, Mrs. Fitzwater, I hardly came prepared. to play."
best qualified students.
In eagerness to get pupils, teachers
promise contacts. No pull can get
you a radio, television, or movie con.
tract. You must make the audition
and if you are prepared and merit
it, you will get a job.
Should a student sign a contract
with an agent? As a rule agents want
to sell a name that is already made.
They do not want to spend the money
or the time involved to put across
an unknown singer. In the beginning,
do not sign a contract with an agent
unless it is to your advantage. You
may be the exception, and an agent
may be of help to you. and get you
work that you could npt gel yourself:
but my advice is. "sell yourself bv
asking for auditions at all of the
broadcasting stations. musical shows.
and productions. and ask to sing for
church organists. There are good
solo positions available in many of
our hurches."
'The head of the radio department
o l one of the largest advertising
agencies in New York once_ called
me to suy lhat he would like to
audition some of the talent from my
studio. He chose a woman to make
an audition. who i", now prominent
in pictur S in Hollywood. First he
asked her to make recordings, and
then she signed a contract that
would give him u substantial percent-
age of the money she would make.
As far as she could tell he seemed
to make no efTort to procure any
contact for her. he persevered.
She tried hurd to gel work, and sud-
denly was signed for one of the top
radio shows. he got this job herself.
Not only did she ha\e to pay the
agency with whom she had signed
the contract. a commission; hut she
discovered laler, and to her surprise,
that this show was IlUt on by this
same agency. The)' had never notified
her that this job was available.
Do not be deceived by a teacher
who teaches voice, and plays fluent
piano accompaniments. His accom·
paniments may help and support
your singing for a while. and you
may think that you are doing won·
derfully weB. Then. became lOU
have no foundation. }'OW throat will
begin to tighten, and be squeezed.
and a recording will show you the
thin. metallic. tones that you are
]Jroducing. This teacher is not a
singer, and doe not know how to
give you the proper instruction. You
are losing time. and rooney. and
may even lose your voice. If the
latter is true, a good voice teacher
will help you restore it.
Teachers often giye the student
false promises. and big compliments.
Their aim is to add to their teaching
schedule. Don't he gullible. Your
best attitude is to be determined to
make the most of the talent rou
have, and to fill your capacity as a
singer. You will discover that as )·ou
advance, your capacity will increase.
and you will accomplish more and
more. THE END
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For Parents Only
Parents can do much to aid the
teacher in the practice problem.
by FLORENCE M. PORTER
WHAT call parents do to get chilo[ren to practice, aside from the
5u~1cooperationwith the teacher?
U busi lik .First, take a usmees- nee att 1-
tudetowardsmusic. for children take
theirattitudesfrom parents. Regard
msic as an important part of edu-
cationto be given firer place in a
child's life.
Parentscan help a child 10 do his
practicewithout an argument by
pl,nninga WRITTE'\ s 1-1 [DULE
withthe child. so that the practice
~rjoddoesnot conflict witll f!l\orilC
radioprogram,. dancing )c~..ons,
iCOU! meetingsor ouldl)Or C:!I.crci;;:e.
Belore~choolpractice. if il cun be
arranged,produce,;:;be~t re~uh.., with
leasteffort and lell~t conflict with
otheraClirities.Parenl" \\ ho ..natch
childrenaway from play are likely
tocauseanlagoni~m and hatred for
musi~.A ~hedllle 3\oid.., thi ... \ reo
freshingsnack gil"e~ a lif, to Iho~e
whomustpractice after -choQI.
Parents3150 hell) hr not lellill~
childrenmi.ss le.s:.:on.::.pra tice I or
not. Youcan ghe hi;; \\ill PO\\er a
littleboost ~o practi illg dQ('$ gel
Jone.Parent~should in-i ..t that stu·
dentstake their le,.~ono: regularly,
notconsidering"but I haHn't pm '.
liced"sufficientexcu:!e for mi ..o:ing.
Strangely.this excll-e lead;;; to lC55
andlesspractice. The break in Ie,;;·
ronocausesa hreak in intere ..l. both
lorstudent and teacher. It is the
teacher'srespon~ibilitr to gi\e the
!cs50n,and the parent'", re ..pono:ibil-
Ity to see that the chiJd goe,;;: regu·
larlyfortbe lesson.
Be sure the teacher i~ capable.
understandingand intere ..ted. if you
Wantmore !lractice. ~othi.ng helps
a studentlike an affecti')l1ate. under.
standingteacher. If \ our child
doe.m'tlikehis teacher l.;r her meth-
ods.findout why. But if it i.. be.
can5esheis trying to make him into
a goodmusician (by careful. accu.
ratestudy)in~tead of a poor one (he
k
r.ando tbat for him~elf) Ihen \OU
nowtl I .. lat Ie must he made to prac-
tice.Does the teacher pla\' m-er his
n~w~aterial for him or d~es ~he go
O\erItorall'·· f ]1 .~ ~ \er~ care u )'. marklllg
~nger.sand difficult counting. while
e tnegpia)·· . I I .nl? mg It :..ow y \\lth her
~ Ph· Does she di::>cu~, phra;;:e-
IIII'! m ~ ~,
. and accell~? Doe'" :!he stress
accurac)·I k
, t be ' or you 'now -ludent .. will
o any~ . more accurate than they
al"e10 D tISOns .. oes Ie teacher make leg-
10 lllt:resting, offering incenti,-es
prachce?
Som,. .
e Imes parents can even en.
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coura~e students to practice by
chan~mg teachers, when a student
gets tHed of one or when antagonism
develops. Some of the best teachers
become tiresome, at times. Every
teacher has strong points and some
have weak ones, so don't restrict the
child to the same teacher too loner
if he isn't doing well. A channe is '='~
new lease on life and music. 0
Parents should provide good in-
struments and have pianos tuned
twice a year; to invite practice. A
pleasant room helps, too. When com.
pany comes in, they can be entel·.
t[lined elsewhere-\ve hope. Neigh.
borhood children should he wa rued
Ihat when they hear the piano eroiner
they must not call. '=' '="
Some parents remain with the
child whne he practices, if HE
wishes. They offer encoura«ement to" .rry that hard part once more" or
"now yOUl" scales sound beautifuL
the tones are rich and clear." A I·C·
mindel" to count helps get things
accurate.
Ever rend his note book? Does his
tencher grade each part of his les.
son? Parents learn a lot from this
~Ollrce. where they find the teacher's
comments upon how ·well the pupil
is doing or what needs more atten-
tion. Here will be found instructions
for practice-how many times eacll
exercise, scale and piece is to he
played each day, etc. Here also you
will find "PD" stamped up in the
corner which assures you the money
you sent to pay for the lesson didn't
get lost in transit.
MallY parents, like teachers, give
children rewards for good work.
Et~de the music magazine stimulates
interest in music and offers new and
easy pieces for all grades and ages.
It appeals to those who either sing
or play_ Youngsters like the .Junior
Department. Adult students like it
all. especially the Question and An-
!:lwer page, and the Teache.r's Round·
table. Other parents plan. special
outings or entertainment of various
kinds for rewards.
Parents help stuJents to practice
by stimulating interest and giving
children chances to use their music,
even organizing music clubs and
evening concerts when students play
for friends and relatives, with cake
and ice cream to make it an "occa-
. "SIOIl.
,\fter all, you parents are the ones
who s.hould be given "stars" for
vour efforts in eretting chilaren to- .practice. THE END
SHERWOOD 'MUSIl: Sl:HOOL
Distinguished since 1895 for the training of professional
musicians. ~Iembel' of the National Association of Schools
of Music. Faculty of renowned American and European
artists. Degree, diploma, and certificate courses in piano,
voice, violin, organ, 'cello, wind instruments, Puhlic School
music, composition. In the heart of cultural Chicago. Liv-
ing accommodations at moderate cost.
* *SUMMER SEMESTER BEGINS JUNE 18
For free catalog, write Arthur Wildman, .Musical Director.
1014 SO. MII:HIIiAN AVENUE • I:HII:AIiO S • ILLINOIS
BOSTON CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
ALBERT ALPHIN, Dir. 26 FENWAY. BOSTON, MASS.
A Complete Sc:.haal of MUSIC, DRAMA and DANCE.
Degree, Diploma, Certificate Courses. Fac:.ulty of 60.
D~rmitorie5 for Women. Catalog on request.
ASSOCIate Member 01 National Association 01 Schools 01 Musle
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Dr. bther A. Richman, Dean of Facultv
Established 18b7, Operated under auspices Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts
affiliated with University of Cincinnati. Complete school af music-Degrees,
Lliplomas, Certificates-dormitories, 10 acre campus. Free Catalog.
Regular Summer School Courses
C. M. Benjamin •.Registrar, D~pt. E. T., Highland Ave. and Oak St., CINCINNATI 19, OHIO
THE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
Bachelor of Music-Master of Music-Bachelor of Science in Education
(B.S. in Ed. by arrangement with Kent State University\
BERYL RUBINSTEIN. Mus.D., Director
3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15. Ohio
Member of the National Association of Schools of Music
GERSHWIN • ROMBERG • HERBERT • FRIML • PORTER. YOUMANS
MADE EASY FOR THE PIANO by ADA RICHTER
Wondel'ful material! Grade 2·2% price rmlu 7511'ieach album
GERSHWIN Made Easy for the P.iallo Vol. 1 .... Vol. 2 . : .. (8 songs in each)
ROMBERG Made Easy for the-Plano Vol. 1 ••.. Vol. 2 .... (8 songs in each)
VICTOR HERBERT Made Easy for the Plano Vol. 1 .•.• Vol. 2 ..•. (8 50ngS in each)
FRIML Made Easy rOl"the Piano (7 songs)
rORTER Made Easy fOl"the Piano (7 songs)
YOUMANS Made Easy fOI" the Piano (8 song5)
Send for free listing of thousands of titles of all types of piano music
LEWIS ARFINE MUSIC. Dept. 302, 17 W. 4Bth St., N. Y. C. 36, N. Y.
WINNERS IN RECORDING COMPETITION
220 cash prizes awarded in 24 classes.
220 gold medals, 251 bronze medals, 206 "citations for courage."
FIRST PRIZE. tie, each $375, to Herbert Rogers (pupil of Rosina
Lhevinne) ond Gershen Kenikow [Nadia Reisenberg). . .
SECOND PRIZE, artist class, tie, each $250-Phyllis Rappaport
(Nadia Reisenberg), Esther Fernandez (Rosina Lhevinne].
New Membership Year Starts July First
NATIONAL GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS
Irl Allison, M.A., Mus. D., Pres.
Box 1113, Austin, Texas
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THE WO RLD OF
The 1l1elropolit.an Opera Com-
parl'-'s spring IOIH, which began on
April 14 in Cleveland will end May
. 31 in Montreal. The tour is two
weeks longer than last year and
covers i500 ~ni1es. The number of
performances will total 55 and will
include 16 different operas.
The A rtur Schnabel Memorial
Commiuee recently held its first
annual meeting. Officers elected for
the year. are Cesar Saerohinger.
president; Mark Brunswick, Ira
Hirschmann. Roger Sessions. and
George N. Schuster, vice·presidents;
John F. Op[lenheimcl'. secretary;
and Horace Borchardt, Ircu"urer.
The commillee sponsored a concert.
of Schonbers chamber tilllsic on
April 18. 10 commemorate the 70th
anniversary of his birth.
Kirsl,en Flagillml, sang her fare-
well performance with the Metro-
politan Opera Company in March
nt a special production of Gluck's
"Alcest.is"· Mme. Flagstad's per-
fonnan·ce was "worthy o[ the great-
l."st traditions of the Metropolitan."
A Hollywood film director, Her-
mull. M(mJ.-iewicz, will have charge
of the stage dif'eclingin a -new pro-
duction in English of "La Boheme,"
to be presented next season by the
Metropolitan Opera Company.
The PClblo Casals Fes uvul
which opens on June 15 at Prudes,
France will not he confined to the
music -ol Schubert. Schumann and
Brahms us originally announced. At.
the opening concert. Bach's "Mn-
sical Offering." will be included and
in the closing concert on June 29,
Casals will play the fourth Suite for
cello and wit.h Myrn Hess, the Third
Gamba Sonata.
l'he Lelvisolm Slmlimn COil-
cerls will inaugllTate -it,. 35th unni·
'verRarr Sf'ason on J tine 23. The sea-
"on -will cont.inue ror six weeks,
closing on Allgust 2. World-fa mOlls
condnctol's inc"luding: Dimitri M'i-
troponlM. Piel'l't' Monleux. and Alex·
ander Smallen.'; will appear with
the Stadilllll Symphony O['(~hestra.
Roosevelt College School of
Music in Chicago was the scene 'of
a highly successful two-day piano
music conference in April. Leading
authorities in their respective fields
~\'ere present to lead in the various
di."cnssions .. Thes:e incllldeci Polly
Gi,bbs. Maurice Dnmesnil. Louis
Crowder. M<.irgit Varro. and Nellie
G. :\kCariY.
OpeNt WOI'kslwJ!s are spr~n~-
ing up all over the country and It IS
a very healthy sign. Many of these
purely local underlakings do a splen-
did work. Among the recently an-
nounced projects of this kind, is
the opera workshop to be conducted
b y Oglehav Institute, at Wheeling,
W. Va., 'where Boris Goldovsky, na-
tionally-known authority on opera
win direct the project running from
August 10-30. 1\,'[1'.' Goldovsky is
widely known through his work as
director of the New England Opera
Theatre.
The Youug People's Concerts
CommiUee o[ the New York
Philharmonio-Syru phony Society has
made a gift to the Young People's
. Concerts Association of Japan con-
sisting of 183 albums of phonograph
records of symphonic music. Since
1939 the latter organization has been
present.ing youlh symphony con-
certs palterned after. the 29.year-old
series o[ Young People's Concerts
given in New Xork. The National
Federation of -Music Glubs took the
responsibility of crating and ship-
ping th'e records.
The fifty-ninth AlI.ltu(tl ilfay Fes-
I.imtl o[ the University of Michigan
wa" presenled :May 1-4 with the
Philadelphia Orchestra again having
a prominent part .in Ihe various con-
certf':. Eug~ne Ormandy. Alexander
Hil.sherg. Thor John~on and Mar·
guerite Hood were Ihe conductors
of the orchestral and choral concerts
and soloists jncluded Eleanor Steber,
Patricel\'Iunsel. Astrjd Varnay. Pa·
tricia Neway_ Set S\'unholm. Anton
Dermota, Mack Harrell, PhilIp
Duey, George London, Nathan Mil-
stein, and Guimar Novaes.
Oberlin Conservatory oj Mu.
sic was the scene of the Second
Festival of Contemporary American
Musjc, held there March 28-29-30.
Among the composers whose works
were performed were Walter Asch.
effenburg, John Diercks, Joseph
Wood, Howard Whittaker, Edward
Mattos, Herbert Elwell, William
Moyer, John Clough, Hobert Crane,
Peter Mennin, and William Hoskins.
Robin H 0011 Dell will open the
season on June 23 with a star-
studded schedule that promises the
most successful six weeks concerts
in its history. The opening night
attraction will be Lily POllS with
Andre Kostelunetz conducting. Oth-
er s to appear include 'Marian Ander-
son. Yehudi Menuhin. Jeannelle
MacDonald. Robert MerrilL Hoberl,a
Peters. William Kapell. Jan Peeree
and Ezio Pinza. The conductors will
be George z 11. Erich Leinsdorf.
Alexander Hilsberg. llnd Dimitri
l\,nt.rOI)ot!ln!;_ An innovation this sea-
son will be a series of 5 Wednesday
morning Young People's Concerts
during July for which Alexander
Hilsberg will be the conductor.
ltlf1ltricc Vflll Prngg, for36 years
a member of the New York Phil-
harmonic Symphony Orcheslra. and
since 1922. its personnel manager.
has reI ired t.o be succeeded by Jo·
seph de Angeli::-. lead r of the
double-bass section.
COIUPE1'11'IONS (For dc/ails. write 10 sponsor listed)
• Sc\'cnth annual Ernest Bloch Award. Sponsored by The U'nitcd
Temple Chorus. Composition Contest open to all composers. Prize
$150 and publ'ication. Closing dale OctobCF 15l 1952. United
Temple Chorus, Box 18, Hewlett, N, Y. .
• Bernard Ravitch Music Foundation, Inc. Contest JOI" two-piano
compositions. Prize of $100. Closing dat.e June 30. Details from
S.IVL Blinken. Suite 604, :F'ort \';Tashington Ave., New York 33, N ..Y.
• Capital University Chapel Choir Condnct()fs" Cuild unnual anthem
competition. Open to all composers. Contest doses August. 31. 1952.
Complete rules from Everett Mehrley. Contest Secretary, Mecs Con-
servatory, Capital University, Columbus 9, Ohio.
• Marian Anderson Scho"larships for vocal study. Closjng date not
fmnounced. J\'fal'ia.n Anderson Scholarship Fund, c/o Miss Alyse
Anderson, 762 S. Martin St., Philadelphia 46, Pa.
• Purple Heart. Song~vriling Awards. Popular, stand~lrCl 01' sacred
songs. First prize, $1000; second prize, $500; Iour prizes of 5250 each.
Closing dute not announced. Order of the Purple Heart, 230 W.
54th St., N, y, c,
• Intel'llational. Compet.ition for Musical Performers, for voice,
piano. harpsichord, violin, oboe, saxophone. Prizes in all classifi-
cations. Closing date for applicat.ions, July 15, 1952. Secretariat. of
t.he IT!-ternational Competition for Musical Performers, Geneva Cons.
of Mmic, Geneva, Switzerland.
• Sixth Animal Composition Contest sponsored by the Friends of
Harvey Gaul, Inc. Open to all composers. Prize $400 for best one-act
opera. Closing'date December ], 1952. Victor Sawdek, Chairman. 315
. Shady Ave., Pittsburgh 6, P,1. .
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~e~~t~~~e~s a~ '~mi PUB L I C.ATION 0 FFER These books are now in
ted to two eoples per book. Please send remittance with order ICheek
or money order requested'. As eaeh book eomes if th d ,. r I'o e press, e Ivery postpaid Will be made.
WEDDING MUSIC FOR ORGAN
This collection has been edit I f h 'I ec or t e convenience of crean-
isis so lhut they will have at t.heir disposal the most frequently
n-ed -electtons of wedding music. The pieces are of medium
difficulty and are arranged for Hammond registration. Included
arc the two wedding marches, by Wagner and by :'Iendelssohn:
"0 PrOllli;; Me" by Reginald DeKoven; "At. Dawning" by
adman; ·'A DI-cam" hy Bartleu; "I Love You" by Grie,r· and
"'1'1 S 0'Ie \H'I~tf:SIStol·Y Ever Told" by Stults. 433.41008
list Price $ 1.00 final Advance of Pllblication Price $.80 list Price $1.00 Final Advance of Publication Price $.80
Piano Solos
Grade 1
CONTRARY ME ...••.. ...•. ... . Mae-Aileen Erb
(Studyin easy arpeggiQ nnd ~caJe figurt'~' WurJs)
COWSLIP BEllS louise E. Stairs
(Legatomelody for alternate hand~, Word ..)
Grade "Iz
DANCING ON THE TIGHTROPE ..... ,., Martha Bed
lU\'elystllccalo ~Iud)')
RAINDROP TAG _ Dorothy G. Knowlton
(Staccatostady for oolh hands)
Grade 2
!IG BASS TUBA ... Albert DeVito
(Humorousi~cly'~~i'l;g~il·r~;l~~t·i·. chords)
CLOWNING .", ,Madho Beck
(Studyin ~y~~~p·a·li~~j..... - .. - .
Grade 2'h
BYTHE.lITILE Mill _. Margaret Wig hom
(.Plcturesquestudy in articulation of staccato
tntmalsagainst legato I>bra~es)
GraJe 3
PA~DE O~THE POOKAS _ Vladimir Podwo
~Ie~O(hc.Alternate legato and staccato in R. H.
agam:tstaccato chords in L. H.)
Grade 3'h
ADIOS MUCHACHOS .Denes Agoy
(\Ielodictango, Fuli ~,~i.·~~li ·b~;(i)
CONCERTO GROSSO #8 Christmas Concerto
by Areangelo Corelli
Transcribed for Organ by Giuseppe Moschetti
Corelll's inspiring Christmas concerto is perhaps one of the
most. beautiful examples of the concert ante style. This present
edition is the fruit o[ ten years' thought and work and in tran-
scribing it every effort has heen made to remain within the [)1ll"e
spirit of Corelli's original conception. Effectil'ely transcribed,
ir: is superb [or organ recital. 433-41007
NEW RELEASES
110-40179 $.30
110-40181 .30
130-41101 .30
130-41102 .30
110-40180 .30
130-41098 ,30
130-41100 .30
130-41107 .30
110-4018B .30
133-41003 .50
Organ
CARILLONIR 0 :: .......• ; ..... : .. _.Chorles L Tol":,adge
e.ecll\e. melodiOUSpiece: contra~ling millor andr3;oh keys. Hammond registration. Recital material.t o~le recreation. Not difficult to play. Colorful
armomctexture.)
Violin
. ... Herbert Ralph Ward
114-40015
114-40014
.50
•50
ForNew Releases send orders to Dept. E-6-52.Dr. Frtlllces ElIiot.l. CLarl... 92 Id D· . .. .Educat.ion Deparlment ..1 ,-year-o IrectOr Emerita of the RCJ\ Victor
d <. uemonstrates for L Y H II k f theepartmenl. one of the Vi . J I '. 0 wee. manager 0 .
which 'Ohe pioneel'ed II CtlO a p 10nographs popular during the era In 1
- . 1e lise of recorded· I .. l . HE0 D ER ( 0the nation's public sci I PI musIC as a leae ling mslrumen III 0 REP RESSin March to attend t"oobs, ,'Oltowas made during a visit to Philadelphia 0
Conference ;f whicl 1e I lenma meetmg of the Music Educators National
, I Sle was a founder in 1907 a':r:::rs::::i:::: ~rvn Maw r, Pen n s V I van ia
___ +...ETUDE-JUNE 19"7
Choral
NOEL. . . . . . . D. F. Well,
(Moderately difficult, a cappella)
RIG-A-JlG-JIG , Horry R. Wilson
(Mediulll, American folk song, Rhythm chorus)
A-ROCKJ~' All NIGHT Horry R. Wilson
Oledmm, Chrislmas, Spiritual hom St. Helena
Island, Piano acc. optional)
A-ROCKIN' All NIGHT , Harry R. Wilson
(SSA, rHedium, Christmas, Spiritual from 51. Helena
Island, Piano acc. optional)
POOR WAYFARI NG STRANGER George Lynn
(Difficult, Madrigal style, a cappella)
FATHER MOST HOly Cecil E. Lopo
OIodcrately difficlllt, a cappella, SATB divided)
I WANT JESUS TO WALK WITH ME ..... George lynn
(Medium, a cappella, Negro spiritual, Soprano
solo, SATBB)
PRAISE YE THE NAME OF THE LORD ..... Lvov-Tellep
(Easy, a cappella, from the Marin Service o[ t.he
East.ern Or! hodox Church)
o COME. LET US SING ...•.... " .... J. Henry Francis
OIedium, Anthem for Choir and Congregation,
a cappella)
BellS OF CHRISTMAS .. ,Giuseppe Moschetti
(Christ.mas carol for Unison Junior Choir, may also be
sung by mixed yoices, SATB, Easy, Organ acc.)
BLACK IS THE COLOR OF MY TRUE LOVE'S HAIR
George Lynn
(Traditional. Difficnlt, :Madrigal style, a
cappella, SSATBB)
TE DEUM LAUDAMUS . .John leo lewis
p.Ioderately difficult, Piano or organ ace.)
IN THIS NIGHT CHRIST WAS 80RN
Giuseppe Moschetti
(Based on Hodie Christ.us Natu;;; Est, Christmas introit,
::\Ieditllll, Piano or organ acc., a cappella ad lib.)
312-40107 $.12
312·40108 .16
312·40 I09 .15
312-40110 .15
312·40111 ,I.
312-40112 .16
312-40113 .16
312-40014 .15
312-40115 .22
312·40116 ,12
332·40087 .15
332·40088 ,20
332·4008 • .12
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
I enclose $, .... to eompletely
cover the following order:
433-41008 Wedding
433.41007 Concerto
No. of Copies
Music For Organ @ $.80
G,a"a @ $ ,80 =
NAME, _
ADDRESS
CITY' . ---=~--STATE'- __
ZONE,--------------------------------~~----------------~
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Announcing the Seventeenth Season
STEPHEN COLLINS FOSTER MUSIC CAMP
EASTERN KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE, RICHMOND, KY.
5 WEEKS-JUNE 15 TO JULY 19
Band • Orchestra • Ensembles • Instrument Classes
Only $90.00
For Instruction, Board, Room. and Recreation
COMPETENT STAFF : : EXCELLENT FACILITIES
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT : : ENROLLMENT LIMITED
Private Lessons at $1.00 to $1.50 Each Extra
For Details write JAMES E. VAN PEURSEM, Director
IN THE BEAUTIFUL BLUE GRASS REGION OF KENTUCKY
-
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
PRIVATE TEACHERS (Now Yo,k CHy) I MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HULL)
Dramatic. Soprano
reccber of Singing-"Bel Canto"
HELEN ANDERSON Experienced European trained ArtistCoaching Opera, Concert and Radio
Concert Pianist Correct voice production, defective singing
Interesting course-piano, harmony
corrected,
Beginners accepted
Many Successful Pupils Phone: TrofolQor7-8230 Mon.,Tues.,Wed., Thurs.
16&W. 72nd St., N. Y. C. Tel. se 4-8385 &08West End Ave. New York City
MME. BOXALL BOYD lEOPOLD WOlFSOHN(lescketizky)
Pianist- Teacher-Coach-Program Building Composer, Pianist cod Teacher
Address-5teinway Hall-Nola Studios- Teacher of Aron Copland, Elie Siegmeister113W. 57th St., New York City, N. Y. and many artlsto and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
EDWIN HUGHES Hotel Ansonia, B'way at 73rd St., NewYork City
SUMMER MASTER CLASS FOR
PIANISTS AND TEACH ERS
JULY 7-AUGUST 16 ALFRED JACOBSFor iull informotion oddress Secretary
338West 8'1thStreet, New York, N. Y. Teac.ker Violin & Viola Coach
Higkly Recommended by
Method Leimer-Gieseking Wm. Primrose, Otto Klemperer & Mishel Piastro
for beginners & advanced students Carnegie Hall Call CLoverdole &-3701
VELIZAR GODJEVATZ Write to 7510-18th Ave., Brooklyn 14, N, y,
Pupil of Karl Leimer
(teacher of Gieseklng)
P.O, Box#131 New York 19, N. Y.
PRIVATE TEACHERS (Western)
(FRANK) (ERNESTO)
lA FORGE·BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice-Piano EVANGELINE lEHMAN
Among those who have studied witk Mr. La Mus. Doc.
Forge are: Marian Anderson, lawrence Tib·
bett, Richard Crooks, and Mme. Motzenauer, Teacher of Voice
1040Park Ave., New York Singers prepared for public recitalsTel. Atwater '1-7470 Special training ior choir and chorol directors
EDWARD E.TREUMANN
Stlldio oddreS5: 167 Elmhllrst Ave. ,
Detroit 3. Michigan
Concert Pianist-Artist·Teacher
Telephone: Townsend 5-8413
Recommended by EmilVon Sauer Mortiz MOSl-
kowski ond Joseph Hofmann. '
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837, 57th St. at HAROLD HURLBUT7th Ave., NewYorkCity Tel. Columbus 5·4357 i
Singers who have studied with him include t
WilLIAM FICHANDlER NADINE CONNER- HOWARD KEELond others of Metropolitan Opera-San Fran-
Pianist, Composer, Teacher cisco, S·t. Louis ?nd Havona Operas, Holly·
314 West 75th St., New York Su-7_3775 wood Bowl-RadiO, Stage, Screen, Television
Recent Compositions published by Address: 2150 N. Beachwood Or.
G. Schirmer, Inc. Hollywood, Calif. Tel. GL 105&
CHARLES LAGOURGUE 0.1. Q
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSONVOICE PRODUCTION-SINGING.
for information: Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher b
35 w. 57th St., New York 17447Castellammare Pacific Palisades, Calif.DU. 3·25'17 a
RICHARD McCLANAHAN y
Matthay exponent, iormerly kis representative. ISABEL HUTCHESONPrivate Lessons. Teachers Courses, Seminors-
Summer closs-Southwest Harbor Me. Reiresher Course iar Piano Teachers'
801 Steinway Bldg., N.Y.C. Modern PianoTeehnic:Coach ingConcert Pia~i$to:
(Tues.-Fri.) CI. &-8950,other days, KI. 9-8034 Group Work: For iurther information address:
Studio 202, IOO51h.ElmSt., Dallas, Texas a
CRYSTAL WATERS
August In New York 1
i
Teacher of singing.
Popular songs and Classics. SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-T.V.-Radio-Stage-Concert.
405 East 54thSt. New York 22, N. y, TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435Sacramlnto Street Walnut 1·34'16 a
CAROL ROBINSON Backelor oi Music Degree Opera Deportment d
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher Artists Diploma Pedagogy Cediiicate ti
40S East 54th St. New York 22, N. Y. Approved for veterans f
Plaza 5-5123 Children's Saturday morning Classes. f
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CHILDREN WHO COULD "NEVER
LEARN MUSIC, BUT DID"
(Continued from Page 19)
Then one day we were playing scales,
when suddenly I realized Johnny was
playing his chords almost perfectly.
That was the answer-s-chords. march-
ing music, hymns, etc. He woul~
never be able to execute long beauti-
ful runs, trills, etc., and fast mu-
sic. but he could play beautiful
"blocked" (an expression of my
own), music. Just before he went
away to college. he accompanied an
audience to sing America, then as
his recital piece played, Beethoven's
Glory of God in Nature. It was worth
all his (and my) effort.
The fourth illustration is the most
pathetic of alL Sally was an ex-
tremely nervous child. Both of her
parents had an impediment of speech
due to a highly nervous condition,
but they loved music and were pa-
thetically anxious that their only
child should learn just a little music.
She was a brilliant child except £01'
this nervous condition, and she
learned very fast, yet some of her
lessons were absolutely worthless. As
she started to play she would scratch
her head, rub her arms, twist in her
clothes, or "diddle" the notes until
it would torture the patience of Job.
The correction of one error would
ruin the entire piece regardless of
how kindly I spoke. However, I soon
learned that on these lessons when
her nerves were in that condition,
only a review of previously learned
lessons was of any value to her. So
we drifted until she could play some
hymns and a few simple pieces. She
will never be an outstanding pianist,
but she can play enough to bring
her much happiness and I am firmly
convinced that my efforts were worth
",hile.
My fifth case deals v...ith parental
attitudes. Susy was a motherless
child, and the oldest in a large fam-
ly. Her father plainly informed me
hat since he couldn't hear the last
of it, he was going to let Susy take
a few music lessons, but he didn't
want any of that fancy stuff (mean.
ing classical music), he didn't have
the money for it, and it was no ac-
count any way. He just wanted her
to play hymns. Along with these
unique terms came the sympathy of
Suey's classroom teacher who said,
"She's the dumbest kid in the room."
My first reaction was to flatly state
my opinion, but when I looked into
those beautiful, pleading, brown eyes
of Suey's, I knew I couldn't refuse
her. So with a used Beginner's Book
and a battered hymnal we began. It
took only a few lessons to know that
one of her talents was music. that
she was not dumb but circumstances
made her seem that way. We began
hymns with Jesus, Lover of My Soul
and worked upward into more dii-
ficult keys, etc. \Vhen she moved to
another school, she could play al-
most any hymn up to five flats or
four sharps. I gave her a number of
pieces of that "fancy stuff" because
I wanted her at least to be intro-
duced to the Masters of music. I
sincerely doubt that 5usy will ever
again be permitted to study music
with a teacher. Her Toad of li fe will
at the best be a hard one. So if I
have contributed in the least to the
elevation of her sou], my task was
worth while.
Every music teacher could no
doubt give similar illustrations.
Many teachers have given up; olhers
like myself have struggled on until
some degree of results have been
accomplished. Some will ask why
we take such cases. Surely it isn't
for money. because certainly the
brilliant child's dollar is more de·
sirable-or-is it? I am still wonder-
ing if the many. many average or
above average students ever gave me
the degree of satisfaction that I got
from the few "who could never learn
to play"-but did. "Ease is the lovely
effect of forgotten toil." THE END
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from Page 22)
e quite a divergence of opinion
bout this matter, so I am asking
ou for your opinion.
-Mrs. L.L.R., California
Because I myself have not done
ny piano teaching for many years,
wrote to two of my friends for
nformation-Miss Neva Swanson of
Oberlin Conservatory of Music and
Miss Gladys Parsons of Roo~evelt
College School of Music. Both women
re expert in teaching small chilo
ren, and both agree that the essen.
al thing is that the child should sit
airly well back and that he should
eel comfortable and relaxed, They
also state that the chair should be
adj us table in height and that both
feet should rest on some sort of a
footstool or box until his legs are
long enough so that his feet touch
the floor.
Miss Swanson states that pedaling
is not as important at the beginning
as correct posture, relaxation. and
good hand position; but Miss Par·
sons likes to have her pupils use a
pedal box some of the time evell
though this may be feasible only at
lesson times. Both teachers agree
that the elbow and wrist should be
about level with the keyhoard.-K. G.
THE END
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Can You Stack These
on Your Record Changer?
by Allen Benson
H Eare the names of twenty corn-
ER who turned their talents toposers
opera, I'
Suppose you want to ls~en to
ks of these composers 10 thesor .s
order listed, beginning with No.1:
RilllSky·Korsako\,.
20. David
19. Debussy
18. Verdi
17. Wagner
16. Bellini
15. Massenet
13. Flotow
12. Ponchielli
11. Rossini
10. Tchetkovskv
9. Deniz ui
8. Offenbach
7. Mozart
(i. Meyerll er
5. Puccini
4. Thomas
3. Delille.
2. I-1ulllpcrdinck
1. Him,llky.Kor.
~akov
A SWER
Can you regroup the titles so th
operas will follow each other in th
same order as names of the con
posers?
If you can't match at least te
operas with their composers you
record player must be gathering. dus
a. DOll Ciovanni
h. Lakme
c. L'Africaine
d. Barbel' of- Seville
e. La C icconda
f. La Perle du
Bresil
g. Hansel and
Crete]
h. Lucia di Lam ..
mermoor
i. P lleas et Mel-
lsnnde
j. Hicnxi
k. Manon
1. Norma
m. Le Coq d'Or
n. Eugen Onegin
o. :Mignnn
p. Marlha
q. Carmen
", Madame Butterfly
s. 'Ernani
I. ontes d'Hoff·
man
·w '{ :~ '0 :q .£ : 0 'v
~.I·S~::> '9:n'L ~1'8:1}'6:u ·OI
:1' 'n :0 'n :d '£1 :b 'v! :, 'S!
:1 'n :f 'n :s ·S! :! '6{ :J '00
RECORDER SPEEDS TEACHING
TO LOWER the mortolity rate
among music students, one
school has Come up with a teaching
methodwhich is now taking prece-
denceover previous teach-ill" tech-
niques. The Monarch Co;serva-
lGries of Music in Hammond
I d' ,n lana, has adopted the electronic
rocorder,
FOllowing the tbeory that rapid
pr~gress in the study of music in-
SpIresthe student's continuinn' in-
terest M he'", onarc on ervatOflCs
r~ommends the recorder as a
h~e.sa\'er for music shldenls and
P~lnts to the fact that no student
wilhwh M h'h om onarc lIlstructors
.al'eused this method has discon-
hnued music study
W'h .
It this new method a teacher
ca.ngive a student as much in ten
mmutes M hi', onare c alms as heCQuid . ,
. preViously have given in an
entUe les .
Son perIod. The reason:
Iilost lesl: h'ok ~on me was previously
en up with ., cl'
1. repetition esluned
"'llIaketh' "e pomls of the Jesson
ETUDE-JUNE 1952
sink in. Under t.he new system, the
entire lesson is recorded, and the
student takes home the spool to
play on his own recorder at home
where he can relax and refresh his
memory concerning the lesson and
can listen critically to his own
playing. . THE END
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ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE of MUSIC
John Philip Blake, Jr., President
Bachelor of Music Degree in 24 Fields
Master of Music Degree in 23 Fields
Graduates Music Education Major program well qualified to teach all phases of
Music in public schools. A catalog will be sent on request.
Institutional Member National Association of Schools of Music
7801 B(jlnhommeAvenue St. Louis 5. Missouri
CLASSIFIED ADS
.~AU]UON"l.'".Composition, Orches tra-
uo n. MUSical 'Ph eo ry. Private or
Corr-espondence Instruction. Manu-
act-t p t.s revised and corrected. Music
arranged. Franl.;: S. Butler, 32-46 107
St., Corona, N. Y.
LEARN I~IANO 'l'UNING-Simplified
authentic instruction $'1.00-Liter:
a ture free. Prof'. Ross, '15G Beecher-
St., Elmira, N. Y.
N.~W PIANO ~IVTE J..E'l'S YOU
."u.AC'rICiD IlA.Y On. NIGHT "\VI'I'H-
OV'I' IlIS'I'UUIIING O'l'HEnS, Mutes
piano about 85%. Easlly attached 01'
detached without. harming mech a.n-
sm. Sta.te upright, grand, or spinet!
~old only on money ba.ck guarantee.
Send $5.00 for mute and full ins tt-uc-
tions. Rtchu.rd Ma.vo, Dept. 004, 1120
Lrt.t.on::l.Street, Phlla. 47. Pa.
\Vn.l'[,li~SONGS: Head "Songwriter's
Review" Magazine, 16nO-ET Broad-
way, New Yor1;,: 19, 25¢ COpy; $2.00
year.
S"\VIN"(; 1-IAI\'O-JlY l\L'\lL-:W self~
teaching lessoll~, ~3.00. 10 advanced
swing lessons, $1..50. 13 modern pinllo
solo!-l, $2.50. Special intl-oductory offer
to tC:LChel's, artists, dealers, $30
worth of music for $10 (samples).
Over !'i0 publica.tions-classical and
lOJlulal' C.O.D. Phil Breton Publica-
ions. P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8, Nebr.,
LS.A.
HACH: I~OPULAR SHEET l\IUSIC TO
8:00. Ballads, Hagtime, everything.
en.Laiog 10¢. Classics exchanged for
)opular. Fore's. E3151 High, Denver
5, Colorado.
AIUt,ANGING for Band - Orchestl'a-
Piano Vocals. :Manuscripts corrected
and prepared for publication. 'Vords
set to music-school songs. Send
manuscript for estimate. PI'ompt
service. Val's Arranging Studio, 310
West 10th St., SanLsota, Fla.
I...EAllN PIANO 'l.'UNING AT HOME.
Course by Dr. "\Vm. Braid White,
world's leading piano technician and
teacher. Write Karl Bartenbach,
001A 1;Vells St., Lafayette. Ind.
01...0 l\IUSIC "\VANTEO. Have you a
collection of old musk gathering
dust in }'our attic or barn? Turn it
nto cash. Write to George Goodwin,
Box 49. New York HI, N. Y.
VIOLINl\L4.-KERS - Amateurs - Pro-
essionals. Fine t.one European wood,
naterials, supplies, patterns, instnlc-
ions. Illustrated catalog 10¢. refund·
d. Premier Violin Supplies. Dept.
V.E .• 430 S. Broadway, Los Angeles
~l, California.
-'OR SAl."""].Rare records. Lists. Col-
ections bought. E. Hirschmann, 100
)uncan Ave., Jersey City, New Jersey.
I'HE SCIEN'I'Il'''W l\IUSIC TEACHER
_Monthly-$2.00 year. Request sam-
)le. !\fol'ong, Box 21., BrooJdyn 25,
New Yor!>:.
OIlCHES'('RA S'I'ATIO,XEllY-Bllsi-
ess cards, Adcards, Placards. Exclu-
i ve two-color Iine. Salnples. W. J. Ku t-
erbach, P.O. Box 664, Pottstown, Pa.
COJUPOS.1<:;RS. ARRA.NGERS. COX-
OUCTORS: Staclq)ole's Chord Chart,
ach melody note harmonir.ed 21
vays 252 renderings, 'with chord
Hl.me:"l Staclq)ole's Music Shol·thand.
ystem of stenography fat· music, to
at down an idea CjtJ!cldy or when out
f music paper. Both sent tog·etherfol·
I, postpaid. Order from: Paul Clare
tacknole, Arden Hall, 2110 'Vest
Venango. Philadelphia 40, Penna.
RO",V TO TEACH POPUJ~.4.-n PIANO
chord system). Free information.
tuart Studios, Box 442-C, Union, N. J.
FOR SALE: One Robert l\-Iorton pipe
rgan four stop unit. $1500.00. Also
himes, etc. Cozatt Organ Co., Dan-
ille, Ill.
WAN'l'ED: Lady· Piano Teacher in-
terested nurcnase pa.rtnership in
reputable music school. Write Box
::3, c/o ETUDE magazine, Bryn
Ma.w r. Penna.
"'HE .4.-R'l' OF SIGH'l' READING. Be-
come a good Sigh t Reader and a
better musician. 5 lesson cour-se com-
plete in bootctet form $3.00. Composi-
tions corrected and In k copies made.
Lyrics set to Music. Danford Hall,
Compo s er-cArrnng er, 1914 'V. Lu n t
Ave .. Chicago. Ill.
LET l\IE PRIN'I'. YOUI' original com-
nost tfo na for you. Secure copyrights.
Attractive title pages. Ready for sate
when delivered. Edythe DevVitt,
Paris, 'pexas.
OLD A:\TD NI1J"\V VIOLINS, Cellos,
Bows, SUPlllies. Repairing. Eal~en,
::l10 E:. VlashingtOIl St., Chambers-
burg', Pa.
PIANIS'I'SI Modern piano introduc·
tions $1.00. 180 Modern Piano Runs
51.00. Modulations (popular rhythm
style) $1.00. Piano Improvising (2
volumes) $2.50. Jazz brea](s and end-
ings (3 volumes) $3.75. Effective Jazz
Bass $1.25. Money back guarantee.
S.tll.art !I'lU.SiC Studio, Box 442-C.
UnIOn, N. ,I.
FOR SAI ...E:' Stein way Grand. 6 ft.
Ebony finish renewed by Steinway &
Sons ... Joseph C. Holstad. 337 Oal~
Grove, Minneapolis 3, Minn.
JlIUSICIANS! Harmonization Chart
(372 ' ....ays) $1.00. ChOl'd Chart $0.50.
204 Modern ChOt'ds (9th, 11th, 13th)
$1.00. :Modern Chord Substitutions
SO.50. Transposing Chart $1.00. Mu-
sical Terms Dictionary $0.50. Com-
plete Modern Harmony Course (340
pages, 582 examples and exercises)
$6.00. Money back guarantee. Stuart
Music Studio, Box 442-C. Union, N. J.
SPECIAI,IZED ARRANGING ,A.ND
COltIPOSING. Piano, vocal, band
(dance, concert) and orchestl'a scor-
ing. Melodies composed for lyrics.
Manuscripts revised and correct.ed.
Prompt service. Stein Studio, 602
East End Avenue, Lancastel', Penna.
PLAY ACCORDION, S'I'UDEN'l'S AND
TJD..\.CHliatS of other instruments
can easily master the bass buttons.
"Guide to the Basses", with Indicator
and Index Slide, covers everything
necessary for 3. thorough l.;:nowledge
or the accol'dion basses and their
uses. Heading from accordion music
and piano music, Helationship of the
huttons, Fingel'ing, Building other
chords, Substitute ChOl'ds, etc. Every-
thing you can possibly learn on the
hass buttons of an accordion_ Sent
POSTPAID for $2.00. CY BROUGH-
TON, 2834 Que St., S.E., Washington
20, D. C.
"\"L\.N'.I'ED '.1'0 BUY-Full-line music
store in city of 20,000 to 100000.
,"Vrite ETUDE, Box 32, Bryn Mawr,
Penna.
I·IAND BUILDING EXERCISJDS FOR
PIANIS'l'S by 'Veldon Carter which
if. practiced about 20 minutes daily.
WIll have an almost unbelievable
beneficial effect. Teachers with little
time for practice will be able not
only to keep up their technic but
actually improve it. The exercises go
at the weal{ points in the pianist's
hand and almost at once achieve
!",oticeabl.e results in the playing of
Intermediate and advanced students.
Send $1.00 per copy to Weldon Carter
Director, ·Washington Musical Jnsti~
tute, 1730 Sixteenth Street N W
Washington, D.C. From July 1st t~
Sept.. 15th Weldon Carter will teach
in ~antucket, Mass. and orders for
cople~ may be ser.tt to him there or to
Washlllg·ton Muslcal Institute.
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CONTACTS FOR ARTIST STUDENTS
(Continued from Page 13)
artist sometimes mentions that he
too must live. The student should
lose no sleep or shed no tear over
parting with such people. Were he
to appear at their heck and call for
ten years, he would not receive a
cent for his efforts. To the very end
they would believe in the honor they
were conferring on him as being
above monetary consideration. The
sooner the parting from such people,
the better.
The amount of the fee to charge
for one's services is another indi-
vidual matter. Ten dollars should be
the lowest in most cases, but $5 has
often been a starting fee for a few
selections. Where an elaborate pro-
gram is called for the fee will ac-
cordingly rise. The student with
financial backing can afford to be
more just to himself in assaying
what he should charge for his serv-
ices. Generally, because he can af-
ford to hold out for a larger sum,
he will be getting from $20 to $50
an appearance, long before the less
fortunate student would even dare
to dream of asking such fees. But
regardless of how independent the
student feels he can afford to be, he
should never overcharge; never set
up as an ideal the idea of taking in
"all that the traffic will bear." The
backbone of artistic growth is in-
tegrity of character, and that .im-
plies honesty to self and to those
one serves. Honesty to self implies
evaluating one's ability in the light
of growing experiences; honesty to
those one serves implies setting a
fee that takes into consideration this
ability and the economic conditions
of the time. Balancing between these
two factors. the student establishes
his price range according to length
of program, to the purpose of the
concert, and as to whether he is
soloist or accompanist.
TI\e progress and achievement of
the advancing student may be con-
siderably furthered by the friends
he makes among those interested in
music. Consider the story of Pade-
rewski's life as revealed in "The
Paderewski Memoirs," for an exam-
ple of the help to artistic growth
that abiding friendships bring. When
Paderewski first came to Warsaw to
study at the Conservatory, he needed
a good piano for practice purposes.
His father took him to Kerntop i, a
well-known piano manufacturer. The
eldest son Edward Kerutopf came in
while Paderewski was trying out
various pianos. Paderewski's father
was about to purchase a piano when
young Kerntopf said, "Nonsense, you
don't want to buy a piano; it would
be worthless after a year. I will give
him a piano to practice on and for
nothing." And until his death, Ed·
ward Kerntopf took a deep interest
in Paderewski's struggles. He imme-
diately showed this interest on dis-
covering that the boy's father was
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in search of living quarters for his
talented son. "Oh, let him live here
with our family," he said. "We are
already ten children in the family.
One more will make no difference,
or you can pay a trifle to my mother
just for the food if you wish, because
we are not rich. Leave your boy here
and then he will have a piano too.
He can practice on any piano-there
are plenty here. It will cost us noth-
ing, and it will not cost you anything
either."
Paderewski lived with the Kern-
topf family for several years, and
Edward took him to an the concerts.
When teachers prophesied that Pa-
derewski could never become a pian-
ist, Edward simply laughed at them.
He had absolute faith in Paderewski,
and the great pianist pays tribute
to this staunch support in these
words; "From the beginning he was
interested .in my advancement. He
was always tr-ying t.o educate me-
he was my protector and hel ped me
in every way. Without his friendship
and interest, that first year at the
Conservatory might have been quite
different-it would have been much
harder ... he guided me at a crucial
moment when I was alone and per-
fectly helpless, and could not find
even a possibility of helping myself."
When Paderewski went to Berlin
to study composition under Friedrich
Kiel, he had the good fortune of
finding living quarters with a family
by the name of Ronde, who took the
same care and interest in him as the
Kerntopf family in Warsaw. In Ber-
lin, Paderewski made the acquaint-
ance of Mr. Hugo Bock, the pub-
lisher, through an introduction by
Moritz Moszkowski, a very well-
known musician. Through this in-
troduction, Paderewski was able to
get his early compositions published.
Furthermore, in Mr. Bock's house,
he had the opportunity of meeting
many distinguished artists, chiefly
musicians, and there he met all the
musical celebrities who were living
in Berlin or passing through the
German capital. In this way he came
to know Anton Rubinstein who told
him he had an inborn technique for
the piano. In the face of all who had
told him he was not built to be a
concert pianist, this was a revela-
tion. It changed his world com-
pletely, as he had made up his mind
to devote himself to composition.
Such friendshi ps are a priceless
boon to the ambitious student. No
one can predict how they will arise.
They often occur accidently.
Sometimes pride impels a student
to shun the hand of friendship
through a feeling that accepting
help from anyone is not right. for
it is not really getting ahead accord-
ing to merit. Nothing could be fur-
ther from the lruth. When someone
becomes interested in a pianist's
career, it is an acknowledgment of
his belief in the merits and talent
of that person. \Vhen Paderewski
saw how people were becoming in-
terested in him, it made him work
all the harder to justify their faith
in him.
J -;:;:::=====--/
\
"There's nothing like a metronome to help you keep perfect time:"
A student with a strong sense of
responsibility will never abuse the
hand of friendship, and need never
hesitate on that score from accepting
help from those in a position to fur-
ther his career.
Finally, when he feels the time is
ripe, the young pianist places him-
self under a . concert manager. It is
the responsibility of the concert
manager to supervise the business
side of formal recitals, to plan tours,
to get bookings in all sections of
the country, to attract audiences
through publicity and free passes.
Many a New York debut recital has
a large audience due to the great
number of free tickets and reduced
rate coupons issued by the manag-
ing office.
The kind of manager a pianist
comes under plays a tremendously
important part in shaping his career
as a concert artist. Under the wrong
guidance. great damage can be done
to such a career. A concert manager
who operates on a strictly business
level of contracts and cash transac-
tions, with practically no interest at
all in the aspirations and ideals of
his artists, is limited in the good
he can do. One who is vitally inter-
ested in such matters will. as a rule,
prove of greater help to the pianist
who is beginning his climb towards
recognition in the world of music.
The young pianist should not look
upon a New York debut as the end-
all of his strivings. but as one of the
steps along the road of musical rna-
turity. to be taken only. and it he
is ripe enough for it. A concert
career is but one of the avenues
through which a finely trained pian-
ist can serve his fellowmen. One
may be very fine. indeed. and yet
lack a certain intangible factor' in
his personality-a certain magnetism
-that one feels, but can't describe,
in a first class artist. Paderewski
took a long time getting to the top,
and it took more than one concert
to get him there. He had his share
of adverse criticism before world
recognition fell to him. The wise stu-
dent , vill bide his time, allowing his
talent to slowly ripen; he will look
forward to a series of concerts under
a good manager. knowing that his
chances of ultimate standing among
the stars of the musical world is
about fifty-fifty; he will. at the same
time, be exploring possible other
avenues of utilizing his musical gifts
for the benefit of those among whom
he lives. A ew York debut should
be but one of the goals in view, not
the end-all.
The student who keeps in mind all
the possible uses to which his talent
may be put, will generally go fur·
ther than anolher who holds rigidly
to one, and only one goal, despite
all that experience and wisdom may
show as to the inadvisability of doing
so. Life should be a constant reach-
ing out toward goals that change
according to one's experiences and
the growth of wisdom.
THE END
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* PUBLICSCHOOL ORCHESTRAS AND BANDS
Glenn H. Woods
This book offe~ many practi~.d ~uggest.ions such as: the impor-
lance.preparallon, and orgnruznuon of Instrumental instruction
luning.seating plans~ and mak~ns: a conductor's part. A helpfui
volumefor all those interested til Instrumental music in the field
of education.
437·40072 ............ $2.00
* THEVIOLIN: ITS FA~IOU ~IAKERS AND PLAYERS
Paul Stoeving
An excellent lillie volume which discusses all phases of the violin·
origin,outstanding ani t , methods, makers, and the development
of the violin art.
437·40077 .. $ .75
* PREPARATIONA D PRESENTATION
OF THE OPERETTA
Fronk A. Beoch
In this book the author has presented clearly stated solutions to
the p.Toblemsof the pr~,!clion or operettas ?,y amateur gr~ups.
~e discussesstag~ technic 10 regard LO the music and action with a
viewto reproduong the work as the composer had conceived it.
437·40031 ... . .. .. .. . $2.00
* THEWELL-TEMPERED ACCOMPANIST
Coenrood V. Bas as told to Ashley Pettis
Fascina.tingreminiscences by one of the leading accompanists
and VOicecoaches of Our time which present a memorable pic-
ture of the people and life of the "Golden Age" of song. This
book should make easy yet rewarding reading. especially for the
vocalstudent.
417·41000 ..... $2.50
* YOUNGFOLKS' PIcrURE mSTORY OF MUSIC
James F. Cooke
A~Ieverpresentation of the history of music wriuen in language
~asdyunderstood by a young student. Illustrations of composers.
Instruments, etc., which accoml>any the book are to be cut out
and pasted' h' • . hlet m t .err proper place. A proud posseSSIOn w en com·
P ed, and mUSical knowledge obtamed in the process.
417·40017 .. $1.50
* GREATPIANISTS 0 PIA 0 PLA fING
James F. Cooke
~n ~nusual compilation of talks on the art of pianoforte play-
~ng[y SOmeof the greatest masters of this instrument. Here is
m~l· . 11 ..lon, practical advice. and inspiration for a pla01sts.
417·40036 . . $3.00
* MASTERS OF THE SYMPHONY
*
Percy Goetschius
A discussion of the evolution of the symphony and the masters
and their works.
437 -40014 ... $2.50
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Edgor S. Kelley
~escriptions and discussion of development of various classes of
Instruments.
437-40062. . ..... $1.50
* FROM SONG TO SYMPHONYDaniel G. Mason
This excellent and enjoyable book of music aims toward fu ller
appreciation, recognition of musical masterpieces and an under-
standing of their significance.
437 -40029. . . ..... $2.00
TALKS ABOUT BEETHOVEN'S SYMPHONIES
Theodore Thomas and Frederick Stock
Two famous conductors have analyzed the nine symphonies in
untechuical language and illustrated the essays with helpful
diagrams. Clear and authoritative analyses of the themes and
structure of the symphonies, lucid expositions of their relation to
each other, and a logical account of Beethoven's own artistic de-
velopment as revealed in them are all part of this excellent
study.
*
437-40040 .. . $2.50
* PIANO PLA fING WITHPIANO QUESTIONS ANSWERED
Josef Hofmann
A helpful discussion of the problems and technique of piano
playing and answers to many of the questions asked by all
pianists.
417-40020. .$2.00
MUSICAL TRAVELOGUES
James F. Cooke
The picturesque, as well as the practical phases of the romantic
music centers of the Old World probably never have been pre·
sented in more captivating, popular form than in this volume.
Vast musical knowledge, extensive travel. and a pleasant style
of writing make Dr. Cooke's personally conducted tour to the
most interesting musical spots of the world delightful reading.
$3.00
*
Send orders to Dept. ES-6-52
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA
"THE WORLD'S
I..
MOST UNUSUAL UNIVERSITY"
No school has higher academic standards.
No school has exactly the same emphasis.
No school has quite the same combination of
evangelism and culture.
GRADUATES-WHETHER ·IN FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN SERVICE
OR IN BUSINESS OR THE PROFESSIONS, WHETHER IN AMERICA
OR ON THE MISSION FIELDS AROUND THE WORLD - ARE PROVING DAILY
THAT THE EMPHASIS AND TRAINING OF BOB JONES UNIVERSITY
PREPARE ITS STUDENTS TO MEET SUCCESSFULLY THE EMERGENCIES OF LIFE.
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
MUSIC, SPEECH, AND ART
WITHOUT ADDITIONAL COST
ABOVE REGULAR ACADEMIC TUITION
ACADEMY AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL IN CONNECTION,
